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Research + 
DESIGN
Knowledge of the past.....  informs our understanding of the present 
Abstract
Consonance in urban form is contingent on the continuity of the fine grain 
architectural features that are imbued in the commodity of the evolved historic 
urban fabric. A city’s past can be viewed therefore, as a repository of urban 
form characteristics from which concise architectural responses can result in a 
congruent urban landscape. This thesis proposes new methods to evaluate the 
interplay of architectural elements that can be traced throughout the lifespan 
of the particular evolving urban areas under scrutiny, and postulates a theory 
of how the mapping of historical urban form can correlate with deriving 
parameters for new buildings. In essence the proposition of this thesis is that 
urban morphology is a missing constituent in the process of urban design, as it 
holds the key to providing evidence of urban growth that can guide the design 
of new forms that are accordant within a particular setting.
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8Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature review
1.1 Overview of the research topic, and introduction to the thesis 
theme.
Urban morphology is the study of the structure of a cities form (Kropf, 2005, 
p.15; Whitehand, 2007a, p.1) from its ‘formation to subsequent transformations’ 
(Moudon, 1997, p.3).  The study of urban morphology is concerned with the 
physical and spatial layout of urban structure and the processes that give 
rise to them (Carmona and Tiesdell, 2007, p.61). Particular attention is given 
to the plots, blocks, streets, buildings and open spaces which are all integral 
to the study of the ‘history evolutionary process’ of specific parts of a city 
under consideration (Bentley and Butina, 1990, p.67). Whitehand (1992, 
p.6) acknowledges the ‘historical unfolding of the built environment is the 
starting point in the search for a theoretical basis for the management of urban 
landscapes in the future’, he posits the justification for urban morphology 
as having practical utility, intellectual value while also recognising that the 
townscape has an aesthetic value (1987, p.2). The attraction to urban morphology 
is the nexus of concepts, ideas and approaches (Samuels, 1990, p.433). Primarily 
this attraction has been most significant for: geographers, architects, urban 
planners, historians and urban designers (Gauthier and Gilliland 2006, p.43), as 
well as archaeologists and landscape architects (Conzen, M.P., 2001, p.3).  
The principal focus of this thesis is how the design of buildings can better 
respond to urban morphological research, so that the new urban forms can 
integrate within their specific surroundings. 
…the unpopularity of what is called the ‘modern environment’ is 
partly due to a deep sense of incongruity and a feeling that the nature 
of change is such that instead of affirming what exists and adding to it, 
the modern environment is perceived to have destroyed what was good 
and not to have improved on it (MacCormac, 1994, p.70).
The recognition of the lack of site specific qualities of much urban development 
vindicates the need to research and understand better the plot patterns, 
amalgamations and subdivisions that have responded to the city’s evolutionary 
economic and social transformations, that result in its particular built form. 
91.1.1 Towards consonance in urban form. 
Published in 2015 Urban Morphology 17(2) p116-118
The city …. does not tell its past, but contains it like the lines of a hand, 
written in the corners of the streets, the gratings of the windows, the 
banisters of the steps, the antennae of the lighting rods, the poles of 
the flags, every segment marked in turn with scratches, indentations, 
scrolls (Calvino, 1997, p. 9).
By presenting the past as a repository of the characteristics of urban formation, 
urban morphology utilizes a knowledge platform as the basis for interpretation of 
accordant architectural responses (Levy, 1999).  Operating within this framework 
at the scale of architectural features of individual buildings, and imbued with 
reference to the intrinsic architectural elements of both preceding and existing 
building forms, micromorphology (Larkham, 2006, p. 126) provides the efficacy 
for new architecture that emerges from such a manner of composition.
Research and practice nexus
The primary contribution of urban morphology towards consolidating the link 
with design is in the analytical processes that deliver an understanding of evolving 
urban forms; it is, however, a contribution that design practice has yet to widely 
embrace (Moudon, 1997; Whitehand, 2005).
Research approaches to urban morphology are well established and extensively 
published, and include concerted efforts to demonstrate the application of 
theory in practice through both new tools for evaluation, and new methods 
of design praxis (Hall and Doe, 2000; Hall and Sanders, 2011; McGlynn and 
Samuels, 2000; Oliveira, 2013).  
The gap between research and practice and recommendations as to how it can 
be narrowed, has been the subject of consistent concern and increasing focus 
(Hall, 2008, 2013; Kropf, 2011; Marshall and Çalışkan, 2011; Whitehand, 1992, 
2007, 2013).  A recent issue of Urban Morphology contained various opinions on 
the prevailing stasis.  Is it perhaps a problem of differing orientation (Nasser, 
2013)?  Is it the lack of a common language or developed dialogue (McCormack, 
2013; O’Connell, 2013)?  Or could it be a result of insufficient emphasis in the 
pedagogy in planning and design curricula (Whitehand, 2005, 2013)?
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It has also been reported that thorough urban morphological investigations are 
resource intensive and the associated costs can often seem prohibitive (McGlynn 
and Samuels, 2000); and there are also concerns‘‘that detailed morphological 
research may be unduly time-consuming’ (Larkham, 2006, p.132).  This suggests 
that research of this nature is likely to be impractical for design consultancy 
unless an abbreviated research process can be deployed with simplified 
analytical and prescriptive elements (McGlynn and Samuels, 2000).  It further 
suggests a level of responsibility for local authorities and government agencies 
to raise their own awareness of the relationship between research and policy 
(Hall, 2000; Samuels, 1990; Whitehand, 2007).  Furthermore, as universities 
have consistently demonstrated the capacity to undertake resource intensive 
traditional morphological techniques, the outputs of the research should be 
acquired by local administrations and made available as a resource to assist 
urban design.
However, it is in the arena of city development that the deficiencies in the nexus 
between research and practice are most apparent.  Through not engaging with 
data from broad fields of research (Hamilton and Watkins, 2008), architects 
and urban designers continue to lack an evidence-based approach to underpin 
reasoning in their design proposals (Samuels, 1990).  Hence a design project 
advocating urban quality is susceptible to a contrary infrastructure proposal 
that is supported by qualitative data, and speaks more readily to an audience 
of policy makers.  Typically the position for urban spatial quality is not well 
substantiated, and the city suffers as a result. 
Design proposals that can emphatically demonstrate how the ‘new’ builds upon 
measured and evaluated characteristics of the specific place of development can 
present a compelling and justifiable case.  
Process versus prescription: interpretation versus design control
Cities are never still; they resist efforts to make sense of them.  We 
need to respect their rhythms and to recognize that the life of city form 
must be loosely somewhere between total control and total freedom of 
actions.  Between conservation and process, process must have the final 
word.  In the end, urban truth is in the flow (Kostof, 1992, p. 305).
While well-intentioned urban-design guidelines can contribute to coherence 
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and continuity in the development of urban form, a balance needs to be found 
between the prescriptive desire to control every move of development (Talen 
and Ellis, 2002) and the latitude required to enable the natural ebb and flow of 
development cycles that underpin urban growth (Kostof, 1992).  This apparent 
dichotomy is one that requires careful attention: on the one hand, design-based 
codes can avert problems of incongruity in unfettered development, but on the 
other a building environment stifled by over-prescriptive design controls may 
impede innovation and opportunities for new ideas.
Caniggia maintained ‘that design must be carried out by a continuous 
comparison of what already exists with what we are doing, therefore by 
continuous ‘interpretation’ if we wish to produce buildings without being 
vague and individualistic’ (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001, p. 27). Thus within the 
emergent consensus for the principle of ‘morphology before design’ (Çaliskan 
and Marshall, 2011, p389) that seeks to place urban morphology at the core of 
urbanism and urban design (Kropf, 2005), there is a need for increased emphasis 
on the act of interpretation of urban morphology in advancing consonance in 
urban form.  This emphasis may prove to be more appealing than prescriptive 
tools, and draw practice closer to research. 
1.2 Research problem
The ontological perspective of cities is that from settlement they are the product 
of incremental growth, with the major variable being the size and speed of 
development. Historically, cities are characterised as having slow growth which 
are evidenced by cohesive, mostly organic urban patterns, exhibiting a patina 
of diverse urban forms reflecting its longevity. The serendipitous quality of 
incremental small-scaled development has facilitated spatial complexities that 
enable human transaction and heightened awareness of the fine grain city. 
Planned cities, on the other hand, whether the product of colonial settlement or 
utopian ideal, have mostly been based on geometrical footprints. Consequently 
the rapid changes experienced by post-industrialised societies have exerted 
severe pressure on its urban form. 
By understanding how places have evolved, we are better able to guide 
development and change in the urban fabric and avoid the incongruity 
created by so much of the modern environment (MacCormac 1996, 
p.73).
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The perpetual deliberation on the appropriate form of modern architecture 
raises the fundamental issues of how architects, planners and decision makers 
can enhance what is ‘working’ in terms of a cites urban form, and ‘repair the 
traumatised building tissue in historic city centres’ (Cataldi, 2003, p.29) caused 
by developments that have not heeded the fundamental behavioural rules of 
urban morphology that affects a building’s context in design and history. 
Architecture and planning have yet to develop a shared knowledge 
base; these are professions that thrive on action and projecting possible 
futures, but which leave little room for research and evaluation to inform 
its practice. They have not followed other professions, including the 
traditions of urban morphology, in developing a systematic, empirical 
approach to learning and building a knowledge base (Moudon, 1997, p.9).
When design guides for individual buildings are published they focus on 
matters of design detail and material, and are often unaware of the way that the 
deeper structuring levels, especially street layout or plot configuration, affect 
settlement form (McGlynn and Samuels, 2000, p.80). Talen and Ellis (2002) have 
concern that the city will ‘codify and institutionalise a particular regime of 
“totalising” order’ is one that requires careful resolution, while evidence is being 
drawn from the research to highlight the problems of incongruent development, 
a building environment stifled by over prescriptive design controls may also 
be counter-productive. The level of responsibility local governments may need 
to take in the provision of sophisticated morphological data may need to be 
reviewed, as well as the challenge of how designers may access and uptake such 
knowledge is a critical point of this inquiry.  
1.3 Purpose of the Research
The epistemological basis of urban design therefore suggests the need to 
interpret the findings of urban morphology into a evidenced based methodology 
of design that is rooted in the genius loci of a place and will engender a consonant 
urban form.
The purpose of the research focuses the problem on ‘New world cities’ where 
fairly rapid change is a constant. ‘American cities have passed through at 
least three major phases of morphological concentration and decentralisation 
in only two and a half centuries’  (Conzen, M.P., 2001, p.11). Australia shares 
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with America many characteristics of city block settlement patterns (Siksna 
1997; 1998) as well as symptoms of successive wanton turnover of urban form. 
Similarly a coherent body of morphological research is yet to emerge, ‘the study 
of urban form in Australia is a relatively recent, undeveloped field and consists 
mainly of uncoordinated efforts undertaken by individual researchers’ (Siksna, 
2006, p.96).
Therefore the opportunity to demonstrate how morphological research can 
be applied within the new world city context of Australia has necessitated the 
selection of a comprehensive single case study as the main concentration and 
contribution of this doctoral study (Chapters 3, 4 & 5). The case study of a single 
city street-to-street block in Brisbane has enabled the research to encompass data 
collection, mapping, measurement and tabulation. The documented research 
material has then been presented to a panel of architects to test its relevance in 
the design process. This relational study is further tested in two separate design 
scenarios, both in Brisbane (Chapters 6 & 7).
1.4  Research hypothesis and questions
The hypothesis responding to the research problem and giving direction to this 
doctoral study has been that:
Urban morphological methods can provide evidence of architectural qualities 
within historical urban forms that can be applied as a tool of evaluation and a 
guideline for new urban forms.
The principal research question for this doctoral study is: 
1. How can the evidence drawn from morphological analysis of 
cities provide a method for evaluating their qualitative built form 
characteristics as a basis for informing the design of consonant new 
urban forms?
A core consideration of the research is the availability of archival documents 
from which detailed mapping can be extracted illustrating the changed historical 
urban conditions of a selected study area. Thus the secondary research questions 
which follow apply to the specific selected research study area of the thesis and 
asks:
2. What sources of archival information are available in a particular 
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location that can provide evidence of morphological change?
3. What techniques are most appropriate to generate design models of 
urban form based on morphological mapping data?
The principal research question (1) has directed the plan and approach of the 
thesis. It is addressed along with question 2 through the archival data collection, 
verification, and mapping in phase 1 (Chapters 3 & 4). Questions 1 and 3 are 
answered in the applied case studies undertaken in phase 2 (Chapters 5,6 & 7). 
1.5  Research aims and objectives
The project aim of this doctoral research is to demonstrate how the collection of 
archival material describing historical urban forms can be assessed and mapped 
as an information platform to influence the design of new buildings and urban 
developments. The subsidiary objectives to these aims include the establishment 
of a comprehensive database from available archival records of a selected case 
study which is followed by an evaluation and measurement of the architectural 
features in the historic streetscape. The final objective tests how design 
professionals can adopt the research material.
1.6  Thesis Structure, and Research Methods
The structure of this document complies with the Queensland University 
of Technology’s guidelines for the presentation of a thesis by publication 
that normally comprises a minimum of three refereed publishes papers. Co- 
authorship is permitted whereby the candidate must be the principal author on 
at least two of the three published papers. Details of the contribution made by 
each author is set out before each paper and includes the signed agreement of 
these statements.  
Each chapter begins with a foreword that explains its context within the overall 
document and contains the publication that has been inserted verbatim from the 
text of the published work. The figure and table numbering within each chapter 
is contained and consistent with the original published version, and is therefore 
not consecutively linked throughout the thesis. However referencing styles and 
the heading numbering system have been adapted to allow the thesis to gain 
consistency as an integrated work. The thesis has been arranged in three main 
sections: Theory, Method and Application.
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Table 1.1 Research Plan and methods.
The research objectives and questions were addressed through the application of 
a mixed method ‘combined strategy’ (Wang and Groat, 2013, p.441) as illustrated 
on Table 1.1. The combined strategy has been organised into three phases. 
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Phase 1 – Theory (Chapters 1 & 2) follows an empirical inductive methodology 
that is a development of the literature to identify the research problem and gap. 
It establishes the theoretical framework that ‘knowledge of the past informs our 
understanding of the present, and frames a projection of the future’. This has led 
to the introduction on a new concept, ‘Consonance in urban form’. 
Chapter 1 is set out in the format of a traditional introduction to a PhD, 
including sections that address: the background to the field of study, research 
problem, hypothesis, research questions, aims and objectives, research 
methods, scope, and gap in knowledge. The chapter includes a comprehensive 
review of the key literature defining the research field and topic; furthermore 
accounts of current literature are threaded throughout the thesis in the form 
of the introductory sections of all published papers. Chapter 1 begins with a 
short theory piece ‘Towards Consonance in Urban Form’ which articulates 
how new buildings can ‘fit’ into their urban surroundings. This paper has 
been embedded within the body of the text to aid continuity in the reading of 
this section. The paper has been published in the ‘Viewpoint’ section of the 
principal international journal in the field, Urban Morphology 17(2). The paper 
establishes the focus of incongruence in the urban environment, and points to 
the gap between research and practice, and suggests how the research can assist 
designers to better integrate their building proposals within a specific locale. 
The following paper in Chapter 2 ‘Continuity in urban form: The relevance 
of historicity in townscape management’ builds the theoretical framework 
of the entire work, and discusses the principles of urban morphology that 
are fundamental to the quest for understanding the historic transformational 
processes that have shaped the current urban environment, as an essential 
precursor in the deliberation of appropriate new urban forms. 
Phase 2 (Chapters 3 & 4) follows an ‘Interpretive-Historical’ methodology with 
the principal activity of evidence based data collection. Interpretive-Historical 
Research is defined as ‘investigations into social-phenomena within complex 
contexts, with a view toward explaining those phenomena in narrative form and 
in a holistic fashion’ (Groat and Wang, 2002, p.136). Archival material has been 
meticulously scrutinised to assess its veracity and relevance to the diachronic 
mapping work that was undertaken. 
Chapters 3 and 4 introduce new approaches to data collection, analysis and 
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representation. ‘Veracity of the archive: A research approach to the collection 
and verification of urban morphological records using qualitative data analysis 
software’ has been published in the Journal of Map and Geography Libraries 10(2). 
This paper provides a guide to the data verification process necessary in the 
preparation of morphological mapping, to ascertain the authenticity of archival 
samples being considered as source material, as well as the accuracy of the work 
of novice researchers assisting with the mapping. Chapter 4, ‘Morphogenetic 
analysis of architectural elements within the townscape’ is the critical fulcrum of 
the thesis and the paper has been published in Urban Morphology 19(1). It builds 
on the premise of data veracity introduced in the previous section, and describes 
through a selected case study example how a diachronic streetscape can be 
mapped, assessed, measured, and tabulated. The management of this novel 
research data has been formatted for dissemination not only to the academic 
audience of the journal, but also to design practioners as will be presented in the 
following chapter.
Phase 3 (Chapters 5, 6 & 7) follows a qualitative research and analysis 
methodology based on a multiple case study approach that draws inference 
from the Phase 2 data, and examines the application of academic research into 
design practice, and tests the usefulness and impact of morphological research. 
Therefore, the methodological strategy for this doctoral research has been 
structured around the sequence from data-evidence collection, identification and 
organization, evaluation through to narration. The ‘combined strategy’ approach 
has included the following specific methods relating to the field of urban design, 
and therefore relevant to this study:
• Historical-descriptive mode of inquiry; the research is based primarily 
on accounts of historical evidence, generally not used for substantiating 
theory. Used by above literary and phenomenological approaches.
• Empirical –inductive mode of inquiry; the observation through research 
of a given phenomenon. Through induction, a theory may be developed 
based on the explanations of the phenomenon.
• Theoretical- deductive mode of inquiry; past knowledge is the basis of 
theory tested through usually quantitative research (Moudon, 1992).
Specific to urban morphological research, Gauthier and Gilliland (2006) 
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distinguish between ‘cognitive’ and ‘normative’ explanatory frameworks. 
Cognitive approaches (Phase 1 and 2) to urban form relates to the heuristic 
nature of knowledge production through theoretical means, methods and 
techniques. Normative (prescriptive- what should be) approaches (Phase 3) aim 
at articulating a view of the future, how the city should be planned or built. 
The scope and role of evidenced based research in urban planning is emerging 
though recent publication and conference discussions.  Qualitative research 
methods (site specific information, field methods and legibility of city form) 
are assisting with understanding and re-framing unprecedented situations and 
suggesting more progressive planning practice (Gaber 2008). 
The archival research methods proposed in Chapters 3 and 4 are consistent 
with this approach, seeking to test what works with what does not, in an 
applied and evaluative framework examined through Chapters 5, 6 and 7.  
These chapters each present a case study which applies and tests the theoretical 
and methodological approaches of the thesis in three separate scenarios. As 
previously implied, Chapter 5 ‘Applying Urban Morphology Theory to Design 
Practice’ describes how the research material of the selected case study in 
Brisbane has been presented in the format of an expert focus to a group of 
specialist architects, in order to directly test the research to practice impact at the 
building design scale set within an urban streetscape. The paper reports on how 
the research material was adopted by the designers, and which aspects of the 
research had impact on their design process. This paper has been accepted for 
publication by the Journal of Urban Design.
Chapter 6, ‘Interpretation of morphological data to inform design: Bridge to 
Bridge: Ridge to Ridge urban design workshop’, is a paper similar in nature 
to the previous section, and reports on a particular case study instance where 
morphological mapping of a specific riverside site was provided within a design 
workshop situation. The paper examines the outcome of the design proposal as 
well as the broader impact to the workshop event. The paper has been presented 
at the Twentieth Conference of the International Seminar on Urban Form in 
Porto, 2014; and subsequently published in the conference proceedings Our 
Common Future in Urban Morphology Volume 2. 
Chapter 7, ‘Morphological Design Control for Large-scale city development: A 
new proposal’ is an invited paper for a special edition on ‘Urban Morphology 
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and Design’, published in Built Environment 37(4). The paper continues at the 
urban scale with the discussion on the importance of the application of research 
to inform design. It presents a case study whereby the quality of a particular 
current urban master-plan for an urban renewal project is scrutinised. The 
problems identified prompted the authors to suggest a new framework based 
on morphological observations of the surrounding built environment. The paper 
demonstrates through an original design proposal, how the application of the 
new method of contextually related design can result in much improved urban 
form outcomes.
Chapter 8 is the concluding section and establishes the cumulative effect of the 
papers, significance of the findings, and confirms the knowledge claims of the 
thesis. An Appendix is included which contains a list of the key definitions that 
have been referred to in the body the thesis. Larger fold-out copies of the authors 
original published mapping drawings and diagrams are also added. Also 
included is a series of computer screen-shots which illustrates the verification 
material discussed in Chapter 3. 
1.7  Knowledge gap in the field
The literature review confirms that the research has not duplicated any existing 
work and responds to the expert commentary on the identified gap in the field 
of urban morphology. The review of literature also reveals an increasing and 
widespread international attention to the research and analytical study of city 
form. 
‘There is a need for research to address the unprecedented expansion of 
cities over the course of the last century’ (Moudon, 1997, p.9).
There remains however little suggestion of how to extrapolate morphological 
data into either a tool for evaluation nor a method of design, particularly at 
the urban scale and certainly not at the architectural ‘micromorphological’ 
scale (Larkham, 2006). The candidate understands this to be a gap in the 
knowledge within this field. Evans (2005, p.16) comments that ‘there remains 
a gap in urban design practice….the gap is in taking responsibility for the 
overall shape of a town….as a coherent and legible spatial structure which 
originates from a pattern of movement lines which will be unique to a particular 
topography’. Whitehand has alluded to an analytical process of understanding 
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the evolving form of a specific place; whereby an urban archaeology can 
reveal the evolutionary patterns of the city, an urban DNA. The correlation 
of this particular kind of research that can inform the ‘creation of new urban 
landscapes’ (Whitehand 2005, p.19) is a practice yet to emerge. There is ‘the need 
for more rigourous analysis of the relationship between form in the landscape 
and the organizations and individuals responsible for producing them’ 
(Whitehand 1992, p.3). He further identifies the failure of urban design to draw 
on urban morphology and concludes that ‘furthermore there has been increasing 
interest beyond academe, in mapping the ‘character’ of areas. This interest 
must surely lead, sooner or later, to strengthening the bridge between urban 
morphology and urban design. Let it be sooner’ (Whitehand, 2005, p.21).
The call for increased attention to how design practice can access and uptake 
the research is a major focus of current work in the international community of 
urban morphology, particularly the ongoing ISUF sub-committee ‘Task Force 
on Research and Practice’ (Samuels, 2013).  ‘Urban morphology promises to 
bridge a gap which is currently debilitating both the research and practice of city 
building’ (Moudon, 1997, p.8). This is a call which this research has addressed.
1.8  Limitations of the research
The focus of this study is limited to the physical architectural manifestations 
of urban change; and not the cultural, economic, political and technological 
pressures that brought about their development. The research is however 
cognisant of the criticism of the physical determinism of urban morphology 
(Moudon 1997, p.9) at the expense of recognising other agents of change, the 
‘Anglo-Saxon contextualist school in that it ignores the link between social 
and economic’ factors (Samuels 1990, p. 432). The extent to which the external 
determinants of urban form are considered in relation to the actual three 
dimensional aspects of the city, is understood. The limitation has been important 
in order that the material substance of the built forms could be researched with 
attention to its compositional value within the townscape. 
Kropf (2001, p.41) sees another danger in ‘the fact of borrowing will be 
seen as more important than the result, that the reductive polarisations and 
exaggerations from the source of the borrowing will be imported along with the 
core ideas.’ However he surmises that these reasons alone should not prevent 
the risk of undertaking a morphological approach.
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The availability of historical material will vary across countries as the traditions 
of recording differ according to the cultural and professional approaches to 
surveying and archiving. In the Brisbane case study, extensive records were 
obtained which enabled the comprehensive mapping to be undertaken, hence 
the development of the thesis proposition was possible. The general principal 
of the new methods are widely applicable, however it is possible that other 
locations will not have such reliable resource material to draw upon. Critical 
judgements will need to be made on the suitability of the archive material, and 
the extent to which educated interpretations are possible. The limitation and 
effectiveness of the tool is therefore relative to each case. There may be some 
instances where, due to the lack of available historical sources, the suggested 
method of this thesis will not be possible. 
1.9  Urban Morphology: background to the field of research 
1.9.1 Urban Morphology Origins
The origins of urban morphology as an organised field of knowledge began 
to formally take shape at the end of the nineteenth century through German 
geographers in Central Europe (Heineberg 2007, p.5; Moudon, 2007, p.263; 
Whitehand, 1979, p.559; 2001b, p.103; 2007a, p.1). Stemming from the academic 
papers of Otto Schluter from 1899, a morphogenetic research approach 
emerged that addressed aspects of town plans and settlement geography, and 
envisaged how changes in urban form could be interpreted from the Town Plan 
(Whitehand, 2001b, p.104; 2007a, p.2). The influence of Schluter’s early work 
quickly spread, one of the earliest studies involving the mapping of physical 
forms within urban areas was undertaken by Hugo Hassinger (1916), who 
documented the architectural styles in Vienna. This was followed soon after by 
Walter Geisler (1918) who, under the supervision of Schluter, mapped the land 
and building utilisation and the heights of residential buildings in inner Danzig. 
This led to Geisler’s major work (1924) which involved the classifications of 
sites, ground plans and building types of many German towns (Heineberg, 2006; 
Whitehand, 2001b, p.104; 2007a, p2).
1.9.2 Conzenian School of Urban Morphology: Historico-geographical 
approach
Wider influence during the early decades of the twentieth century was contained 
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due to the language barriers in academic discussion. This was bridged to a 
great extent by the German geographer M. R. G. Conzen who had developed a 
highly sophisticated morphogenetic approach demonstrating the importance 
of visual cartographic representation in his early work which mapped the 
building types of twelve towns in proximity to Berlin (Whitehand, 2001b, p.104). 
Conzen moved to England in 1933, and later took up an academic position at 
the University of Newcastle (Heineberg, 2007, p.5; Whitehand and Larkham, 
1992, p.5) where he developed his ideas into a conceptual framework that 
would establish a recognisable ‘British School’ of thought; also referred to as the 
‘Conzenian Tradition’ (Larkham, 2006, p.118; Moudon, 1994, p.264; 1997, p.4;  
Whitehand 1987, p.7). Conzen was influenced by A. E. Smailes’ writing on the 
geographical description and anlaysis of townscapes, noting his emphasis on the 
importance of buildings in the townscape and the resulting need for field based 
surveys (Conzen, M.R.G., 1960, p.3). Conzen’s precise academic discipline was 
in noticeable contrast to that of his peers in British urban geography (Whitehand 
2001b, p.104).
Geislers map of Danzig had influenced the work of Conzen, who undertook 
groundbreaking research and mapping of many small British medieval towns. 
Alnwick in Northumberland, UK, is a significant study from which Conzen’s 
principles for town plan analysis was first established (Conzen, M.R.G., 1960). 
The conceptualisation of developments in the townscape through the use 
of cartographical analysis (Whitehand, 1987, p.5) enabled an evolutionary 
approach that led to the recognition of individual plots as being the fundamental 
unit of analysis . Conzen undertook other important studies at Whitby (1958), 
and later at Ludlow (1968), where he cataloged the regularities of plot widths 
and subdivisions (Whitehand, 2007a, p.3; Whitehand and Larkham, 1992a, p.5). 
The most important and significant conceptual framework that Conzen 
identified was the division of the townscape into three form complexes: 
• Town plan (ground plan comprising site, streets, plots, block plans);
• Building fabric (3D form); and
• Pattern of land and building utilisation. 
(Conzen, M.R.G., 1960, p. 4; Heineberg, 2007, p. 6; Kropf, 2001, p. 31; Levy, 1999, 
p. 80; Moudon, 2007, p. 263; Simms, 1992, p. 23; Whitehand, 2001b, p. 104; 2007a, 
p. 2; Whitehand and Larkham, 1992, p. 6). 
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These components are interconnected and develop according to the changing 
functional requirements of society. The town plan and the building fabric are 
more resistant to change than land and building utilisation (Conzen, M.R.G., 
2004b, p.51). Conzen’s observations of how changes in the town plan leave 
distinct features in the transformed urban fabric, led to the his formulation of a 
number of key concepts :
• Burgage Cycle: the periods of building, clearing and repletion on the 
long narrow landholdings of medieval towns (Holdsworth 1992, p.114; 
Kostof 1992, p.294; Koter, 1990, p.109; Whitehand 2001b, p.105; 2007a, 
p.2). 
• Fringe Belts: the uneven outward growth of urban areas separated 
by clear definitions establishing a ‘morphological frame’ (Baker and 
Slater 1992, p.45; Moudon, 2007, p. 264; Whitehand 2001b, p.106; 2007a, 
p.3; Whitehand and Larkham 1992a, p.6). Fringe belts describe the 
limitations of urban growth which were also referred to as fixation lines 
(Larkham, 2006, p.126). 
• Morphological Regions: or delineated urban landscape units; is an area 
that is coherent in its form that differentiates it from surrounding areas 
(Baker and Slater 1992, p.43; Whitehand 2001b, p.106; 2007a, p.5). 
Morphological regions are synonymous with the Italian architectural 
concept of ‘urban tissue’ (Whitehand 2007a, p.7).
These seminal theoretical contributions to urban morphology not only 
consolidated Conzen’s own research contribution, but also served as the 
stimulus for further development by several historical geographers active 
through the formation of the Urban Morphology Research Group at the 
University of Birmingham from 1974.  Three strong researchers that have 
carried the legacy of Conzen forward are Jeremy Whitehand, Terry Slater and 
Peter Larkham.  Whitehand has furthered the morphogenetic approach of 
‘townscape management’ and developed the work on fringe belt and building 
cycle concepts. Slater has emphasised the town plan analysis of medieval towns. 
Larkham’s attention has been towards suburban areas and conservation issues 
(Moudon, 2007, p.264). Notable surveys that have followed Conzen’s methods 
of town plan analysis on medieval English towns have been: Whitehand and 
Alauddin  at Gloucester (1969); Baker and Holt at Worcester (2004); Slater at 
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Wolverhampton (1986) and Doncaster (1989); and Lilley at Coventry (1994) 
(Larkham, 2006, p.120).
1.9.3 Muratorian School of process typology
Urban morphology emerged in Central Europe and Britain as a distinct 
discipline within the study of the built environment, however no such 
conceptual separation has existed in the experience of Italian practice, where 
‘urban morphology and building typology studies have become part of the 
everyday technical skills of architects’ (Samuels, 1990, p. 415). Saverio Muratori 
and his assistant Gianfranco Caniggia referred to themselves as ‘typologists’ 
(Moudon, 1998, p.141), and focused their research on the relationship between 
buildings and surrounding open spaces that reveal the spatial structure of cities, 
that has developed from their original condition through the various mutations 
over time (Moudon, 1994, p.290; 1998, p. 141). The Muratorian approach to the 
interpretation of urban form is fundamentally pursued through a systematic use 
of the concept of ‘type’ (Marzot, 2002, p.59). Type, as defined by Caniggia, is the 
‘conceptual existence of an object’ in the form of the cultural ‘experience of this 
object’ separate from its physical or phenomenological existence (Moudon, 2007, 
p.259). Building type is thus conceived as an a priori synthesis (from before); and 
through the typological method of interpretation design (Caniggia and Maffei, 
2001, p.107), Muratori and Caniggia paved the way for a scientific approach to 
building and the built environment  (Cataldi, 2003, p.27).
For Muratori the structure of cities could only be understood historically, 
with building typology as the basis for urban analysis. Urban form and 
structure, he stipulated, are an aggregate of may ideas, choices, and 
actions which are manifested in given buildings and their surrounding 
spaces. (Moudon, 2007, p258)
Muratori’s teaching at universities in Venice and Rome during the 1950s and 
1960s, was underpinned by his assertion that urban morphological analysis 
is a necessary preparatory step for design (Moudon, 2007, p.258), and ‘paved 
the way for a new architectural approach to the urban research through the 
use of the design project as a means of restructuring the historical processes 
of the built environment on various scales’ (Cataldi, 2003, p.20).This approach 
was instrumental in shaping a morphological attitude to the historical city as 
a source of knowledge and inspiration; the attention to built typologies within 
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the urban landscapes also greatly influenced a generation of Italian architects 
including Aldo Rossi, Carlo Aymonino, Massimo Scolari and Vittorio Gregotti 
(Moudon, 2007, p.260). 
Muratori is the ‘seminal figure in the development of systematic ways of 
investigating the evolution of the Italian city’ (Samuels 1990, p.417), he 
published extensive surveys (operational histories) of Venice (1950-54) and 
Rome (1963), from which he was able to determine his theories of the typological 
process. Caniggia’s subsequent study of Como (1963) was of equal importance 
and gave direction to his restoration projects for Como courtyard houses 
(Cataldi, 2003); he was also able to first enabled him to ‘grasp ... the persistence 
of the domus as a type of substratum’ (Cataldi et al, 2002).
Following Muratori’s premature death in 1973 (at the age of sixty-three), his 
research methods were continued and developed by Caniggia, who’s organic 
approach to the typological process was concerned with the maintenance of 
the continuity of urban character from the form of its first building, namely 
the domus (Levy, 1999, p. 80; Moudon, 1994, p. 293; Whitehand and Larkham, 
1992a, p. 10). The base type is identified and analysed for possible adaptation 
and mutation, hence Caniggia like Murratori before him, was ‘concerned with 
the basis that the adaptations of forms existing in one period provide for new 
forms created in the next’ (Maffei and Whitehand, 2001, p.48). He understood 
the establishment of ‘procedural typologies’ as the basis for interpreting the 
assembly of the city and its architecture (Moudon, 2007, p. 259). Caniggia 
identified the principles from which we can create architecture whereby the 
urban district is understood as a process of space and time (historical time span) 
in which each phase closely related to previous, and informs the next (Marzot, 
2009).
The concept of ‘typo-morphology’ is attributed to Muratori, and was widely 
developed by Aymonino whose writing promoted renewed interest in the 
historic city as a source of significance for modern architecture (Moudon, 
1992, p. 342; 1997, p. 5), ‘joining traditional urban form with that theorised 
by international rationalism’ (Marzot, 2005, p. 30). However, despite the 
international popularity and influence of Rossi’s book Architecture of the City 
(Rossi, 1982), ‘it generated only a curiosity about the relationship between 
buildings and cities; it did not demonstrate convincingly the value of systematic 
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urban analysis for urban design’ (Moudon, 2007, p. 262). Furthermore, Rossi 
made no reference at all to the influence of Muratori upon his early professional 
development (Moudon, 1997, p. 5); distancing himself from the modernists 
rebuke of Murratori’s so-called ‘academic and traditionalist’ approach (Cataldi, 
et al., 2002, p. 6). 
1.9.4 French School of urban morphology at Versailles
A third centre of urban morphological study emerged in France in the late 1960s 
with the founding of the School of Architecture in Versailles, along with 22 other 
independent Schools of architecture following the dissolution of the Ecole de 
Beaux-Arts in 1968 (Darin, 1998, p.65; Moudon, 1997, p.5). The study of the city 
in England and Italy had been largely the domain of geographers and architects, 
whereas in France the tradition was spread broadly to include sociologists, 
historians and planners (Moudon, 1994, p.269).
The influence of sociologist-philosopher Henri Lefebre in the 1960s was 
profound in the search for a socially responsive architecture. Architect’s Philippe 
Panerai and Jean Castex turned to the ‘traditional city for theoretical inspiration’ 
in the face of modernity and the urban crisis, and undertook the ‘study of urban 
form to assess the impact of past design theories on city building’ (Moudon, 
1997, p.8). Thus the ‘Versailles School’ established a socio-physical dimension to 
the study of cities within a multidisciplinary context of the humanities and social 
sciences (Moudon, 2007).
The study of Versailles by Castex and Panerai (1980), ‘divides the history of the 
town into several periods, each of which is examined through the development 
of urban form and housing types ’ (Darin, 1998, p.66). Subsequent detailed 
studies of the French Bastides, and Cairo (Egypt), has helped to expand the 
emergence of morphological centres of study in Nantes and Marseilles (Moudon, 
1997, p.5).
The study of urban form in France had earlier antecedents that had emerged 
in two historico-graphical traditions, the urbanism of Pierre Lavedan, and 
topographical study of Marcel Poete. Lavedan drew a distinction between the 
developed town (urban evolution) and the created town (Town Planning), 
extrapolating that urbanism is concerned exclusively with the latter being 
the creation of new towns, extension of existing ones, and the planned 
transformations of old urban fabrics. Poete’s topographical history had a 
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morphological focus on the traditional physical aspects of particular cities (Darin 
1998, p.63). 
1.9.5 US Morphological study
Surprisingly there is a lack of sustained and systematic morphological inquiry 
in the U.S. (Conzen, M.P., 2001, p.6), in contrast to the great legacies of American 
writing on urban studies and theory. The seminal writing of Lewis Mumford 
(1938) The Culture of Cities, discusses urban form in general terms, however it 
was not until James Vance (1977) that morphology was integrated into the ‘big 
picture’ (Conzen, M.P., 2001, p.4), his observations culminated with his key book 
The Continuing City: urban morphology in western civilization (1990). The most 
obvious linkage to the European traditions of urban morphology in the U.S. has 
been through the presence M.P. Conzen (son of M.R.G. Conzen), Professor of 
Geography at the University of Chicago (Moudon, 1997, p.5). His studies have 
focused on nineteenth century cities, in particular cadastral processes in Boston 
and Omaha (1990). Anne Vernez-Moudon’s study of neighbourhood architecture 
in San Francisco (1982) is considered the most comprehensive morphological 
study undertaken in the US. Although the case study covers a small area, it 
examines the evolutionary process of cadastral change and residential building 
typologies (Moudon, 1998; Conzen, M.P. 2001, p.7). ‘The study of American 
urban morphology is consequently looser, less organised and ordered than 
perhaps in Europe, but no less imaginative’(Conzen, M.P., 2001, p.11).
1.9.6 Australian Morphological study
While there is fairy extensive publication accounts of Australian planning 
history, little direct focus on urban form or morphology has occurred with the 
exception of Arnis Siksna who undertook comparative analysis of block size 
of several Australian and American city block formations (Siksna, 1997; 1998). 
These papers represents the only specifically morphological research on Brisbane 
that has been published prior to the papers that are included in this thesis. 
Sikna’s study revealed that the relationship of ‘block size and form have crucial 
and predictable effects on subsequent evolutionary patterns’ (Siksna, 1997, p.24); 
however the development of this research with specific evidence of evolving 
building forms was not part of the scope of Sikna’s work.
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1.9.7 International synergies and the formation of the International 
Seminar of Urban Form (ISUF)
The three schools of morphological study all established intellectual frameworks 
for thinking about the built landscape within the historical context of the city; 
which can to be understood through the essential dimensions of ‘time, form 
and scale’ (Moudon, 2007, p.274). The levels of complementarity between 
the theories of Muratori and Caniggia, and those of Conzen were becoming 
increasingly apparent; between Caniggia’s notion of ‘the typological process 
that was particularly developed at the scale of individual buildings’, and the 
geographical ideas of Conzen which were focused on ‘how the forms that make 
up urban areas fit together’ (Maffei and Whitehand, 2001, p.47). However few 
formal linkages had been established between these centres, and due to the 
dispersed linguistic origins of urban morphology, international discourse was 
hindered as translations and dissemination of texts followed relatively slowly. 
The foundation of ISUF in 1994 has greatly unified the discourse and created 
a focus for inter-disciplinary research in the field (Moudon 1997). The creation 
of the organisation was the formal consolidation of the many personal contacts 
that had nevertheless been established, spanning the disciplines of: ‘geography, 
history, archaeology, architecture and planning; hence the humanities, social 
sciences and the professions’ (Moudon, 1997, p.8). The first meeting of ISUF was 
in Lausanne in 1994, and has been subsequently followed by regular conferences 
worldwide including Europe, North and South America and China. In 2013, 
the Twentieth ISUF International Conference was hosted by the Queensland 
University of Technology in Brisbane. ISUF inaugurated its own publication 
in 1997, Urban Morphology, and it has been the main high quality academic 
journal dedicated to the research field; it has enabled the establishment of an 
international community of research as its reach and influence has increased. 
1.10 Introduction of case study area: Brisbane. 
Holdsworth (1992, p.119) discusses the conflict when considering the 
appropriate scope of morphological analysis in terms of its scale. There will 
be a difficulty of focusing simultaneously on say 10 urban blocks (let alone 40 
blocks), and still be able to maintain a level of detail to effectively assess change. 
On the other hand, to focus merely on an isolated building, would minimise 
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the very purpose of the study of the city. Therefore the scope of the case study 
requires careful attention and impacts on the decision for the case study 
selection, relating to the extent of the data collection and subsequent range of 
mappings. 
As previously indicated (1.3), the primary study area for the thesis has been 
a street-to-street block in Brisbane, Australia. The scale of this sample has 
enabled detailed architectural assessment of the impact of building change in 
the streetscape of the block (Chapters 3 & 4). Its scale is also tangible in terms of 
the ‘infil’ building design (Chapter 5), maintaining cognition of the relationship 
between the individual building set within the larger urban element. 
Brisbane is also the context for the urban precinct case studies (Chapters 6 & 7) 
that further demonstrate the application of morphological research and design 
practice.
1.10.1 Brief economic and morphological overview
Figure 1.11.1.  Map of Australia indicating location of Brisbane.
Brisbane is the capitol city of Queensland in Australia. It is situated on latitude 
27° 28’ South, in a sub-tropical climatic region approximately 750 km due north 
of Sydney. The first inhabitants and traditional owners of the Brisbane River 
area are the Aboriginal groups of the Turrbal, and Jagara people (Greenop & 
Memmott, 2007, 216). Their place values and place-making activities, being 
points of orientation for spiritual, social and cultural reference and including 
sites of large gatherings (Greenop & Memmott, 2007, p.214), were numerous and 
widespread throughout the region. 
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European occupation followed John Oxley’s discovery and survey in 1823 
(Figure 1.10.2a) of a large tidal river suitable for settlement (Johnson, 1988, 
p.12; Johnson, 1989b, p.238). A convict colony, initially known as Moreton Bay 
Settlement (Johnson, 1989b, p.242) was soon established on the banks of the river 
some 16 km upstream from the sheltered Moreton Bay, and housed only the 
hardiest of criminals from the penal colony in Sydney. The settlement was short-
lived and was closed in 1839, and the transportation of convicts officially ceased 
in 1841, with the official proclamation that ended the penal colony declared 
shortly after in 1842 (Gough & Ogilvie, 1985, p8; Johnson, 1988).
  
a                                                                         b
Figure 1.10.2 . Early surveys of Brisbane River.
a: Oxley, J (1823) Section from Plan of River Brisbane and chart of Moreton Bay. 
Source: National Library of Australia. 
b: Dixon, R (1839) Section from Plan of Brisbane River and Moreton Bay. Source: State 
Library of Queensland.
Even during the period when the convict settlement was being dis-established, 
preparations for free-settlement were already well underway. Starting in 1839, 
three surveyors (Robert Dixon, James Warner and Granville Stapylton) had been 
sent to Moreton Bay to conduct trigonometrical surveys (Figure 1.10.2b) in order 
to determine topography as well as to report on the condition of soils, water and 
timber supply, with a view to recommending sites for towns, villages and other 
purposes (Johnson, 1988, p.33). 
The following year, Dixon drew up a plan (Figure 1.11.3) proposing the layout 
for the new town (Dixon, 1972), incorporating a system of large square grids, 
each ten chains long, and streets one chain wide or 66 feet/ 19.8 metres (Johnson, 
1989a, p.260), with the original prisoners’ barracks building providing the 
reference for the main alignment (Johnson, 1988, p.34)
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Figure 1.11.3. Dixon’s map of Brisbane Town 1840. Source: State National Library of 
Australia.
Dixon’s plan was subsequently modified by Henry Wade with the principal 
revision being the modification of the square blocks into rectangular grids 
(Figure 1.11.4). There was considerable debate regarding the suitable width of 
streets, partly due to Governor George Gipps’ view that Brisbane would not 
develop into a very significant town; the only concession to the original plan 
of relatively narrow streets, was the provision for a main central street (Queen 
Street) to be wider than the others with a width dimension of 1.21 chains or 80 
feet/24.4metres (Johnson, 1989a; Johnson, 1988; Mellor, 1960). 
Figure 1.11.4 Wade’s map of Brisbane Town 1842. Source: Queensland State Archives 
Item ID 714293.
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Siksna identified that the settlement pattern of Brisbane was based on 200x90m 
‘medium rectangular blocks’ with a street spacing mesh of 221x111m; internally 
divided with 20 equal back-to-back lots (Siksna, 1997, p.30).
The period of economic development in the new free settlement was initiated in 
1841 by free traders and tradesmen who had established shops through leasing 
space in the former convict premises; this was soon followed by the first sale 
of land in 1842, by auction in Sydney for £100 per acre (Gough & Ogilvie, 1985; 
Johnson, 1989a, p.261; Johnson, 1988). 
The new town experienced a steady growth during its formative decades, 
with commercial and trading businesses emerging concurrently as the migrant 
population increased. The first census in 1846 showed that there were 960 
people living in Brisbane, and 2258 people spread across the region; by the 1851 
census Brisbane’s population had increased to 8375 (Gough & Ogilvie, 1985, p.8; 
Johnson, 1989a, p.106). 
It was not until 1867 that the settlement underwent its first economic boom 
following the discovery of gold by James Nash at Gympie, some 170 km north 
of Brisbane. The huge influx of people that followed triggered an unprecedented 
growth in primary industries, and a period of prosperity and building activity 
that would last 15 years, and would not be equalled for a century. It was 
eventually ended by the cutting out of the gold and the world financial crisis 
of the early 1890s (Holthouse, 1982, p.41). Brisbane had become a significant 
shipping port with minerals, rural products and sugar as its primary exports. 
It was the capital of the annexed state of Queensland, and was to be been 
proclaimed a city in 1902. The population of greater Brisbane at the time of the 
1901 census was 119,428 people. The period of economic growth continued up to 
the advent of World War I (Statistics, 2009).
From 1918, Queensland’s economic base continued to be mainly foreign trade to 
the UK (73% of total exports); primary goods being wool (41%), butter (19.5%) 
and meat products (24.5%). However the impact of this trade was tempered by 
problems driven by increasingly higher prices for basic goods such as food and 
clothing. 
In 1925, the City of Brisbane Act (1924) came into effect, rationalising civic 
government by amalgamating 18 former local government areas under a single 
administration, the Brisbane City Council (Holthouse, 1982, p.55).  Despite 
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strengthening Brisbane as an economically powerful civic entity, the impact of 
the Wall Street Crash of 1929 brought about the Great Depression in Australia 
during the early1930s. Nevertheless by 1935 Queensland emerged with 
employment levels restored, stimulated from public works expenditure and the 
recovery of wool, wheat and metal prices to pre-depression levels (Statistics, 
2009). Optimism was short-lived however, due to the onset of World War II 
which once again stifled economic growth and development in the city.
The post-war decades from 1944 found Brisbane dilapidated and neglected, 
and it was to recover much more slowly than either Sydney or Melbourne. 
However in the 1960s, with new mineral discoveries in Queensland, the city 
finally entered an enduring phase of prosperity from which Brisbane emerged 
as a modern city through a program of large-scale urban and civil construction, 
which has been sustained until the present day. 
In summary, there have been two significant economic periods in Brisbane’s 
170-year-old history that have generated two distinct morphological periods of 
urban development in shaping the form of the city. These are approximately its 
initial growth from 1840s up to 1914; and then, following fifty years of relative 
fallow activity, a rapid growth from the 1960s to the present day. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework 
Foreword 
The paper presented in Chapter 2, ‘Continuity in urban form: The relevance 
of historicity in townscape management’, sets out the theoretical framework 
for this thesis. It builds on the established theories of urban morphology that 
are discussed through introducing the key concepts of Conzen, Muratori and 
Caniggia, as well as describing how the observation of the transforming urban 
landscape has led to their key concepts.  
The original concept of ‘Consonance in urban form’, already introduced in 
Chapter 1, extends the attention given to how historicity is revealed in the 
townscape as an aspect requiring attention if appropriate direction is to be 
given to the design of new urban development.  It specifically encapsulates 
the relevance of mapping the diachronic transformations of an urban area. The 
morphogenetic phenomena that occurs within a particular study area can be 
offered as a basis for interpretation of such knowledge by the designers of new 
urban forms.
The key theoretical principle directing this thesis is thus:
Knowledge of the past informs our understanding of the present, and frames 
a projection of the future.
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2.1  Continuity in urban form: The relevance of 
historicity in townscape management.
Paul S. Sanders
Queensland University of Technology, 
2 George Street, Brisbane, Australia, 4001
E-mails: ps.sanders@qut.edu.au
2.1.1 Abstract
Cities are prone to perpetual modification whereby ‘the only thing that 
is constant is change’. This concept, derived from the Greek philosopher 
Heractilus’s more complex contemplation concerning the flux of an incessant 
river, where nothing remains constant (Graham, 2013, p303), has been 
interpreted by Huffman as ‘constant change across a continuum that… proceeds 
according to measures’ (2013, p130). In most cases cities are in continuum 
over a large expanse of time, with urban growth proceeding according to the 
measures and laws of a historical evolutionary process. These changes to the 
form of a city over time have been the subject of systematic research methods 
of analysis, known as urban morphology. However, to proceed according to 
which ‘measures’ of urban development has been a critical issue of debate for 
the design professions for several decades; or put another way, which principles 
of good urban form should be applied?  The lack of site specific qualities in 
much modern development has led to discontinuity and fragmentation in urban 
form, and points to the need to research the physical manifestations of the cities 
economic and social transformations that have underpinned the processes 
responsible for the evolution of its built form. This paper argues the importance 
of understanding urban transformational processes of a city according to its 
historicity, as the critical precursor in the application of townscape management 
with the objective of achieving continuity in urban form.
Keywords: Historicity, continuity, urban form, townscape, urban design.
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2.1.2 Introduction 
In our attempt to achieve a better insight into the present state of the city, 
we must peer over the edge of the historic horizon, to detect the dim 
traces of still earlier structures and more primitive functions (Mumford, 
1961, p. 11). 
Cities are cultures largest artefacts (Vance, 1990, p. 4) and are embodied with 
transformations that are ‘condensed continuities of time and place’ (Kostof, 
1991, p. 16). Cities contain their past as vast repositories of archaeological 
debris (Parker, 2004, p. 19) as evidence of their trials and errors, failures and 
successes (Jacobs, 1961, p. 6). The urban processes that creates transformations 
in townscapes (Conzen, M.P., 1990, p. 142) act as a mirror of the functioning 
life of its society (Conzen, M.R.G., 2004b), conditioned by economic and social 
developments in a slow measured metabolic process of incremental renewal 
(Moholy-Nagy, 1968, p. 11). 
Learning from existing and past urban landscapes and recognising the 
importance of morphological analysis emerged as an antithetical viewpoint 
and critical challenge to the modernist planning principles of the twentieth 
century (Venturi et al., 1972). Highlighting the disparity between modernity and 
tradition (Marzot, 2012, p. 101) the historic city was disregarded as a reference 
point for design; architecture and urban planning ‘ceased to be cultural devises 
rooted in history’ (Cataldi et al, 2002, p. 3). Conversely, the design of urban 
forms requires processes that understand the ‘laws’ affecting the behaviour of 
the evolving city, as the only useful way ‘to operate in the struggle towards a 
resolution of the crisis of making architecture’ (Maffei, 2009, p. 1). 
Five thousand years of urban history show that the complex structures 
of streets and squares are necessary as communication zones and 
centres of identity. The modern city needs the traditional concepts of 
urban planning as well (Krier, 1982, p. 5).
M.R.G. Conzen and Saverio Muratori simultaneously developed new theoretical 
frameworks to demonstrate systematic methods of recording the evolutionary 
development of urban regions. Working autonomously in Britain and Italy 
respectively, they undertook a number of detailed urban surveys from which it 
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was possible to decipher new definitions of the physical characteristics of urban 
transformation. Conzen and Muratori both viewed the city as a palimpsest 
(Conzen, M.R.G., 2004b, p. 51; Marzot, 2012, p. 101), the cyclic nature of urban 
development that overlays upon preceding forms leaving visible traces of the 
historical process that shaped it (Moudon, 1998, p. 141); choosing to favour the 
predominant ordinary buildings in the landscape as the concentration of most 
importance, rather than giving preference to the few ‘specialised’ buildings of 
architectural merit (Pinho & Oliveira, 2009). These ‘mundane and relatively 
anonymous buildings’ (Carmona & Tiesdell, 2007, p. 61) gain their significance 
in the collective role they perform, as ‘background and collateral’ structures that 
shape public space (Kelbaugh, 2007, p. 84).
The philosophical ‘cognitive’ (Moudon, 1992) basis of their research was 
concerned with the production of knowledge and development of the theoretical 
tools (Gauthier and Gilliland, 2006) to describe and categorise the ‘rules of 
transformation over time that dictate changes to the fabric’ (Levy, 1999, p. 79). 
They also shared a ‘diachronic or morphogenetic approach’ (Whitehand, 2003, 
p. 69) focusing on the historically persistent elements in the townscape, and also 
the sequential relationship between building type and urban fabric (Levy, 1999, 
p. 81). 
Conzen and Muratori remained independent of each other during the time of 
their productive working careers, mainly due to the lack of an international 
forum to disseminate their theories across the language differences. It is only in 
recent decades under the auspices of the International Seminar on Urban Form 
(ISUF) that scholars have managed to bridge these linguistic barriers and affect 
the convergence of the two research traditions towards a comprehensive and 
integrated field of knowledge (Moudon, 1997). 
Why is the past important to our understanding of the present, and projection 
of the future? This paper will establish a theoretical premise that historicity is 
the basis to perceive continuities in urban form. Examples of how historicity 
manifests in the townscape will be discussed, how knowledge of the past links 
with the present; and how this information can project a blueprint for the future.  
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2.1.3 Historicity
History is a system of time-space individuation readable through its 
formation and transformation processes (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001, p. 
56).
Understanding the urban past begins with an explanation of the concept 
of historicity, which in the context of urban morphology, is the historical 
expressiveness of the creations of previous societies denoted by the form 
detail embodied in the townscape (Conzen, M.R.G., 2004b; Larkham, 1996, p. 
269; Whitehand, 2007, p. 5). The historical expressiveness of the townscape is 
considered an ‘invaluable source of experience’ (Whitehand, 2010) and has been 
given great significance by urban morphologists. 
Historicity is visual and omnipresent and is the key attribute of a townscape 
that requires management (Larkham, 1996, p. 28; Whitehand, 2007, p.5); it is 
where the layering of historical grain reveals the depth of a town’s development, 
as each period manifests its distinctive material residues of its past into the 
landscape (Birkhamshaw and Whitehand, 2012; Conzen, M.R.G., 1960, p. 7; 
Smailes, 1955, p. 107). Historical stratification and resultant historicity, is most 
intense at the parts of the town having had the longest history within an urban 
area (Conzen, 2004c); this is usually the traditional kernel or ‘old town’ (Conzen, 
M.R.G., 1988).
By recognising that ‘the past provides the key to the future… the spirit of a 
society is objectivated in the historico-geographical character of the urban 
landscape and becomes the genius loci’ (Whitehand and Larkham, 1992, p. 6), 
the distinctive spirit of a place. Townscape analysis gives understanding to ‘the 
complexity of the regional structure and morphological character’ (Conzen, 
M.R.G., 2004c, p. 53), its geographical viewpoint is concerned with conceptual 
developments in the urban landscape in terms of its integrated historical context 
(Whitehand, 1987, p. 10). 
Conzen’s significant conceptual framework of town-plan analysis  into three 
‘form complexes’ of town plan, buidling fabric, and  land use, is the basis of 
Conzenian urban morphology (Whitehand, 2001, p. 104; 2007, p. 2; Whitehand 
and Larkham, 1992, p. 6).
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2.1.4 Continuity in urban form
Muratori emphasised continuity of the built environment, as simply 
the necessity to systematically refer what is ‘not yet, the world under 
construction; to what is ‘not anymore’, the old world, making it 
immediately understandable (Marzot, 2012, p. 104).
Harmony and organicity in the public realm of buildings is a shared cultural 
background in the Italian morphological tradition, whereby ‘architecture is 
a tectonic praxis and urban design a way of maintaining formal control over 
urban growth’ (Marzot, 2002, p. 63). An ‘Operative and active history (La storia 
operante)’ (Cataldi, et al., 2002, p. 5), or simply translated ‘history at work in the 
present’ (Castex, 2012, p. 26; Marzot, 2012, p. 102), is the concept of historico-
typological analysis conceived by Muratori, and later developed by Caniggia, 
that draws on the historical continuum of city building and architectural 
planning (Maffei, 2009, p. 1; Moudon, 2001, p. 18). 
The typological process is primarily concerned with the maintenance of the 
‘profound and constant continuity’ (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001, p. 35) of urban 
character as seen through the form of its first building, elementary cell, or 
primary building type (Levy, 1999, p. 80; Moudon, 2007, p. 259; Whitehand and 
Larkham, 1992, p. 10). Process typology is therefore based on the notion that 
‘cities can only be understood historically, with building typology as the basis of 
its analysis’ (Moudon, 2007, p. 258) that develops on the extensive classification 
of buildings and surrounding spaces, acknowledging their original state and 
subsequent transitions as a ‘ formative or transformative process’ (Kropf, 2001, 
p. 31). 
History comes into play as soon as towns and territory are considered 
as dialectic factors in a diachronic process (Cataldi, 2005, p. 123).
Continuity in urban form refers to the presence of built features that persist in 
the fabric of towns and reflects the ‘laws’ of reproduction (Cataldi et al., 2002, p. 
3) within the continuous transformational process (Marzot, 2002, p. 62) of a cities 
‘formation’ and its ‘mutation’ (Maffei, 2009, p. 1); or put in Conzenian terms, 
the morphogentic approach of ‘principles… of how places change their physical 
configuration’ (Whitehand, 2003, p. 70). 
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Historical continuity, emanating for the genesis of the urban form itself, is 
the primary concern stressed in the work of both Conzen,  and Caniggia 
(Whitehand, 2003, p. 69), it is the common point of significance in urban 
morphology (Conzen, M.R.G., 2004a, p. 42; Larkham, 1996, p270; Maffei, 2009, p. 
1; Pinho & Oliveira, 2009, p. 104; Whitehand, 2003, p. 69).
2.1.5 How historicity is revealed in the townscape
History merged into the present that it had led to: quite simply, history 
was in the present, ‘at work’ without any break, able to negotiate the 
here and now while acknowledging a still active past. (Castex, 2012, p. 
26)
Consonance in urban form is intrinsic to reoccurring fine grain architectural 
elements and features, inherent in the dominant preceding and existing 
buildings in the urban landscape (Sanders, 2009; Sanders, 2013). The information 
of this intricate phenomena is stored within the changing physicality of the 
urban fabric and requires attention; like the text on the pages of a book, its 
language needs to be deciphered and read so that its fundamental contribution 
to the incessant story of the city can be properly understood and revered 
as a ‘precious asset’ (Larkham, 1996, p. 269).  The urban patina, the period 
characteristics that are revealed within the variations of the townscape 
(Whitehand, 1979), ‘is written deeply into the outline and fabric of their built 
up areas’ (Conzen, M.R.G., 1960); it shows its age and invokes the accumulated 
experiences of its past.
How is historicity recognised? And in what form does it manifest? The two parts 
to the following section of this paper respond to these questions and discuss the 
important theoretical precedents developed by Conzen, Muratori and Caniggia 
that identify characteristic patterns within townscapes, revealing particular 
aspects of historicity. 
2.1.6 M.R.G. Conzen – Town-plan analysis
At its most basic, urban fringe belt theory is based on the uneven nature of 
urban growth over time in response to business cycles… and the prediction that 
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these oscillations produce an alternation of land-use belts in the outward growth 
of the urban built-up area of markedly different character (Conzen, M.P., 2009, p. 
32).
Fringe Belts
The concept of ‘Fringe Belts’ was first introduced as the term Stadtrandzonen 
by Herbert Louis in 1936, following his study of the urban structure of Greater 
Berlin (Conzen, M.P., 2009, p. 30; Whitehand and Morton, 2006, p. 2047). Fringe 
Belts relate to the reconstruction of landscape development (Whitehand, 1987, 
p. 76) where the often slowly progressing outward growth of urban areas can 
produce zones that appear as ‘ring like’ irregular areas of mixed land uses 
(Conzen, M.R.G., 2004b, p. 245; Whitehand and Larkham, 1992, p. 6). 
Initially requiring peripheral location (Conzen, M.R.G., 2004c, p. 54), Fringe Belts 
exhibit clearly differing character from the residential areas with which they 
alternate outwards from the urban centre (Conzen, M.P., 2012, p. 45). The fringe 
belt ‘formation phase’ of its initial demarcation, is followed by a ‘modification 
phase’ (Conzen, M.P., 2009, p. 34; Whitehand, 1987, p. 77) whereby, upon the 
onset of a subsequent economic upturn, a successive residential zone is created 
at a newly emergent urban edge, locking the fringe belt buffer as a distinctly 
characterised zone into the confines of the overall city plan; thus establishing 
a new ‘morphological frame’ in the process  (Baker and Slater, 1992, p. 45; 
Moudon, 2007, p. 264; Whitehand, 2001, p. 106; Whitehand and Larkham, 1992, 
p. 6).
The notion of ‘fringe belt’ describes the intermittent transformations 
of the fluid perimeter, not only as a border, but also as the premise of 
a new structure that initially fluctuates before becoming consolidated, 
marked out and stable over time. (Maffei, 2012, p. 122)
Fringe belts are usually a consequence of the presence of what Conzen 
termed a ‘fixation line’, a linear physical feature in the townscape often 
being a fortification or town wall, which acted as the ‘traditional stationary 
fringe’ (Conzen, M.R.G., 2004b, p. 245) of an old town. Conzen’s fundamental 
conceptual contribution was to incorporate fringe-belt patterns within the city 
into an elaborate morphological theory of interactions between all kinds of 
formative and transformative spatial processes as evidenced in the detailed 
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cartographic record of a city’s physical evolution (Conzen, M.P., 2009, p. 31). 
Fringe belts have several distinguishing features, these can include: large 
connecting green areas; commercial, industrial, residential and institutional 
zones; often with large free-standing buildings of architectural merit; scarcity 
of housing;  a low density of roads lacking a centrifugal arrangements, and 
hence having low connectivity to contiguous areas (Whitehand, 2001, p. 105).  
Their distinct physical characteristics represent building growth in relation to 
economic cycles (Whitehand and Morton, 2006, p. 2047) that are characterised by 
the differences in urban patterns such as: road layout, open space distribution, 
building density, and plot configuration (Whitehand, 2007, p. 4). 
Mapping the occurrences of the fringe belt phenomena in different geographic 
conditions has been increasingly undertaken by urban morphologists 
worldwide (Conzen, M.P., 2009, p. 31); resulting in the accumulation of evidence 
through case studies that ‘Fringe Belts are significant elements in the historico- 
geographical structuring of cities’ (Whitehand and Morton, 2004).
Example – Berlin, Germany (1936) and Alnwick, U.K. (1960)
Fringe Belts are analogous to the rings of bark on an exposed tree trunk, in that 
their number corresponds to the age of the particular town or city. European 
examples can bear up to three fringe belts: a compact inner ring, associated 
with the original medieval settlement fortifications of the historic core; a middle 
fringe belt, away from the centre and not often associated with a fixation 
line and are less continuous in space; and the outer fringe belt, due to its 
contemporary edge location are mostly the product of twentieth century urban 
expansion, and are the least cohesive of the three Fringe Belt types (Conzen, 
M.P., 2009, p. 33). 
The occurrence of all three Fringe Belt types can be clearly seen by referring to 
the seminal cases (Figure 1) first introduced to the field of urban morphology, 
Louis’s study of Berlin (1936), and Conzen’s detailed development of the 
concept in his study of Alnwick (1960).
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Figure 2.1. Occurrence of Fringe Belts in Berlin (1936) and Alnwick (1960). Source: 
Adapted from Conzen, M.P. (2009).
Burgage Cycle
Building repletion occurs on already existing usually long established 
lots that have already got their plot dominants and some accessories. It 
is a process of filling up plots with further buildings of varied use and 
description (Conzen, M.R.G., 2004c, p. 55).
The concept of the ‘Burgage Cycle’ is particular to the ‘phenomenon in English 
urban morphology’ (Conzen, M.R.G., 1960, p. 94) which describes the various 
periods of building, clearing and repletion on the long narrow landholdings 
in medieval towns (Holdsworth, 1992, p. 114; Kostof, 1992, p. 294; Koter, 1990, 
p. 109; Whitehand, 2001, p. 105) resulting from changes in the socio-economic 
pressures on these central plots (Conzen, M.R.G., 2004b, p. 243). The term 
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‘Burgage’ refers to the strip plot held by a landowner in a medieval town or 
borough, and ‘cycle’ relates to the process of gradual accumulation of buildings 
on a single plot, which may eventually lead to a ‘climax phase of maximum 
coverage’ (Whitehand and Larkham, 1992, p. 6), after which there may be 
occasion to completely clear the plot in preparation for new development. 
This process when analysed over time, demonstrates Conzen’s evolutionary 
approach to town-plan analysis which traces ‘existing forms back to the 
underlying formative processes and interpreting them accordingly’ (Conzen, 
M.R.G., 1960, p. 7). The study of the transforming aspects of a single land unit 
also brings into focus the changing plot dimension as amalgamations and sub-
divisions occur, brought on by economic pressures on land ownership relative to 
building demands in either times of expansion or urban fallow.
 Figure 2.2. Teasdales’s Yard in Fenkle Street, Alnwick 1774-1956. Source: 
Reproduced from (Conzen, M.R.G., 1960, p. 68, Fig.14).
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Example – Teasdale’s Yard from Conzen’s survey of Alnwick, U.K. (1960).
The process of recording the complexity of historical expressiveness inherent 
in the changing town plan is clearly demonstrated by Conzen’s detailed focus 
on Teasdale’s Yard (Figure 2) set within his comprehensive survey of Alnwick 
in 1960. The temporal mapping diagrams illustrate his approach to town plan 
analysis,‘instead of working backwards from the present confused picture our 
morphological analysis has followed the growth of the plan’ (Conzen, 1960, p. 
119). In this way the method to record the dynamics to the changing urban form, 
defined by the Burgage Cycle, is most clearly articulated as a basis for concise 
analysis. 
2.1.7 Saverio Muratori and Gianfranco Caniggia: Process typology
Muratori defines building type linking it dialectically with the 
architectural organism, thus attributing to it the value of the latest 
individual product of the typological process. Type initially springs 
into the mind of designers as the spontaneous cultural outgrowth 
of their backgrounds. Therefore it is not only deep routed in the 
built environment but also in the collective unconsciousness, which 
instinctively assimilates it in an asymptotic process of progressive 
technical optimisation and functional adaptation (Cataldi, 2003, p. 23).
Type: Building type
The theory of ‘typological process’ is underpinned by the philosophical key 
concept of ‘spontaneous consciousness’ (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001), being 
the embedded knowledge and experiences of a builder that are conditioned 
in complete continuity with the inherited cultural background of the specific 
place of building operation; it is applied by the builder, without any external 
influences on the production of the object (Marzot, 2001, p. 243). From 
this process a type (tipo) comes in being as ‘a product of past and present 
spontaneous consciousness’ (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001, p. 53), and as an 
‘abstract object built through analysis’ (Moudon, 2007, p. 294). Building Type 
(Tipo Edilizio) extends this definition as the ‘concept of “house” historically 
stated’, the result of a ‘collective project’ of widely shared cultural values and 
rules of building, deeply rooted in local traditions (Marzot, 2001, p. 243; 2005, 
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p. 30), building type belongs to ‘every neighbourhood and time span’ (Caniggia 
and Maffei, 2001, p. 75). 
Another important concept is the differentiation between the a priori type, 
‘where the rules of design and building used in the past ...are identified and 
understood’; contrasted with its opposite, the a posteriori type, which are those 
invented by the artist answering ‘historical and cultural questions through a 
critical approach’ (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001, p.107; Moudon, 2007, p. 294). 
The a priori type is linked to the buildings produced through ‘spontaneous 
consciousness’ that were favoured by Muratori and Cannigia; and a posteriori 
type that can be associated with the ‘specialised buildings’ produced through 
‘critical consciousness’ favoured by Rossi and Aymonino that promoted ‘self-
consciously designed buildings’ (Marzot, 2014, p. 226). 
The systematic building study of Venice from 1950 to 1954 conducted by 
Muratori (Studi per una operante storia urbana di Venezia) enabled him to observe 
the characteristics of continuity in the historical tissue, he ‘reconstructed 
the history of building types… succeeding in discovering an almost endless 
stream of clues to the internal processes by which urban building types 
were transformed’ (Marzot, 2014, p. 220). The study revealed the typological 
persistence of the typical house - warehouse structures (casa fondaco) which 
aggregated alongside similar buildings, constituted the real backbone of the 
urban form while managing to find ‘convincing answers to the serial production 
of buildings with similar characteristics, but also to consequential problems…of 
their origins and coexistence in the same urban organism’ (Cataldi, 2003, p. 23). 
Cannigia … developed the potential in Muratori’s definition of 
building type as an a priori synthesis, and, with the typological method 
(of interpretation-design), paved the way for a scientific approach to 
building as a science of the built environment (Cataldi, 2003, p. 27).
Cannigia was concerned with the retention in continuity between each part 
of the city and its ‘first building’ type, which may be subsequently modified 
‘according to changing social and economic conditions’ (Samuels, 1990, p. 418).
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Example – Row House and In-Line House Types from Caniggia and Maffei’s 
‘Interpreting Basic Building’ (1979) 
The building survey drawings, assembled from various Italian townscapes 
by Caniggia and Maffei in their seminal ‘process classification manual’, are 
collages of ground floor building plans that aggregate into an architectural 
dissection of entire urban neighbourhoods. From these surveys it is possible to 
conduct analysis into the composition of the urban fabric structure to identify 
the presence of various building types through its ‘most comprehensible 
scale – buildings’ (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001, p. 75). This process involves 
‘reconstructing the progression of types that form the typological progress as 
far as its foundation matrix’ (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001, p. 88); in other words 
examining the current condition of the built environment, then moving back 
through interpretation to identify the earliest form of the residential elementary 
cell. 
Figure 3. Muratori’s Building surveys of Venice. Reproduced from (Belloni, 2014, 
p. 48). 
Let us … compare the diatopic diversification [co-existence of different 
interpretations of the same building type] of typological processes in 
order to immediately grasp an aspect of its historicity of type, namely 
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it’s intrinsic belonging to a civil area and the way it varies according to 
the area under review. At the same time, by interpreting the unfolding 
typological process, reconstructing the process from the present day 
and from the physical legacy of former types, we can understand the 
other aspect of historicity: chronological diversification of types in the 
same area. From it we shall derive a system of diachronic comparisons, 
focus on variants, arising from differentiation in contemporary types 
that follow (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001, p. 76)
The process of building type identification was conducted in two stages: 
firstly to identify and isolate building units from within the building survey, 
immediately putting aside the most obvious ‘specialised buildings’ (those 
not intended as dwellings), which leaves the remained for the focus of the 
exercise, being the majority of basic building. These buildings are then classified 
into groups based on the dimensions of their façades: those with widths of 
approximately 5-6 metres, identified as ‘row houses’; and buildings that are 
a combination of multiples of their facades, 10-12 metres; 15-18 metres; 20-24 
metres, which are identified as ‘in-line houses’ (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001, 
p. 81). The study reveals that the ‘Row house’, as the current ‘base type’, is a 
progression in the typological process from its antecedent, originally built in 
‘spontaneous consciousness’ as a single mono-cellular family house (elementary 
cell and foundation matrix); that has adapted over time through various 
mutations in its structural form to its present condition’.
Similarly the ‘in-line houses’, generally referred to as apartments buildings, are 
evidence of the need for greater density, as several families were located in a 
single building, usually one family per floor in the 10-12m type and 2 families 
in the 20-24 meters type. The increase in demand for the provision of residential 
accommodation also affected an increase in the number of stories of these 
buildings. Many cases reveal that ‘in-line houses’ have adapted from paired ‘row 
house’, and by implication back to the original elementary cell. In these cases the 
‘row house’ has developed into three or more stories and has been joined with 
its neighbour to form a new ‘in-line house’. This process is referred to as the 
‘successive doubling law’, where type growth occurs causing one type to pass 
on to another type, mutating from its present form (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001, 
p. 89).
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Figure 4. Figurative development chart - structural arrangement of the main 
diachronic mutations of the basic type into the 3 areas under comparison. Source: 
Reproduced from (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001, p. 101) Table 13.  
2.1.8 Conclusion
A highly ‘imageable’ city…would seem well formed, distinct, 
remarkable; it would invite the eye and the ear to greater attention and 
participation. Such a city would be one that could be apprehended over 
time as a pattern of high continuity with many distinct parts clearly 
interconnected. (Lynch, 1960, p. 10)
This paper has set out to emphasise the importance of how cognition of urban 
history is a critical aspect in the acumen of contemporary architects and urban 
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designers. The urban morphogenetic and urban typological approaches have 
provided the systematic methods that analyse and describe the underlying 
principles of urban transformation, and reveal ‘how the form taken by the urban 
landscape is connected to the historical grain of the city’ (Whitehand, 2007, p. 
4). Cognition of the historical stratification in the urban landscape leads to the 
awareness of the myriad of instances of historicity that defines a place; how 
the historical features fit together is vital and should not be treated in isolation 
(Whitehand, 2007, p. 4). Furthermore, the paper has reviewed the seminal 
approaches of Conzen, Muratori and Caniggia, who each formulated theories 
that help us to understand the transformative process of urban form that 
‘underlies the relationship between the historico-geographical explanation of the 
development of urban forms and the prescription of urban design’ (Larkham, 
2006, p. 125). 
Ultimately, defining the relevance of historicity in the process of managing the 
townscape is guided by the key principle that the foundation of urbanism and 
urban design is urban morphology (Kropf, 2005); or as Kevin Lynch reminded 
us, ‘choosing a past helps us construct a future’ (Lynch, 2007, p. 301).
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Chapter 3: Methods Paper 1
Foreword
The content presented in this chapter arose out of problems encountered 
during the conduct of data collection for the research. Errors were detected 
in the research data which had the potential to undermine the veracity of the 
morphological analysis; thus a process of scrutiny was required in order for 
the measurement and tabulation phase (Chapter 4) to proceed with surety. 
The paper discusses the process of data collection required for morphological 
mapping including a detailed overview of the types of sources required. A  new 
method is introduced, involving the triangulation of information necessary to 
ascertain the authenticity of not only the archival records, but also the mapping 
documents produced by novice research assistants. 
 
The paper was published in the Journal of Map and Geography Libraries (2014) 
Volume 10 Issue Number 2. 173-203.
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3.1 Veracity of the archive: A research approach to the 
collection and verification of urban morphological 
records using qualitative data analysis software
Published in 2014 Journal of Map and Geography Libraries 10(2) 173-203
Paul S. Sanders and Sarah A. Woodward
Queensland University of Technology, 
2 George Street, Brisbane, Australia, 4001
E-mails: ps.sanders@qut.edu.au; sarah_woodward@mail.com
3.1.1 Abstract
Critical to the research of urban morphologists is the availability of historical 
records that document the urban transformation of the study area. However, 
thus far little work has been done towards an empirical approach to the 
validation of archival data in this field. Outlined in this paper, therefore, is a new 
methodology for validating the accuracy of archival records and mapping data, 
accrued through the process of urban morphological research, so as to establish 
a reliable platform from which analysis can proceed.
The paper particularly addresses the problems of inaccuracies in existing 
curated historical information, as well as errors in archival research by student 
assistants, which together give rise to unacceptable levels of uncertainty in the 
documentation. 
The paper discusses the problems relating to the reliability of historical 
information, demonstrates the importance of data verification in urban 
morphological research, and proposes a rigorous method for objective testing of 
collected archival data through the use of qualitative data analysis software.
Keywords: data verification, triangulation of documents, Atlas.ti,. urban 
morphology
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3.1.2 Introduction
Studies into the transformational processes that affect the structure and 
evolution of cities are the fundamental purpose of research in the field of urban 
morphology. Through the use of various technological tools and methods, 
a holistic appraisal of a city’s detail and development can be satisfactorily 
achieved (Amorim 2007; Bräuer-Burchardt and Voss; Kalisperakis et al.; 
Wiedemann et al. 2000). Furthermore, the provision of information that can 
influence the management of change in the urban environment is reliant on 
being able to capture cartographically the historical geography of the areas 
being managed or conserved. Maps of landscape units, or character areas, in 
conjunction with historical photographs, drawings and written explanations 
for each unit or area, provide those wishing to conserve or make changes with 
important context for preparing management plans (Whitehand 2007, 7).
A problem arises however, in that the original intent of most historical 
documents was rarely specifically directed towards architectural aspects of 
urban form. For example, historical records are frequently centred on social and 
cultural events that have taken place in city locations; consequently documents 
often reveal only fragments of information relevant to an architectural 
inquiry into urban form. Therefore the primary motivation for this research 
is in the question: is it possible to integrate these disparate data segments to 
form a representational historical jigsaw of a particular area of urban study? 
Furthermore, in order to establish quality in the data platforms of the research, 
what level of accuracy in archival information can reasonably be determined? 
How can the truth, freedom from error, and exactness of such documents be 
proven? In this paper, the authors will illustrate examples of questionable 
data quality collected in a student-based urban morphology study, discuss the 
reasons for these, and show how this problem can be satisfactorily addressed.
Library and information scientists emphasize that people should 
consider who the source of the information is when trying to verify its 
accuracy. Philosophers, however, are much more likely to emphasize 
that people should look at what the information is. In particular, people 
are advised to consider the plausibility of a claim and the reasons offered 
in support of the claim (Fallis 2004, p.11)
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With the rapidly increasing volume of available data that is now possible 
through internet sources, and the correspondingly increased likely level of 
inaccurate information (Fallis 2004, p.3), it has been necessary to implement a 
new process that extends traditional approaches to the field of morphological 
research by devising a method to correlate and verify the available information. 
This paper will demonstrate how meticulous triangulation and cross-referencing 
of primary and secondary documents can result in an accurate account of 
the urban condition of the study area. This has been achieved by finding 
connections between the isolated fragments of data, noting overlapping 
characteristics and forming educated interpretations. Only when these sources 
have been comprehensively examined and verified is it possible to move on 
to the analytical aspects of the research. The tools to achieve this process have 
been developed from qualitative data analysis software (Atlas.ti); and the 
authors describe how the software has been used to facilitate the organisation of 
data, in order to document the triangulation of information as evidence of the 
verification process. 
By involving undergraduate students in the task of data collecting and 
mapping, the inherent problems of scale and resource-intensive demands for 
morphological research was addressed. However, the subsequent issue of 
integrity of the student course work and research-based assignments became 
a catalyst for investigation, which led to revelations of inaccuracies in the 
archival material itself. The rationale is essentially about the verification 
of documentation in the process of conducting historical research, which 
inspired the authors to devise a method of collecting, verifying and compiling 
architectural history. 
Traditional approaches to data collection in urban morphology 
...to understand the complexity of the regional structure and 
morphological character of present townscapes, historico-geographically 
informed townscape analysis is necessary (Conzen, M.R.G., 2004, p.53)
It is common for researchers in urban morphology to source data from maps, 
plans, surveys, historical documents and archaeological work, particularly when 
accounting for evidence of structures no longer available for in-situ observation 
(Heineberg 2007, p.8; Pinho and Oliveira 2009, p.105; Whitehand et al. 2009). In 
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the cases where historic urban fabric is intact, field work can reveal evidence 
of formation procedures, enabling a methodology for the interpretation of 
towns and their components (Cataldi et al. 2002, p.3).  Furthermore and more 
recently, aerial photography and GIS systems have provided a comprehensive 
and detailed source of data for large-scale morphological studies (Koster 1998; 
Pauleit and Breuste 2011, p.22). Micro-morphological study, however, at the level 
of elements of individual buildings (Larkham 2006, p.126) frequently requires 
additional material in order to assemble a three-dimensional account of the built 
forms. This material includes historical photographs and building drawings, 
including plans and elevations normally sourced from local authorities (Chen 
2012, p.131; Larkham 2006, p.121).
Urban morphology in Australia and access to historical data 
Australia shares with America many characteristics of city block settlement 
patterns (Siksna 1997) as well as symptoms of wanton turnover of urban form, 
through developments driven by successive economic cycles.  In the world 
context, towns and cities in both countries are relatively young, with the earliest 
towns spatially minimal compared with the scale of their later transformations. 
Rapid change is a constant, and consequently the study of urban morphology is 
looser, less organised and ordered than in Europe (Conzen, M.P., 2001). 
Whereas in Europe it is still possible in historic centres to assess morphological 
patterns through the interpretation of existing forms, the paucity of historic 
building stock within the existing urban fabric in Australia requires a far 
greater reliance on archives and records to formulate morphological analysis. 
Nevertheless, due to the relative youth of its cities, as well as a background 
of rigorous tradition in British surveying, recording and archiving practices, 
a richness of secondary data suitable for morphological research is readily 
available.  
Because of its relatively recent origins rising from the antecedent penal 
settlement, Brisbane has been reasonably well documented through various 
sources that have recorded many aspects of its establishment and subsequent 
transformation; a sound basis for the city’s selection as a case study for this 
research. Under the direction of the authors, and organised into working groups, 
the participants collected and catalogued historical data from all known and 
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available sources. This work required the participants to access the archives 
of various government and local council collections in order to amalgamate 
information. Critical documents collected included survey maps (cadastral 
property delineation), pictorial evidence (photographic records), and literary 
descriptions of places and events (books, newspaper records, and postal and 
telephone directories). The outcome has been a broad-based central city survey 
of archives, collections and repositories, which has resulted in a comprehensive 
data compilation. 
3.1.3 Types of historical data collected
Pictorial evidence, survey maps and plans, and literary descriptions comprised 
most of the documentation collected; these exists in either physical or 
digital form and are primarily sourced from repositories, libraries, archives, 
government collections and auxiliary internet sources. One significant published 
document ‘Brisbane: Archives and Approaches II’, is a guide to Queensland 
archives and their potential uses and dates from 1988 (Fisher and Jenner 1988). 
Albeit now somewhat out-dated, it substantiated the scope and application 
used by the students and authors when researching the antiquated build fabric 
of Brisbane city; published by The Brisbane History Group (formed in 1981), it 
is one of many key publications from this group that provide a rich source of 
information for identifying and dating historical buildings. Another example is 
the publication of a series of historical walking tours of Brisbane CBD (Bennett 
et al. 2002), which showcase the surviving warehouses and light industrial sector. 
Pictorial evidence 
Historic photographs (both aerial and perspectival) are the most significant 
visual resource in assessing the historical streetscape. Not only is the 
photographic record ‘hard evidence’ of a built reality at a particular time, it 
furthermore compensates for the scarcity of drawing documentation of such 
past building forms. The primary use of early photography (as became apparent 
in the case study research) was not to document the city and its streetscape, 
but rather to capture the city’s major events that included: floods, fires, new 
businesses, tramway systems, riots, protests, international visitors, parades, 
public events and ordinary day-to-day life. Photographs initially serve the 
particular function determined by their creator, and this often differs from that 
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sought by researchers (Marwick 1989, p.201). Consequently, the built fabric is 
subordinate in the majority of historical images, with often only glimpses of 
contiguous architectural structures, and so the direct use of photography for 
assessing historical urban form has been inhibited.
Australia’s earliest photograph on record is a daguerreotype taken in Sydney’s 
Macquarie Place on 13th May 1841(Barrie 1996; Davies 2004, p.2; Davies et al. 
1985): the earliest known detailed photograph of Queensland’s early settlement 
(Figure 1) dates back to 1859 and depicts Queen Street (Unidentified 1859), 
although two photographs depicting views of Brisbane and of Drayton, both 
dated 1858, are the earliest images in the John Oxley Library photographic 
collection (Fisher and Jenner 1988, p.26) currently inaccessible digitally. 
Figure 1. Early view of Queen Street, Brisbane, ca. 1859. Source John Oxley 
Library, State Library of Queensland Neg: 8299.
The fortunate development of early photographic technologies in Queensland’s 
formative years means that photographic pictorial evidence is available as 
a most valuable foundation for architectural investigation and has made it 
possible to reconstruct a large part of Brisbane’s morphology from its origins to 
modern day.
Photographs of the locations of the Brisbane City streetscapes under review 
were captured sufficiently and frequently during various pivotal moments in 
history, a factor significant in the selection of case study areas. The case study 
site along Charlotte Street (Figure 2) formed part of the notorious area of Frogs 
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Hollow; this was the site of the warehouse district, a low-lying area close to the 
early riverside wharves which gained its name due to the swampy conditions. 
Consequently it has suffered nine major floods from 1841 through to 1974. 
Furthermore, two major fires in 1916 and 1944 also affected its development. The 
largest source of flood photographs came from the 1893 flood: these, however, 
offered only incomplete depictions of the façades because of the enveloping 
body of water.
Figure 2. Detail from Plan of Brisbane Town 1842 (Wade and Marriott, 1842) 
showing case study area indicated by the white box. Source: Queensland State 
Archives  Digital Image ID 2774. 
As economic conditions and building construction systems improved in 
Brisbane, the city buildings steadily increased in height, revealing new 
perspectives of the city from novel vantage points such as the top of Perry 
House (built 1911-1913). 
These allowed panoramic photographs that depicted many building façades, 
captured in full view without immediate building distortion, which have proved 
invaluable for historical building arrangement and documentation. Perry House 
(now The Royal Albert Apartments) was at the time the tallest building in 
Brisbane, standing at 123ft (37.5 metres). Fortunately, Charlotte Street appears in 
many of the 1913 photographs taken from the top of Perry House, particularly 
the section of street in review (Figure 3).
The majority of pictorial evidence was sourced through the National Library of 
Australia’s innovative free online search engine, named Trove (National Library 
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of Australia 2009), which guides users straight to the source of Australian online 
resources. Trove searches thoroughly though online library collections, cultural 
and educational institutions and many more Australiana sources.
Figure 3. View from the Perry Bros. Building at the corner of Elizabeth and Albert 
Street, ca. 1913  - looking across Charlotte St to Mary St. (Source John Oxley 
Library, State Library of Queensland Neg: 38590)
Newspapers/media events
Newspaper articles documenting events such as floods, fires (Figure 4), social 
events, criminal activity, merchant advertising, architectural precedents, and city 
developments such as property sales and planning were important sources.
Figure 4. The Charlotte Street Blaze The Brisbane Courier 1916 (Unidentified, 
1916). Source: National Library of Australia.
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Frogs Hollow was rife with antisocial behaviour and historical detail from 
contemporary articles, reports and publications provided valuable information. 
Advertisements sourced from early archived prints of The Brisbane Courier 
(1864-1933) and The Courier-Mail (1933-present) often provided street 
addresses, renovation dates, occupants and other useful information, such 
as advertisements for architecture firms. Many articles and advertisements 
depicting the details of these events were often accompanied by photographic 
evidence providing additional validation. Trove once more served as the portal 
which facilitated the procurement of digitised historical Queensland newspapers 
chronicling the development, events and populace of Brisbane city.
Survey Maps & Plans 
Printed material, including building descriptions and documentation 
drawings were also useful for researching and documenting the built form. 
Documents such as planning/construction documents, site surveys, historical 
society records, and building history information were an invaluable source 
of verified and measurable information. Construction drawings accessed 
from the architectural companies responsible for each modern building were 
a valuable resource, however, although readily locatable, copyright and 
confidentiality legislation can place unavoidable restrictions on access to these 
documents. Drawings for the removal of buildings, such as required demolition 
documentation often included site plan documentation which clearly indicated 
the structures to be demolished and those to be retained; however this is only 
available for more recent streetscape elevations since demolition documentation 
was only compulsory after the 1975 Queensland Building Act. 
Detailed survey information often followed major flood and fire events, for 
example, The Brisbane Fire Survey of 1951 (Figure 5) (Mahlstedt & Son 1951).The 
development of civic infrastructure, including early water and sewerage plans, 
linked to existing construction drawings, helped researchers site buildings into 
context within the streetscape. The Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Board of 
Brisbane’s 1911 plans depict key information such as tenant or building names, 
number of floors and utilities layout, all within measured plans that record each 
urban block in the city. 
These plans are split up into sections as imperial-scaled drawings on pages of 
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a booklet. The amalgamation of historical architectural documentation with 
current accurate ‘as constructed’ site surveys will ameliorate the process of re-
constructing former city fabric.
Figure 5. Page depicting study area taken from Index to City of Brisbane- Detail 
fire Survey 1951 (Mahlstedt & Son, 1951) (Source Brisbane City Council)
Brisbane city council records and other Queensland state archives such as the 
Museum of Mapping and Surveying, and the National Library of Australia, are 
the source of reliable plans and auxiliary cartographic material. Furthermore, the 
source of primary historical plans such as original surveyed plans dating from 
the 1840s can be obtained from various historical societies’ publications, and 
through the Trove search engine (National Library of Australia 2009). The Royal 
Historical Society of Queensland, Queensland’s peak history body since 1913, 
provides a wealth of documented maps and plans from its library and museum 
in which documents, manuscripts and artefacts relating to the state’s history are 
preserved (The Royal Historical Society of Queensland, undated).
Almanacs, postal records and trade directories
Historic Queensland directories and almanacs provide a plethora of historical 
information that may allow reconstruction of the commercial organisation of 
a street. Not only do directories provide names of businesses, institutions and 
societies, they can facilitate the identification of individual buildings, structures 
and sites which therefore aids to recreate the spatial configuration of a street, 
block, suburb or city over time (Fisher and Jenner 1988, p.83).
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The complete extant Queensland directories and almanacs, some published 
as early as 1859, have been archived in various state and national archives as 
reproduced sources on microfiche (Fisher and Jenner 1988, 16-17). These include 
Brisbane-specific archives such as:
• Queensland Post Office Directories, Brisbane 1868-1919 (Archive CD 
Books Australia 2005);
• Pugh’s Almanac Brisbane 1859-1927 (Pugh 2007);
• Verney’s Almanac, Brisbane 1899 (Verney 1982); and
• Shaw’s Brisbane Directory & Squatters Guide, Brisbane 1876 (Shaw 
1875). 
Early postal records of merchants provided substantial usable evidence. Each 
merchant was listed sequentially in building order from street intersections, 
plot numbers were also provided enabling the exact location of the merchant 
to the city plan. Approximate dates of building constructions are also able to be 
extracted from this type of data when used alongside title information (Fisher 
and Jenner 1988, p.70). It is also evident that over the years street addresses 
(introduced in the twentieth century) and lot boundaries often changed, or were 
incorrectly identified in the course of a street’s development (Fisher and Jenner 
1988, p.70), which in itself presents a challenge in the verification process. 
Unlike conventional directories, almanacs provide a wide range of information 
about individuals, locations, facilities and events during the featured years. 
Written descriptions and traders advertisements found in these ‘yearbooks’ 
provided the most efficacious information for the urban morphological study, as 
they created crucial links to building information such as street addresses and 
the development of individual buildings. 
Audio-visual records
The use of audio-visual documentation was not included in this research as 
there were limited relevant resources to examine. The earliest surviving film 
catalogued in the National Film and Sound Archive of Australia documents the 
1896 Melbourne Cup (Sestier 1896). Most other early films depicted only the 
interesting and significant events of the time. In Brisbane, only the most notable 
streets and buildings were captured in early films, such as the opening of the 
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Queensland Parliament in 1899 (Wills 1899a) and views of the busy intersection 
of Queen Street and Victoria Bridge in 1899 (Wills 1899b).  The sample area for 
this morphological research was in the less prominent Charlotte Street, and as 
such no useful audio-visual records were obtained.
Non-traditional records
Today, in our connected world the evolution of social networking platforms 
and public online forums, people connect through social media platforms that 
operate as portals to valuable unpublished resources, private collections and 
personal chronicles of historical events.
For example, at an international scale and influence, Internet communities 
such as SkyscraperCity, created in 2002, are dedicated to continual simultaneous 
dialogue on the global built environment including the sharing of images, facts 
and insights of buildings from multiple cities in the world, including Brisbane 
(Skyscraper-City).
At a local level, the Facebook group Lost Brisbane digitally gathers likeminded 
novice historians to share and discuss historic information. Created in 2011 by 
John McDonnell, the 56-year-old amateur history buff has launched a page that 
allows for the dissemination of pictorial and literary resources, it already has 
12000 followers many of who have posted their own private historical artefacts 
(Minchin 2013). 
These kinds of resources that are in the possession of a large audience, may 
yield the breadth of information not usually retained in formal archives, and 
therefore have the potential to make an enormous impact on the latitude of data 
availability.
3.1.4 Premise for validation of research data
Wang and Strong contend that high quality data should be ‘intrinsically good, 
contextually appropriate for the task, clearly represented, and accessible to the 
data consumer’ (Wang and Strong 1996, p.6). Their concept of ‘fitness for use’ 
within a data manufacturing system identifies the inter-relating roles of data 
producers, data custodians, and data consumers (Strong et al. 1997; Wang and 
Strong 1996). However, documentation that has been primarily sourced from 
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archival records through a historico- interpretive research sequence of search, 
evaluation and narration (Groat and Wang 2002) has the tendency to include 
inaccuracies, either by those who generated the data, or by those responsible for 
its categorisation; for example, an archival sample can have been mislabelled 
by either the author or cataloguer, or even both! The necessity for verifying 
information from these sources is therefore imperative to ensure the quality of 
the research prospect.
Fielding and Fielding’s methodological approach to the interrelationship of 
qualitative and quantitative data suggests that multi-method research can be 
integrated through a systematic approach of integration and triangulation. “ 
Because the methods are more varied than identical, the multiple observations 
provide convergent validation” (Fielding and Fielding 1986). Fallis points to 
David Hume’s philosophical grounding in the consideration of four important 
areas when verifying information: 1) authority -who testifies, 2) independent 
corroboration -how many testify, 3) plausibility and support -what they testify, and 
4) presentation -how they testify. Through these aspects Fallis demonstrates how 
work in the epistemology of testimony is relevant to the appreciation of how to 
verify the accuracy of recorded information (Fallis 2004).
A series of criteria arise from the literature regarding data reliability, many of 
which are contiguous if not overlapping, that nevertheless establish efficacy of 
information for architectural purposes: 
• intrinsic (data quality patterns – accuracy/ objectivity/ believability/ 
reputation); 
• accessibility (data quality patterns – access security); 
• contextual (data quality patterns – relevancy/ value-added/ timeliness/ 
completeness/ amount of data ); and
• representational (data quality patterns – interpretability, ease of 
understanding, concise representation, consistency). 
(Ge and Helfert 2007; Strong et al. 1997; Wang and Strong 1996).
It is recognized that a significant number of different sources of information 
is needed to verify and help construct architectural information, including, 
importantly, surviving physical fabric which can be a critical point of reference 
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connecting historic with existing conditions.
This challenging endeavour of analysing the breadth of historical documents, 
including bridging any gaps in information throughout the process, can 
nevertheless lead to the production of ‘reverse-engineered’ mapping documents 
including building plans, sections and elevations. Whitehand has suggested that 
it is important to assess the level of variability when dating by architectural-
period characteristics, and that, through identifying broad patterns in results, a 
level of reliability in the data can be justified (Whitehand 1979, 566).
Two separate streams of research that required examination emerged from this 
urban morphological study; firstly, undergraduate student productivity and 
performance; and secondly, the veracity of the retrieved archival documentation. 
Initially, any deficiency in meticulousness, prehension, circumspection and 
acuity in a student participant’s research deportment was often self-evident: 
however, whilst verifying and modifying a sample of their work, it became 
apparent that some errors were due to inaccuracies in the archives themselves.  
Selected for rigorous inspection in anticipation of its high level of historical 
accuracy, a single orthographic streetscape projection sample was interrogated 
for a further stage of analysis. This specific study was apparently one of the best 
documented; however, it became apparent early in the investigation that several 
major inaccuracies were present.
Student participant’s credibility & research skills
Empirical evidence indicates that as well as academic integrity and ability, 
ignorance, dishonesty and misconduct in higher education students abound in 
tertiary institutions (Brimble and Stevenson-Clarke 2005; Devlin and Gray 2007; 
Kibler 1988; Perry 2010). Research undertaken into undergraduate academic 
behaviour shows that academic misconduct, due to internal and/or external 
pressures, inadequate academic skills, and a lack of appreciation as to what 
constitutes academic misconduct (Devlin and Gray 2007, p.181) often contributes 
to ineffectual research results. One example of academic misconduct, often 
due to a student’s poorly-developed research capabilities, is the falsification of 
results. Studies show this to be a commonplace activity (Brimble and Stevenson-
Clarke 2005; Devlin and Gray 2007), and more alarmingly, reveal that students 
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regard it as “minor cheating” or “not cheating at all” (Brimble and Stevenson-
Clarke 2005, p.32) further fuelling students’ misunderstanding as to what is 
acceptable and resultant malpractice. 
The reasons behind this kind of academic misconduct are many. One theory 
suggests that students are somewhat ‘corrupted’ by a preoccupation with high 
academic achievement, so if they are compelled to produce a document within 
a restricted schedule, the student is driven to fabricate results or modify them 
to fill gaps in information. It is conceivable that the student may wish to gratify 
the lecturer with an apparently impressive study, knowing that verification 
may well not be carried out, or if it were to be done, by then the student would 
no longer be at the institution. Substantial discrepancies in the streetscape 
elevations, like those shown in Figure 6, may therefore be explained simply by 
student behaviour when pressured by an obsession with high achievement or 
alternatively, fear of failure. 
Figure 6. Illustration depicting inaccuracies in mapping information. Source: 
Authors.
Reviewing the student’s output confirmed the shortfall in their research skills. 
Even when the information collected was acceptable, careful scrutiny could 
reveal that their approach to analysing, interpreting and applying the data was 
substandard.Allowing for the student’s lack of experience, it is plausible that 
they may have misinterpreted key historical details attributed to a streetscape, 
particularly those of written accounts and descriptions which lack an auxiliary 
geographic or pictorial accompaniment. A novice researcher may not have 
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sufficient “logic, intuition, persistence, and common sense” (Denzin and Lincoln 
1998, p.252) necessary to discover and evaluate relevant sources and various 
inconsistencies in their data archive and the final product reflects the student’s 
inability to establish and rectify inconsistency, even with the appropriate 
evidence at their disposal. Paradoxically, the new verification method presented 
in this paper would be the very process that could have assisted these students, 
and averted the errors in their reports.
3.1.5 Inaccuracies in historical documents
Inaccuracies in some primary historical sources became apparent during the 
scrutiny of the students’ research outputs. Often after finding and verifying a 
disparity in a student’s collected data it was discovered that some inaccuracy 
actually stemmed directly from the municipal archives themselves. Not only is 
it crucial to firstly examine all key primary sources linked to a study in order to 
‘organise, evaluate and interpret as verified evidence’ (Godfrey 2006, p.28) but 
it is also necessary to critically appraise the selection, transfer and interpretation 
of the data by subordinate researchers if there is to be a legitimate contribution 
to the field of urban morphology. Additional misinterpretation occurs when 
inaccurate written accounts have been linked to verified archival documents. 
By association, these suspect accounts then appear superficially accurate 
and applicable. Subordinate or novice researchers may be unaware of this 
possibility, and output thereby distorted, and Fallis underlined the importance 
of considering the source of a piece of information when trying to verify its 
accuracy, and in particular the ‘past track record’ of the information source 
(Fallis 2004, p.469).  The many processes to which any historical documentation 
may be subjected, from its initial production, cataloguing, to its current state 
of preservation can facilitate inaccuracies; sequentially creating a cumulative 
incidental effect. Modern processes of duplication, by means of digitisation 
from analogue to digital, intrinsically tied to the mode of information, have also 
affected the accuracy of historical archives.
Modes of information – Analogue & Digital
A researcher frequently encounters various modes of documentation whilst in 
the data collection phase of a study. These can be categorised into non-digital, 
surrogates of non-digital (digitisation of physical artefact) and “born digital” 
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material (Hampshire and Johnson 2009, 397). Errors in historical manuscripts 
and documents found in the archives could be attributed to incorrect labelling or 
cataloguing, either by the historical archivists or by the technological processes 
they are subjected to. Manual labelling errors, particularly with digitised 
duplicates, may be produced if the archivist incorrectly reads the document’s 
identification. Alternatively, incorrect labelling may be due to an incorrect or 
estimated classification applied by the archivists to a document lacking intrinsic 
information which has not been substantiated by other means. Digitising errors 
are not only the direct fault of the archivist, but also due to the use of emerging 
technology. The problems found in digitised records predominantly relate to 
the historic literary descriptions, particularly from archived newspapers, which 
have been scanned, compiled and filtered using the text recognition process. For 
example, in the case study sample, many digitised words for Charlotte (Street) 
& Brabant (Building) were either misspelled or completely jumbled, allowing 
the researcher to easily miss pieces of historical evidence when relying on 
search words alone. While reviewing the students’ work, the authors recognised 
this as a particular problem. For future searches performed in the newspaper 
repository, any visitor to the online archive should be aware of the necessity to 
supplement the digital search by also checking and intelligently deciphering 
badly printed text. However, a more direct influence on the veracity of the 
student’s outcome was from their own collection and recognition process. 
Figure 7. Illustration depicting compilation of block using segments from 
municipal water and sewage plans. Source: Authors. 
It was obvious from the outset, whilst reviewing a student’s historical catalogue, 
that problems with the accuracy of documents arose in the information 
retrieval phase, due largely to the students’ efforts in digitising resources 
that were unobtainable in their original physical form. Distortions arose 
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when two-dimensional documents such as maps and plans were ineptly or 
carelessly photographed or scanned.  Much information used in for reports and 
reconstructions of urban layouts was taken from digitised duplicates, and these 
were used without repeated reference to the analogue originals, restricting the 
ability to review and reduce any mistakes made from digitisation. 
For example, the photographs of the 1911 municipal water and sewerage 
building plans, which exist as sections in booklet form, were subsequently 
pieced together and became the definitive base for the urban layout from 1911 
and thereafter (Figure 7). Because many of the students’ photographs were 
blurry, distorted by the camera lens and lacking any scale guides, the assembled 
base plan had limited documentation value yet was used nonetheless. 
Conversion of imperial to metric measurements may have been a further reason 
for dispensing with a scale, as this process appears to be a problematic concept 
for modern students. 
Pictorial inaccuracy and distortion
Photographic images, particularly historic photographs which pre-date 
computer technology, serve “as determinative evidence” (Groat and Wang 2002, 
p.154). The doctoring of historical photographs was not easily performed and 
therefore negligible before computer technology emerged, so they are generally 
permissible as verified evidence providing there is little to no distortion. 
On the other hand, the dates, location (and creator in some cases), may not 
always correlate, which may compromise their acceptability. In addition, the 
reproduction of visual evidence may be affected due to distortion by the camera 
lens, by the condition of the negative, during photograph reproduction, by 
printing, and then eventually through the process of digitisation of the physical 
artefact. Despite the availability of colour photographic methods in Australia 
since the beginning of the 20th century, the photographs in the archives were 
either grey-scale or sepia. The lack of colour in a photograph generally affects its 
readability, particularly when identifying edifices: shadows can be mistaken for 
structural elements and building voids, or cause other confusion. For example, 
windows were often indistinguishable from darkly painted elements or were 
distorted by shadows. Natural colour photography, which enhances visual 
recognition and thus allows reliable triangulation to other supporting evidence, 
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would have reduced this kind of ambiguity.
Paintings and sketches were of variable value for researchers, largely because 
‘artistic licence’ in depictions, especially in terms of relative size and perspective, 
rendered them largely unusable for detailed documentation. They do, 
however, have a general value when considering the overall city’s timeline of 
development.
A new multi-modal verification method
The process of verification was not simple, nor was it a process easily 
captured as a categorical written description. The method used in evaluating 
the participant’s contribution and the validity of the historical evidence was 
developed as a transverse adaptation of the interpretive-historical research 
method. 
The allegory of historical evidence
The method outlined for interpretive-historical research by Groat and Wang 
(Groat and Wang 2002, p.137) is identified as a process of collecting data/or 
historical evidence, identifying and organizing sources and facts, evaluating 
through analysis and triangulation, then finally narration which in this case, is 
based on acceptable technical drawings. At each of these ‘phases’ of research, 
all of which overlie one another to some degree, interpretation is seen as an 
underlying practice throughout (Groat and Wang 2002, p.138).  Interpretation is 
particularly significant during the data-collection ‘phase’. Because interpretation 
is directly affected by the veracity of the content gathered and analysed, it 
is imperative to verify dates, events, building typologies and measurements 
using a diverse range of sources in order to eventually produce an accurate 
representation of the urban morphological development. 
Primary sources particularly need the specialists’ skills of an experienced 
researcher to extract their appropriate and significant information: many 
students do not have the time or the knowledge to do this (Marwick 1989, p.199). 
Contrary to Groat and Wang’s chart of interpretive research (Groat and Wang 
2002, p.137), interpretation, by way of physical and allegorical triangulation, 
is necessary throughout all phases of research, particularly throughout the 
collection phase. Thorough triangulation, therefore, is needed at all stages in 
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order to audit and extract most of the necessary and factual information from 
primary resources for historical architectural research. 
Triangulation
Triangulation implies the use of multiple methods, diverse data sources, 
multidisciplinary investigators and various theories. (Melkert and Vos 
2010, 36)
Triangulation, in a historical research context, is best defined using the 
Encyclopedia of Research Design’s broader context of quantitative and qualitative 
research approaches. Most often the definition of ‘triangulation’ outside of 
terrestrial surveying application is defined as ‘methodological’ (Hastings 2010) effectively pertaining to “the combined use of two or more research methods 
within a strategy of convergent validity” (Lewis-Beck et al. 2004, p.1143). 
Referred to as “mixed methods or multi-method research” (Hastings 2010), the 
type of ‘triangulation’ used in this study wavers between methodological and 
tangible validity, often trending closer to the navigation, military strategy and 
surveying contexts from where the term originates (Blaikie 1991, p.116; Jick 1979, 
p.602; Smith 1975, p273), whereby a location is accurately extracted from three 
known points (Blaikie 1991, p.118; Smith 1986). The triangulation of historical 
evidence preferably requires the application of three multi-modal historical 
resources, specifically cartographic material, photographic evidence and written 
history, not only to construct validation for each ancillary resource, but also 
to help assemble the narrative necessary to construct virtual reconstructions of 
past architecture. Studies that employ triangulation typically yield one of three 
outcomes: convergence, inconsistency, or contradiction (Hastings 2010).
An accomplished researcher will automatically question every inconsistency 
that arises whilst identifying and evaluating archived documents. This is a form 
of triangulation or cross-examination which will subsequently develop an 
educated and evidence-based conclusion. There is a level of wisdom necessary 
in both the identifying and evaluation phases whereby ‘inferential’ connections 
could be made through the ‘proximity of dates, reasoned interpretations or 
logical deductions’ (Groat and Wang 2002, p.157). In the context of this particular 
historical research, triangulation is used foremost as a validation strategy, as 
had initially been the case in the social science research ‘sphere’ (Jupp 2006, 
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p.305). The triangulation practices used in this study, including the use of an 
amalgamation of written, pictorial and cartographic triangulation conventions, 
are given below.
Triangulating pictorial evidence
All reconstruction methods that determine past building forms (either digitally 
or non-digitally) require a level of intrinsic assumption of the actuality of 
the visual evidence. Because pre-digital photography was the primary form 
of pictorial evidence used in the study, the visual authenticity was rarely 
questioned. Researching the authorship of key photographic evidence helped 
to identify dates and locations of unidentified images. Comparing congruous 
indicators created by the quality, pictorial dimension, sepia colour grade and 
overall appearance of the photograph bolstered the verification process. Dates 
were also verified with written evidence such as newspaper print and personal 
records, with interesting results. Image subject or depiction additionally dated 
the photo, such as those depicting pivotal flood and fire events, which in 
turn helped bridge the gap of any missing information and correct erroneous 
descriptions. A number of common photographic distortions such as those 
produced by the camera lens can be managed and rectified through the 
understanding of period architectural style and geometry (Whitehand 1979, 
p.566). However, because many images depict buildings from an angle and are 
rarely an orthogonal representation of the elevation, the profiles of the buildings 
were difficult to link to other evidence. Periodically, advertisements on the 
sides of these structures helped to identify the structure and/or the merchant 
occupying the building. Similarly, verifying perspectival ground level images 
with aerial photographs by identifying and matching roof pitch and the shadow 
length, not only helped identify the location, but also the approximate storey 
height of a building. Equally, the aerial photographs gave insight into the plan 
and cadastral boundary documents; however, most aerial shots are not exactly 
perpendicular to the ground, which will skew the building footprint. 
Major events often captured pictorially in newsprint enabled the verification 
of building location, description and occupation. One account in particular 
helped discover a mistake not only in the student participant’s illustrations, but 
also in a key archived photograph used to verify the street sample (Figure 8). 
The obviously post-fire Butler Bros building in the photograph in question was 
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incorrectly labelled as originating from the year before the fire, which made it 
contradictory and subordinate as supporting pictorial evidence. The authors 
have subsequently alerted the state librarians, who have rectified the mistake.
Figure 8. Looking North over the City of Brisbane, 1917. Photograph taken by P.C. 
Poulsen.
Originally dated in the State Archives as 1915, proven inaccurate through the 
Author’s process of triangulation. Source John Oxley Library, State Library of 
Queensland Neg: 123132.
Fundamentally, the streetscape reconstructions (by both the students and the 
authors) were based largely on colonial documents supplemented by cross-
examination with the heritage buildings still present in the urban fabric.  The 
historical documents collected by both the undergraduate students and the 
authors, of primary use for cartographic purposes, were questioned using 
systematic triangulation and cross-examining of converging resources such 
as neighbouring building information and written accounts of the buildings’ 
attributes; which in turn has laid the foundations for the development of a 
methodology that can be applied to future architectural historical research.
Computer aided photographic triangulation – Photoshop
The accuracy of this information and the ingenuity of the interpreter in 
reading clues and translating them into dimensions will determine the 
validity of the result. (Kane 1977, 38)
For the photographic evidence to be viable in identifying and measuring the 
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architecture of the past, images must first be connected and cross-examined with 
an amalgamation of supporting historical records, requiring a level of educated 
resourcefulness, as well as a good memory and interpretation skills. 
Contemporary emerging technologies were unavailable for this study due 
to the limited resources available at the time of investigation. These new 
technologies revolve around the use of computational software specifically 
developed to extract three-dimensional data from photographic evidence and 
surviving edifices (Bräuer-Burchardt and Voss; De Luca et al. 2006; Styliadis 
and Sechidis 2011). Consequently, the methods and techniques used are not far 
different to those specified in Thomas Kane’s ‘The Use of Reverse Perspective 
in the Deduction of Plans and Elevations from Photographs’ (Kane 1977, p.31): 
however the significant variable is the introduction of impromptu use of all-
purpose digital design software tools.
Computers have provided new ways of analysis (Groat and Wang 2002, p.154) 
making it even easier for information to be “extracted from a photograph 
by a human observer using common reception patterns together with usual 
construction rules”(Bräuer-Burchardt and Voss, p.1). Such methods of analysis 
belong to the technique of ‘photogrammetry’ and ‘photo interpretation’ (Mikhail 
et al. 2001, p.1). Mixtures of traditional and contemporary photogrammetric 
methods have been employed in the inspection and modification of the 
streetscape. 
Photogrammetry is the art, science and technology of obtaining reliable 
information about physical objects and the environment through 
processes of recording, measuring and interpreting photographic 
images (Tarek et al. 2008, p.3845)
Photogrammetry has been an accepted technique for capturing three-
dimensional urban environs (Tarek et al. 2008, p.3845) through the measurements 
taken from two dimensional photographs (Egels and Kasser 2002, p.1), 
however historical photographic evidence is affected by a range of issues due 
to its historical nature. The photogrammetry of surviving buildings has been 
demonstrated in recent studies as an ultimate and highly accurate method of 
measuring in-situ architectural artefacts. A process of photogrammetry was 
directly implemented by both students and authors for the buildings that are 
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available for physical measurement today; however, these techniques could 
not be used for buildings no longer in existence, so that ‘photo interpretation’ 
was employed. This is a manual method heavily relied on for “the extraction 
of qualitative information” (Mikhail et al. 2001, p.1) which supports photo-
measuring techniques for those buildings no longer physically accessible or with 
non-metric photographic evidence.
Figure 9. Screen shot depicting the early stages of the ‘rectification’ process for 
the Engineering Supply Co. of Australia building façade, situated on the corner 
of Charlotte and Edward Street in Brisbane. Source: John Oxley library, State 
Library of Queensland. Brisbane.
Plan and façade verification and re-creation was aided by the use of 
graphic design software to manually ‘rectify’ images, then Computer Aided 
Architectural Drafting (CAAD) software was used to trace, stretch and 
appropriate into the documentation as best as possible. Figure 9 depicts a 
building façade photo before and after its initial Photoshop-aided ‘rectification’. 
The resultant ‘rectified image’, once traced and stretched into position in the 
CAAD software, is then hidden or discarded as its purpose as a gauge has been 
realised.
Re-creating the history of buildings that have not survived the urban 
transformation has been a difficult endeavour for both the students and authors. 
Fortunately, photography has provided valuable evidence of the early stages of 
development due to Brisbane’s being a relatively recently-established city.
CAAD base: Preparation of geographical plan and elevational attributes.
The data sets benefited from recent CAAD developments. The numerous 
base plans produced could be verified using various historical and current 
cartographic evidence including aerial photographs. CAAD software was not 
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only used as a platform for developing results, but also for verifying historical 
resources in the same operation. The process of layering information is a 
critical feature of such software and was extensively used to cross-examination 
numerous plans. Evidence-rich historical survey plans, along with the current 
and more accurate plans of present day were layered in AutoCAD and directly 
used to verify and modify participants’ work. 
Architectural drafts/archived construction drawings
By using the validated pictorial information sourced, the dimensions and 
proportions of each façade were fundamentally matched to all the evidence 
gathered for each edifice and their architectural predecessors. Computer-aided 
tracing of cartographic drawings allowed acquisition of restricted historical 
and important building information. This was time consuming, but provided 
valuable measurable evidence not only for the building’s façade, but also for 
the determination of convergent building heights, whilst validating cadastral 
widths. 
Atlas.ti – Internal Validation: programmed analysis triangulation
Atlas.ti is software specifically developed for the computer-aided organisation 
and analysis of qualitative data (Muhr 1997). Primarily used for qualitative 
data organisation, for theories, and for justifying or disproving arguments, 
the software allowed extrapolation, connecting and proving each piece of 
evidence, whilst utilising the coding for a virtual timeline. With the use of Atlas.
ti, the building information compiled by the students could be updated using 
strategic analysis and conviction. During the verification of both archive and 
the cartographic evidence, Atlas.ti became a tool of internal triangulation and 
validation. The large volume of information sourced and produced during 
this study had made it increasingly difficult to organise everything into one 
concatenating set: however, with the use of Atlas.ti, the pertinent evidence 
could be linked, justified and portrayed to an audience as a single illustratable 
compilation. The physical method of extrapolating the information from various 
verified historic data is tedious and challenging, requiring a large physical 
space to organise printed evidence. However Atlas.ti, digitised this process and 
served as a platform for triangulating multi-modal evidence including pictorial 
and written accounts. This became a visual ‘internal’ triangulation platform 
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that could be consigned to another researcher to the study without supervision 
from the platform’s designer. Atlas.ti effectively became the digital version 
of the ‘evidence board’ commonly associated with a stereotypical detective’s 
investigation.
Initially, all relevant documents are assigned to Atlas.ti as primary documents. 
This process links them to the Atlas platform, where they are named correctly 
and prepared for coding. All documents are linked and opened through the 
platform, which keeps the Atlas file to a minimum electronic size. It soon became 
obvious that this link system was essential, since re-organising embedded files 
would require any files previously placed into the system to be reloaded and 
reconfigured. Primary documents may therefore be updated at any time, making 
it easier to remotely update, then re-load files as is necessary with a constantly 
updated elevation timeline. The initial step whilst using Atlas.ti is to identify 
the codes for use: these codes facilitate the linking of comparable documents 
in a useable manner. The codes devised in this study were created to match the 
chronological elevation timeline, whereby there was a code per building per 
year of significance (e.g. code ‘1930 Butler Brothers Building’) and each was 
linked directly to the single elevation primary document. The building was 
coded as a single entity and “filed” into the period of each elevation timeline so 
as to minimise the codification. 
A second layer of coding was used to identify the lot number: this was necessary 
in order to connect each elevation to a single physical location, and particularly 
helped with linking written information which only referred to lot numbers. 
Once each element has been catagorised by coding, Atlas.ti identifies how 
many primary documents have been linked to that code and the viewer has 
opportunity to access each directly from the Code Manager. Opening the code 
manager allows the user to view code occurrences throughout all of the primary 
documents and, by selecting particular “quotations”, the viewer is directed to 
the corresponding occurrences.
Once codification of each document and elevation had been completed, 
the linking of documents through the justification method was layered on 
to all information. Transitive Code-to-Code linking was used to justify the 
elevation timeline between primary documents, including written accounts, 
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photographic evidence and other supporting documentation. Atlas.ti 
provides a variety of linking options between codes, quotes and memos as 
contradictory, explanatory and supporting evidence. 
By selecting the supporting link in the code display section of the interface, the 
area relating to it will be highlighted in the document display section of the 
interface, thus identifying the area of interest, and by right-clicking on the link, 
and selecting the “display in context” option in the selection menu, Atlas.ti will 
take the viewer directly to the pertinent primary document, without the need for 
manually searching for that piece of evidence.
Figure 10. Screen shot depicting cross-referencing of archival image. Source: 
Authors. See Appendix 10 for enlargement.
Figure 11. Screen shot depicting cross-referencing of drafted elevations with 
evidenced data. Source: Authors. See Appendix 6 for enlargement.
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Figure 12. Screen shot depicting cross-referencing of evidenced data including 
extract from published media. Source: Authors. See Appendix 5 for enlargement.
Lastly, appended notes and/or memos were valuable, and could be used to 
extrapolate information for each code and building: they were particularly 
useful for communicating any additional information to the user. 
3.1.6 Conclusion
This paper draws attention to the verisimilitude of historical information, as 
well as unsatisfactory work presented as complete by novice researchers, and 
provides an insight into the importance of data verification.
Due to the availability of rich geographic information in Australia, the data 
collection and mapping study reported in this paper has resulted in the 
establishment of a significant archive that contains evidence of the urban growth 
of the central urban area of Brisbane, from colonial settlement to the present. 
However, during the process of scrutinizing the data collated by students in this 
study, numerous inaccuracies were identified. By utilising Atlas.ti software in a 
novel way, the authors were able to develop a new method of cross-referencing 
information specific to the paradigm of urban morphological research, so 
that subsequent analytical phases of any study involving the codification 
of architectural components within urban forms could be carried out with 
confidence.
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Chapter 4: Methods Paper 2
Foreword
The paper in this chapter builds on the verified research material reported in the 
previous chapter by demonstrating how the various morphological mappings 
are assessed, analysed, measured. From this process the research material is 
tabulated as a comprehensive record of the micro-morphological architectural 
commodity of the entire historical period of the study area.
The diachronic streetscape elevations illustrated in Figure 7 are a novel 
contribution to the field and extends the traditional approaches to town 
plan mapping developed by the Conzenian approach to urban morphology, 
particularly the block plan analysis (as Figure 3). The related tabulation (Tables 2 
& 3) identify and quantify various aspects of the architectural commodity within 
the mapping, as a new knowledge basis for interpretation.
The paper has been published in Urban Morphology (2015 ) 19 (1).
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4.1  Morphogenetic analysis of architectural elements 
within the townscape
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4.1.1 Abstract 
When a new form is inserted in an existing townscape, its consonance within 
the urban fabric is dependent on the level of attention paid to the evaluation 
and management of its architectural elements.  However, despite the established 
principles and methods of urban morphology that enable the systematic analysis 
of the built environment, a formula for ensuring that new development relates 
to its context so as to achieve congruent outcomes is still lacking.  This paper 
proposes a new method of evaluating and measuring architectural elements 
within evolving urban forms, with particular emphasis on a three-dimensional 
study of buildings.  In a case study, detailed mapping of both current and past 
forms provides the basis for evincing predominant characteristics that have 
changed over time. Using this method, it is possible to demonstrate objectively 
how the townscape has been affected through changes in its architectural 
configuration. 
Keywords: townscape, morphogenesis, streetscape, architectural elements, 
syntax
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4.1.2 Introduction
Towns have a life history.  Their development, together with the cultural 
history of the region in which they lie, is written deeply into the outline 
and fabric of their built-up areas (Conzen, M.R.G., 1960, p. 6).
Cities are characterized by growth patterns in which incremental and 
often small-scale developments aggregate in the complex rich patina of the 
townscape.  Two important aspects affect the morphological transformation 
of the townscape: first, its spatial system (the spaces and uses within its plan 
configuration); and secondly, the physical fabric (architectural characteristics).  
In particular, building envelopes with differences in their façades, heights, 
setbacks, structures, openings and materials combine in various configurations 
in the formation of a streetscape. 
The aim of this paper is to relate the evaluation of architectural elements 
of individual buildings within past and present streetscapes to a syntax 
that articulates parameters for new urban forms.  It is anticipated that the 
architectural detail of new design projects, drawn from the criteria coded in the 
syntax, will be imbued with values, measurements and characteristics similar to 
those in the existing townscape.
Appreciation of variations in the geometry and other aspects of the character of 
different building styles is important in enabling differentiation of individual 
building metrics related to architectural form.  The analytical approach to the 
evolutionary aspects of historical urban form first established by M.R.G. Conzen 
(1960), and developed by the British school of urban morphology (Larkham, 
2006; Moudon, 1997; Whitehand, 2001), provides a methodological framework 
for studying the prominent architectural elements of individual buildings at the 
micromorphological scale (Larkham, 2006).
Very little new urban architecture is systematically designed to conform to 
morphologically informed criteria.  At best it is created by those who apply 
an instinctive appreciation of urban context in their design process (Hall 
and Sanders, 2010).  Consequently, there remains little suggestion of how to 
extrapolate morphological data into either a tool for evaluation, or a method 
of design.  Larkham (2005), in responding to the question ‘why bother with 
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morphology?’, states that ‘some of our most significant urban problems of the 
last century have arisen in cases where new urban and architectural forms have 
been developed at speed and to a large scale, but with little or no reference 
to existing urban form and context’.  MacCormac (1994) highlighted the 
disjunction of much modern planning and development.  The incongruity that 
characterizes much contemporary development is a direct product of the failure 
to be concerned with morphological appraisal of the constituent architectural 
components that underpin city form.  Caniggia and Maffei confirm this problem 
of coherence within urban tissues:
…from interpretation we must learn not only to build but to check 
whether what we produce each time fits in with its context; therefore, 
from interpretation we must understand the co-presence and derivations 
system in which the building that we introduce into its context has to 
participate as efficiently as possible, within the limits of the tools that 
we shall have managed to use (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001, p. 68).
Appraisal of the townscape over time requires its constituent physical elements 
to be identified and analysed for evidence of rules of conformity.  Infused with 
architectural characteristics, responses that stem from knowledge of the past can 
contribute towards achieving increased consonance within townscapes (Sanders, 
2008, 2013).  Kropf (2011) suggests that urban morphology provides the best tool 
to advance the practice of urban design and can reveal order within the apparent 
complexity of urban form.  He does, however, caution against assuming that 
developing a process that only allows for continuity, and equates evolution 
with progress, will necessarily result in unity (Kropf, 2001).  The importance 
of avoiding an overly prescriptive approach in the application of design tools 
is becoming increasingly apparent.  Research should provide a source for 
interpretation in the formation of a design, rather than be a controlling device 
(Sanders, 2013). 
4.1.3 Understanding the composition of the townscape
The townscape can be understood by evaluating the characteristics of its initial 
design (Johns, 1965) and its evolution into its modern form (Larkham and 
Jones, 1991; Smailes, 1955).  The term ‘townscape’ stems from an approach to 
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composition that was introduced by Sharp in the 1930s.  In this approach the 
street is considered to be the key urban structure.  It is a large-scale composition 
defining the visual appearance of a place.  Sharp connected empirical analysis 
to prescriptions for future forms by combining old with new (Pendlebury, 
2009).  Townscape was subsequently championed in the editorial sections of the 
Architectural Review (Erten, 2009).  These regularly featured Cullen’s concept 
of ‘serial vision’, illustrated through the use of streetscape sketches (Larkham, 
2006) in which the fabric of towns was examined in terms of attributes, including 
colour, texture, scale, style and character (Cullen, 1961). 
M.R.G. Conzen (2004a) developed two important aspects of ‘townscape 
morphology’: first, the formative processes of the townscape in the past and 
present, including social, economic and cultural impulses; and secondly, 
the persistence of forms within the townscape.  He described the townscape 
and its historicity as being expressed in the town plan, building form and 
land utilization.  The building fabric and architectural styles were important 
components of building form, one aspect of which was their aesthetic value, 
including the stimulus of dominant features (Whitehand, 1987).  Also important 
for Conzen were the three-dimensional components of building materials 
(external walls, roofs), building types and floor-space concentration (Conzen, 
M.R.G., 2004a): these are of especial significance in respect of the town silhouette 
(Conzen, M.R.G., 2004d).  At the small scale of single or individual plots or small 
groups of plots, the ‘townscape cell’ or ‘morphotope’ is important (Conzen, 
M.R.G., 2004b, p. 260).
The longevity of architectural types within historical urban areas is also common 
to the typo-morphological investigations of Caniggia (Marzot, 2002) and 
Sabelberg (1983).  Caniggia identified ‘building’ as the fourth morphological 
scale, following in descending order the sequence of: ‘territory’, ‘town/city’, and 
‘aggregate tissue’ (Maffei, 2009).  In this system, the interpretation of ‘building’ 
is where the organic unity allows building forms to coexist and succeed one 
another in a balanced system of scalar components, such as bricks, beams, walls, 
roofs and fences (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001). 
In linguistics, morphology excludes meaning …  By implication, if 
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linguistics offers a useful parallel, urban morphology should not be 
concerned with meaning but with the formal characteristics of the 
elements of urban form.  It should establish what the elements are and 
to which categories they belong, as well as to identify the patterns of 
relationships between the elements, considered both as individual 
entities and instances of general kinds (Kropf and Malfroy, 2013, p. 129-
30).
The smallest scale units of a building’s architectural language, determined by 
the prevailing construction techniques and availability of building materials, are 
combined to produce a specific vernacular style.  Its elements can be distilled 
into the elementary components of the building, and consequently street façade 
system, that are measureable and can be tabulated into a syntax for evaluation 
and/or application.  In essence these observations convey terms of reference for 
analysis of architectural aspects of the townscape.  The challenge to develop a 
visual analytical tool to interpret the language of a given streetscape in terms of 
its ‘strict linguistic continuity’ (Maffei, 2009, p. 8) was therefore the motivation 
for the research that is the basis of this paper.  It is framed in two questions.  
First, how can traditional approaches to urban morphology be adapted in 
order to evidence change in architectural configuration within an urban fabric?  
Secondly, how can architectural elements within urban forms be identified, and 
criteria for measurement be established?
4.1.4 Evaluating architectural elements within the townscape: a 
Brisbane case study
Consideration of an appropriate scale is paramount in deciding the scope of 
urban morphological research (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001).  When dealing with 
a large expanse of the city, maintaining the necessary level of detail at which 
change needs to be assessed is demanding.  Yet limiting attention to particular 
buildings compromises appreciation of the city as a whole (Holdsworth, 1992).
This problem has been to some extent overcome in the research presented in 
this paper by the engagement of undergraduate students to conduct a survey 
of the entire central area of Brisbane, Australia.  This involved the compilation 
of a comprehensive record of data recovered from multiple municipal and 
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private archives.  Under the direction of the authors, pairs of students were 
each allocated two street blocks within the central city grid as the focus for their 
search for relevant data.  This enabled relevant documents for the entire city 
centre to be collected.  The town-plan analysis approach of M. R. G. Conzen 
(1960), later developed by Koter (1990) and M. P. Conzen (1990), demonstrates 
how urban morphogenetic study requires a temporal frame of reference in 
the form of a sequence of morphological periods (Conzen,M.R.G., 2004c; 
Whitehand, 2001).  In the present study the dates of key surveys and major civic 
events in Brisbane determined the temporal cross sections (Table 1).
Table 1.  Temporal cross-section, showing dates of key surveys and civic 
events.
The sources of data employed were survey maps, period photographs, and 
written accounts of places and events in newspapers and other documentary 
sources (Sanders and Schroder, 2008).  Data were verified through the 
triangulation of relevant archival sources.  The maps prepared by the students 
were cross-referenced with the archival material.  Several inaccuracies were 
revealed which required amendments to the research drawings.  Inaccuracies 
were also identified in some of the archival material.  This subsequently 
prompted the State Library of Queensland to amend its records (Sanders and 
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Woodward, 2014).  The maps presented in the following sections of this paper, 
and the measurements drawn from them, incorporate the results of these 
necessary checks and amendments.
Brisbane: settlement configuration
A coherent body of morphological research has yet to emerge in Australia, 
despite fairly extensive published accounts of the country’s planning and 
settlement history.  The comparative analysis of street block sizes of several 
Australian and American cities by Siksna (1997) is an important work which 
revealed that the relationship of both block size and form have predictable 
effects on subsequent evolutionary patterns. 
Figure 1.  Part of a plan of Brisbane Town in 1840, by Robert Dixon.  The white 
overlay frame indicates the study area.  Source: National Library of Australia 
MAP G9004.B7, 1840.
The original settlement of Brisbane was initially assessed by three surveyors 
(Dixon, Warner and Stapylton) who had been sent by the colonial government 
to Moreton Bay in 1839 with a view to recommending sites for towns, villages 
and other purposes (Johnson, 1988).  The following year, Dixon drew up a plan 
proposing the layout for the new town, incorporating a system of large square 
grids, each ten chains (about 201 m) in length, and streets one chain wide 
(Johnson and Gregory, 1989).  The original prisoners’ barracks building provided 
a point of reference for the main alignment.  Dixon’s plan was subsequently 
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modified by Wade who amended the square blocks into rectangular grids.  There 
was considerable debate regarding the suitable width of streets, partly owing to 
Governor Gipp’s view that Brisbane would not develop into a very significant 
town (Johnson, 1988).
Mapping: spatial system and building fabric
Several types of mapping were employed including cadastral plans, figure-
ground representations, building plans, street elevations and cross-sections 
through street blocks.  These, together with a taxonomy of building types, 
were consolidated into two linked categories: first, the spatial system (cadastral 
plans and block plans); and secondly, the physical fabric (building envelope, 
architectural features, surface area, structure, height and setback).
Figure 2.  Part of a plan of Brisbane Town in 1842 by H. W. Mariott.  The white 
overlay frame indicates the study area.  Source: Queensland State Archives Item 
ID 2774. 
The relationship between these two aspects is presented by means of a detailed 
sample study (see highlighted area in Figures 1 and 2).  First, the spatial system 
transformation is presented as evidenced by changes to the cadastral and block-
plan configuration; and secondly, the significance of the elevational studies 
has prompted a suggested new method to link measurements of architectural 
elements with a syntax of parameters for new designs.
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Cadastral configuration and block plans 
The development of the form of urban areas is heavily contingent upon the 
town plan.  This frames the land utilization pattern and building fabric.  The 
street pattern is the most persistent and stable element; and the land utilization 
is the least resistant to change (Birkhamshaw and Whitehand, 2012; Conzen, 
M.R.G., 1960). A significant concept developed by M.R.G. Conzen (1960) was 
the ‘Burgage Cycle’, being the sequence of gradual building additions over time 
within the rear spaces of plots.  This process is followed by the clearance of 
structures and the initiation of a redevelopment cycle where ‘plots are subject 
to increasing pressure, often associated with changed functional requirements, 
in a growing urban area’ (Whitehand, 2007a: Gauthiez, 2004),  this process was 
recognized by Koter (1990) in his study of an industrial-era plot pattern in Łódź, 
Poland.  
Muratori’s concept of planning typology defines spontaneous and planned 
phases of urban growth (Cataldi et al., 2002 p. 10) within the laws of continuity 
of transformational processes (Marzot, 2002 p. 62).  In this approach basic 
building is the primary component of the operational history, with its figurative, 
functional, material and typological properties understood within the plot 
identification and typological survey of the urban form (Maffei, 2009). 
Understanding the relationship between plot and building evolution within the 
town plan is therefore fundamental to urban morphological study (Conzen, M.P., 
1990).  The cadastral plan provides the dimensions of the street block within 
which the processes of subdivision and/or consolidation, and the corresponding 
change in building fabric, can be identified.  In Brisbane, the original settlement 
pattern was based on 200 x 90 m rectangular street blocks, with a street spacing 
mesh of 221 x 111 m; each street block was divided into twenty equal back-
to-back plots (Siksna, 1997). Figure 3 shows a typical street block bounded by 
Charlotte, Mary, Albert and Edward Streets, and the changes to the layout over 
time.  The corresponding transformation of the built form, represented by the 
block plan, has been developed by the authors, using established methods of 
town-plan analysis such as those employed by M.P. Conzen (1990) in North 
America.  It is evident that this city block underwent subdivision from the outset 
as land owners were attracted by the profit that this provided (Sanders and 
Schroder, 2008). 
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Figure 3.  Plot boundaries and block plans of a Brisbane city block bounded by 
Charlotte, Edward, Mary and Albert Streets, 1864-2012. 
See Appendix 11 for enlargement 
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Figure 4.  Municipal services survey documents.  a) Mathews, E. J. (1913) 
Metropolitan Water and Sewage Board, City of Brisbane. Detail Plan No 3.  
Source: Brisbane City Archives.  b) Mahlstedt & Son (1951) Brisbane Fire Survey 
1951.  Source: Brisbane City Archives.
The earliest subdivision is recorded as being in 1865 on the allotment at the 
corner of Albert and Mary Streets (Department of Natural Resources and Mines, 
2014).  This was followed by the subdivision of several plots before the belated 
introduction of The Undue Subdivision of Land Prevention Act in 1885.  Thereafter 
the overcrowding of plots was subsequently avoided (Laverty, 1971).
Figure 4, municipal services in 1913 and 1951, and an aerial photograph of 1941 
(Geoscience Australia, 2014) (Figure 5) have been used in combination with later 
surveys to provide evidence of changes in the urban configuration.
Simple timber and corrugated-iron houses were erected by the first free settlers 
following the first sale of land in Brisbane by auction in 1842 (Johnson and 
Gregory, 1989).  The city had developed into an important regional trading town 
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by the late-nineteenth century, with distinct administrative and commercial 
precincts.  The principal building types that emerged as trade and commerce 
developed in close proximity to the wharves were workshops, warehouses 
and corner hotels.  Warehouses were the predominant building type within 
the case study area, with heights of two to five storeys.  They had elegant 
classical frontages, conveying the prosperity of their owners and occupants.  
The large street blocks presented problems of access which were overcome by 
the provision of cartways through the ground floors of many of the buildings, 
allowing for early service vehicles to access the rear of the plots (Sanders and 
Schroder, 2008). 
Figure 5.  Central Brisbane in 1942.  The white overlay frame indicates the 
study area. Source: John Oxley Library, State Library of Queensland. Brisbane.
Over the course of Brisbane’s 170-year-old history there have been two 
significant economic periods, and these have generated two distinct periods 
of urban development.  These were from the 1840s to 1914, and then, after 50 
years of little development, a period of rapid growth between the 1960s and the 
present day.  During the late-twentieth century, plots were amalgamated as the 
need for taller buildings with larger footprints increased. 
Building form
A range of archival sources, including photographs, and drawings and 
paintings, has provided information about the three-dimensional properties 
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of buildings no longer extant.  Particularly useful was pictorial imagery from 
Picture Queensland, an open access online repository curated by the State Library 
of Queensland (State Library of Queensland, 2014).
Figure 6 provides examples of key information that has been critical in 
establishing changes to buildings in the study area.  Photographic evidence 
of Brisbane dates from a panoramic view of 1862 (Figure 6a).  Examined in 
conjunction with a street view of a flooded Charlotte Street the following year 
(Figure 6b), the scarcity of buildings at this time is evident.
Figure 6c, a view of Charlotte Street from its intersection with Edward Street, 
confirms the existence of warehouse buildings here at the time of the flood of 
1893.  Butler Brothers Building (c. 1888) is in the distance, and in the middle 
ground is Charlotte House (c. 1888/9).  In the foreground is Brabant House 
(c. 1883): this building, with its elegant classical revival façade, would be later 
extended in the same style on to the adjoining plot and renamed the Walter Reid 
Building.  An additional third storey was added at the same time (Figure 6d/e).  
The Engineering Supply Company Building (c. 1914), prominent at the corner 
of Charlotte and Edward Streets, was designed by the renowned architects Hall 
and Dods (Figure 6e).  It was one of the first buildings to break from a purely 
classical tradition towards a modern expression, with expressive structure, 
including glazing and copper panels, that had its roots in contemporary 
American architecture (Lund, 1969).
These photographs illustrate the level of architectural detail that can be 
scrutinized for translation into measured drawings for each building, and 
amalgamation into a composite streetscape.  The street elevations comprise 
an evolving tapestry of openings (doors and windows), structural elements 
(columns and walls), verandas and awnings, stairs, arcades and passageways.  
The permanence of certain buildings is readily confirmed by reference to 
the block plans and elevations.  The comprehensive documentation of how 
buildings are located within a morphological sequence is a valuable contribution 
to current heritage management.
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Figure 6.  Examples of photographic evidence retrieved from archival collections.  
a) Panorama of Brisbane in 1862.  Source: John Oxley Library, State Library of 
Queensland, Brisbane.  b) Charlotte Street, Brisbane, during the flood of 1864.  
Source: John Oxley Library, State Library of Queensland. Brisbane.  c) Flooded 
Brisbane streets in 1893 by P. C. Poulsen.  Source: The Australian National 
Maritime Museum. Sydney.  d) View from the Perry Bros. building at the corner 
of Elizabeth and Albert Street, c. 1913.  Source: John Oxley Library, State Library 
of Queensland. Brisbane.  e) Building belonging to the Engineering Supply Co. of 
Australia.  Source: John Oxley Library, State Library of Queensland. Brisbane.
 Podium structures, as distinct from the detached independence of their tower 
forms, provide a direct relationship to the streetscape, as illustrated for 2012 in 
Figure 7.  The control of the tower block type has been managed through planning 
control measures prescribed in various plans for Brisbane, the first of which was 
introduced in 1965 (Moran, 2006).   
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Figure 7.  Charlotte Street streetscape, 1895 – 2012.
See Appendix 12 for enlargement
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For each plot, the building envelope of a proposed development has been subject 
to regulations that determined its building type, total floor space area, siting, 
height and coverage (De Gruchy, 1988). 
Articulated diagrams and complex formulae have controlled the dimensions 
for building setback requirements, maximum podium heights and pedestrian 
shelter that influenced in particular the form of the tower block types (Heywood, 
1986, p. 31).
Street-block cross-sections
In conjunction with the block-plans, the sections reveal changes in building 
scale and land utilization (Barbeler and Guaralda, 2011).  They confirm building 
depth, and the relationship of building frontage to the street.  Figure 8 shows 
for 1895 how an inner-block open space system was established, with cartway 
openings in the building providing entrances for service vehicles. 
Figure 8.  Street-to-street cross-sections, 1895 (cf. Figure 3). 
4.1.5 Measurement, tabulation and analysis
Interpreting building structures means understanding and making use 
of the logical tools and structures of the built environment characterizing 
a cityscape; in other words, understanding the components of a man-
made complex. Elements on a minor scale... walls, rooms, floors, fences 
...etc. (Caniggia and Maffei, 2001, p. 62).
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Measuring building form
The distribution of architectural elements across the street façades establishes 
frequencies and rhythms that are related to the original regular plot pattern.  The 
degree to which these associations continue over time varies.  New building 
forms reflect the plot subdivisions and amalgamations.  Disruptions of original 
frequencies and rhythms occur, resulting in changes to physical volume and 
architectural language. The building envelope and its footprint, façade height 
and setbacks in street elevation combine with these aspects of other buildings 
within the block structure to establish the volumetric massing characteristic 
of the urban fabric.  A distinction can be made between the façade (height, 
surface area and linear frontage) and the block plan (plot area, building coverage 
and open space). 
Measuring shapes
Caniggia and Maffei (2001) refer to the system organism that combines together 
in the assemblage of a building.  It is comprised of elements (small components 
– for example, bricks and beams); elementary structures (associations of 
elements – for example, floors, walls, partitions and roofs), and structural 
systems (for example, rooms and stairs).  Similarly, in the process of formulating 
measurements for a building’s detail, the authors have classified components 
into three aspects.  These are windows and doors (number, surface area, profile, 
shape); features (cartways, loading docks, car park entrances, canopies, entry 
stairs); and materials (walls, roofs).
The characteristics of the façades of each component recorded according to 
its outline shape and frequency, combine to achieve a comprehensive integrated 
appraisal.  Whether read singularly or as an amalgam, or by metric value or 
shape profile, the characteristics of each individual building are defined by the 
record of each element.  Figure 9, using Charlotte House as a detailed example, 
illustrates how the architectural detail in the façade, which includes building 
height, surface area of walls, doors and window shape, has been identified.
Tabulation of measurements
Tables 2 and 3 have been presented in such a way that the façade for each 
building has been tabulated, including all the measurements associated with 
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it.  The shape characteristics of relief elements have been itemized, allowing 
visual assessment of the fenestration items, and appraisal of variations in the 
cumulative streetscape language. 
Figure 9.  Charlotte House between 1886 and the present.  Identification and 
measurement of architectural elements (see also Table 2). 
 Measurements for the tower forms in 2012 have not been included in these 
tables, as they are not directly associated with the streetscape: only the podium 
sections of these buildings are included. The dialectical relationships of the 
entire streetscape have been generated as a basis for quantitative analysis by 
calculating the arithmetic mean of each building’s measurements, associations 
and systems.  
The measurements for all the structures have been summarized in Table 4, 
in accordance with their position in relation to both time and location (plot 
number).  Façade, fenestration, architectural features, materials and block 
plans can be examined by date, and values of streetscape form accumulated for 
the entire study period.  Various summaries can be extracted according to the 
guiding principles of a particular inquiry.  For example, it may be important to 
establish average building heights at any given period within the streetscape, or 
alternatively average building heights across the entire diachronic survey. There 
was an associated increase in façade height and surface area in the course of the 
nineteenth century.  In the early settlement, simple single-storey structures were 
widespread.  
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Table 2.  Tabulation of architectural elements, plots 11-15 Charlotte Street           
See Appendix 13 for enlargement 
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Table 3.  Tabulation of architectural elements, plots 15-18 Charlotte Street           
See Appendix 14 for enlargement 
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 The newer buildings have retained similar podium heights to earlier buildings 
within the streetscape.  In contrast to the general similarities in the façade volumes 
of building and podium structures, the coverage and shape of fenestration elements 
has increased over time.  Whereas smaller timber window and door elements 
are evident in most pre-1970 buildings, advanced construction technologies have 
enabled much larger curtain wall structures in recent buildings. 
Table 4.  Collation of streetscape data (averages), Charlotte Street 
See Appendix 15 for enlargement 
Building features varied over time.  For example, the verandahs that were 
originally fronting structures on the cottages of the settlers disappeared with the 
demolition of these early buildings.  The warehouse types that were constructed 
in their place made no provision for pedestrian shelter and hence there were no 
canopies along Charlotte Street by 1914.  Following the opening in 1929 of a new 
showroom in the remodelled and extended Engineering Supply Co. of Australia 
building, there was an increase in the number of retail, commercial and 
residential buildings and a consequent increase in pavement canopies. Initially 
the means of vehicular access to the interiors of street blocks was cartways 
through warehouse buildings.  The increase in the occurrence of car park 
entrances into recent tower and podium building types has resulted in a major 
increase in the surface area of façades occupied by such entrances.  Building 
coverage has also increased dramatically over the study period, owing to the 
construction of commercial buildings over entire plots.  The only remaining 
open space in 2012 was where buildings were built before 1970.
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Analysis: syntax for a new design approach
Urban landscape as a vast reservoir of experiences passed down by 
previous societies became recognised as an educative source and 
therefore not lightly expendable but something to be assessed, learned 
from, sometimes conserved and, not least, used to inform the creation 
of new urban landscapes (Whitehand, 2005, p.20).
Understanding how the current streetscape relates to its predecessors is 
fundamental to establishing the parameters for new buildings.  The changes 
articulated in the tabulated syntax, combined with visual representations of its 
architectural language, provide the basis for analysis.  Data compiled for each 
site can be combined with the data collected from neighbouring streetscapes to 
aggregate into data sets at different scales of complexity and specificity.
4.1.6 Conclusion 
This paper demonstrates the basis of a method for incorporating architectural 
elements within an existing urban form.  The historical analysis that provides 
the foundation for design guidelines is also a contribution to the scholarship 
of architectural aspects of urban morphology.  A taxonomy of architectural 
elements within the evolutionary process of a sample urban fabric has been 
established.  From this a tabulated syntax of measured values has been deduced 
from morphological mapping.  This method provides a powerful tool in the 
process of managing city form.  Through the evaluation of building fabric, 
parameters for the application of new building forms have been derived.  
This approach deals with quantitative attributes that are readily presented 
as a data set for interpretation.  When transferred into a design code, there 
is the basis for maintaining consonance of building character within new 
and adapted streetscapes.  Rooted in tradition, yet self-consciously modern, 
this way of thinking about planning and design that was first established by 
Sharp (Pendlebury, 2009, p. 22) removes nostalgic or emotive values from the 
discussion of what may constitute good urban form.
A preliminary report of recommendations by the ISUF Task Force on Research 
and Practice in Urban Morphology has called for the ‘creation of an urban 
morphology toolkit for understanding the past, and planning the future of urban 
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settlements’ (Samuels, 2013).  It is hoped that the schema presented in this paper 
is an example of such a toolkit.  It appraises the characteristics and qualities 
of a particular place in an objective evidence-based approach that architects 
and urban designers have largely lacked in the reasoning of their propositions 
(Sanders, 2013). 
The general importance and wider significance of this work lies in the proposed 
method.  It overcomes the limitations of current architectural approaches 
to urban analysis, whilst underlining the evolving advocacy of how urban 
morphology can be an integral discipline in the design of our cities. 
Further work is recommended through practical examples of how architects, 
guided by a morphological syntax, can design a building within a research 
area in such a way that the levels of congruence of the resulting design can be 
assessed and analysed.  We suggest that designs that follow the principles of this 
approach will demonstrate greater levels of congruence for new urban forms. 
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Chapter 5: Case Study 1
Foreword
Scales of operation in urban morphological research
The scales of operation in the theories of Conzen and Muratori are compared in 
Table 5.1 and show the how the research traditions align starting from the largest 
scale of the ‘Morphological frame’ and ‘Territory’, synonymous with the more 
widely understood terminology of ‘Built Environment’ and ‘Gestalt’. The scales 
of focus in this thesis are located towards the smaller end of the scale spectrum; 
Chapters 4 & 5 operate at the Building fabric and Elements scales, while 
Chapters 6 & 7 are at the Town Plan and Aggregate scales..
Figure 5.1. Scales of Operation in Morphological research
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Application of methods
The processes of data collection presented in Chapters 3 and 4 have described 
how a precinct within a particular city can be comprehensively documented. It is 
reasonable to assume that the approach to the study of this urban sample can be 
duplicated, linking numerous parts of a city that may result in an complete data 
base of its morphological development. Chapter 1 (1.3.2) implies an important 
role for local governments and universities in the procurement of such research. 
However the relevance of the knowledge hinges on the rigorous application 
of the methods. The capacity for replication gives the research a quantitative 
edge that designers and policy makers can apply as powerful tool.  Chapters 5, 
6 and 7 each address this challenge at different urban scales, and demonstrate 
the methodological contribution of the thesis in how the blend of theory and 
practice can be achieved, through the practical applications of consonance. 
Urban ‘infill’ within a streetscape
Figure 5.2. Terrace houses talking. Source: (Turner, 1996, p.105)
As previous discussed in Chapter 2 both Conzen and Muratori both highlighted 
the collective role that ordinary buildings play in the assembly of a townscape. 
When considering the streetscape within an urban area the predicament of ‘infill 
architecture’, whether on a vacant site or building replacement, brings to light 
the question of the appropriate form that the new building will take. Tom Turner 
(1996) characterised this challenge in his caricature of three ‘typical’ architectural 
responses: a direct facsimile (‘I love my neighbours’), or an assimilation of the 
surrounding buildings (‘I like my neighbours’); or a completely incongruous 
‘foreign’ building insert (‘I love myself’). The morphological approach 
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advocated in this thesis would best align with the second version, needing 
to avoid being pastiche, yet still responsive to the surroundings through a 
contemporary building solution. 
The paper in Chapter 5 applies the research material presented thus far to a 
expert focus group. Design leaders from the architectural and urban design 
professions were invited to the workshop to tests how they could engage 
with the morphological research material as a premise for a sketch design for 
a new building situated on a mid-block ‘infill’ site. The paper reports on the 
design outcomes, to assess if the research can have a positive influence the their 
architectural responses; as well as reporting on aspects of the expert participants 
discussion and written feedback. 
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5.1  Applying Urban Morphology Theory to Design 
Practice
Accepted for publication in the Journal of Urban Design
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5.1.1 Abstract
The aim of this paper is to investigate the relationship between research and 
design through an applied example of how architects can approach the design 
for a building guided by data derived from morphological research. An Expert 
Focus Group consisting of nine leading architects and urban designers from 
Brisbane, Australia was given the task of testing this proposition. Analysis of the 
workshop outcomes are examined, and the design drawings of each participant 
are assessed to determine the relative congruence of the design proposals within 
the morphological commodity of the specific context. In addition, qualitative 
data, captured through verbal and written feedback is assessed highlighting the 
participants’ observations and experiences of the workshop. This paper makes 
a contribution to the current debate within the field on the opportunities of 
integrating research with practice. 
Keywords: Urban Morphology, design process, expert focus group.
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5.1.2 The concept of consonance 
As cities adapt and change over time, attention to their accreted patterns has 
been a strong foci for urban morphological study that conceptualises the urban 
landscape in terms of an integrated historical context (Whitehand, 1987, p.10), 
in which the study of settlements is seen as one aspect of ‘pure geography’ 
(Conzen, M.R.G., 2004, p. 47). M.R.G. Conzen termed ‘historicity’ as the key 
attribute of a townscape that requires management, he argues that it is visual 
and omnipresent, and gives a place its historical expressiveness (Larkham,1996, 
p.28; Whitehand, 2007, p.5). The appraisal of ‘continuity’ within urban forms 
(Marzot, 2012, p.103) was adopted by Italian architects, who sought evidence 
of the ‘persistence’ of building types as an idea of their ‘permanence’ as 
architectural forms within the urban fabric (Marzot, 2002, p.66). Muratori, 
in particular, understood the transformation of the city as a series of ‘laws 
of continuity’ that were governed as a result of precise cultural behaviour, 
with ‘constant reference to all the components that it encompasses and to the 
ensemble to which it belongs’ (Marzot, 2002, p.62).
The Italian school … is primarily concerned with looking for traditional 
typomorphological patterns that can inform current design approaches 
so that the new will harmonise with the old. The English or Conzenean 
school focus on analysing and describing urban form and explaining 
how it came to be. (Larice & Macdonald, 2006, p, 266) 
The value in testing methods of how new buildings can relate better to their 
existing constructed surroundings is an important aspect of urban design in 
respect of the established approaches to contextual compatibility between old 
and new as the premise for how new architecture can ‘fit’ into a specific setting 
(Groat, 1983).
Modernist attitudes to planning and architecture, that often favoured 
autonomous approaches, disregarded the interplay that is necessary between 
what exists, and the demand of new urban development. The preponderance of 
the lack of site specific qualities in much urban development supports the need 
to research and understand better the patterns in the evolution of built form that 
have given physical expression to a city’s transformation. This view is shared 
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by Marzot who states that ‘as opposed to the anonymous uniformity induced 
by the widespread industrial interpretations of urban morphology, the notion of 
the genius loci was seized upon as a basis for summarising a commonly shared 
aspiration to new ideals’ (2002, p1). 
The epistemological basis of urban design suggests the need to draw upon the 
evidence of urban morphology as a methodology of design that evidences the 
character of a place. The concept of  ‘consonance in urban form’ (Sanders, 2013) 
therefore addresses how specific architectural features as physical products of 
the economic, cultural and political settings represented in particular urban 
forms, can be mapped, measured and assessed, and ultimately applied to new 
architectural and urban designs.
Can consonance of urban form within a streetscape be measured, quantified 
and subsequently applied to architectural practice? If so, how best can it be 
achieved? How can the theory and methods of urban morphology be presented 
to contemporary architects and urban designers? This paper aims to test a 
hypothesis that research data derived from morphological research, can provide 
the knowledge to direct a design of a new building to ‘fit’ into its surroundings. 
An Expert Focus Group workshop was arranged in order to investigate 
this relationship through a practice-led example. The primary question 
underpinning the research relates to the relevance of morphological data that 
can inform the direction of design practice; we examine how the provision 
of empirical research can be interpreted by a designer in the creation of new 
buildings within a study area. How can design benefit from an understanding of 
the consonance of urban form?
5.1.3 Morphologically informed design - Linking theory to practice 
Thinking about Caniggian ideas opens up a gamut of questions about 
the historical development of the forms that make up urban areas and 
how proposals are, or might be, formulated about the future of those 
forms (Maffei and Whitehand, 2001, p.48). 
How the analytical methods of urban morphology can have practical application 
is a critical question which gives purpose to the application of theory and its 
relevance ‘as an important part of the activity of discovering possibilities for the 
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future’ (Whitehand, 2007, p. 6). There is a continuous tension between theory 
and practice: theory requires the uptake of practice to have relevance and 
impact; practice requires theory to provide, translation and a guide for change 
(Friedmann, 2008).  
Muratori and Cannigia were both practicing architects as well as theoretical 
researchers, and applied the link between analysis and design in their projects. 
Muratori called for a ‘contextualised architecture’ (Cataldi, et al., 2002, p. 3), in 
which his main concern was ‘how to blend modern architecture into historic 
towns’(Cataldi, 2003, p. 24). The basis of his thoughts on this question was how 
analysis and design could bring ‘history up to date: history was today, and there 
was no gap between today and the past that had led to it’ (Castex, 2012, p. 26). 
The typological themes of the past could be carried forward into new building 
designs that would enable a ‘historically and linguistically consolidated whole’ 
that avoided ‘isolated monuments’ (Cataldi, 2003, p. 20). The following case 
is one of many good examples of how Muratori applied his theory of urban 
morphology into his own architectural practice. 
Applying Theory to Practice: Saverio Muratori’s Office building of the 
Ente Nazionale di Previdenza ed Assicurazione Sociale (ENPAS), Bologna 
(1952-57)
The ENPAS building is an exemplar of how Muratori’s theory of la storia 
operante (history at work in the present) is applied in practice (Castex, 2012, p. 
26); it represents how architectural design, when thought of in terms of urban 
continuity can embrace aspects of the historicity of the existing city, while still 
serving the requirements of contemporary functional needs by using ‘modern’ 
technology and constructional methods. 
The office building is situated in Bologna, and was designed for the Ente 
Nazionale di Previdenza ed Assicurazione Sociale (ENPAS), a retirement 
and social welfare organisation for state employees (Castex, 2012, p. 26). It 
has eight floors above ground to accommodate the function of the company 
including: offices, public areas, archive stores, clinical laboratories, and clinics 
(Figure 1). The top floors included provision for residential accommodation, 
which although surplus to the requirements of ENPAS, could derive a third 
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party income as well as provide space for the potential future expansion of the 
company (Tagliazucchi, 2012). 
The ENPAS Board called for the design of a structure that would be 
‘volumetrically and spatially proportioned to the city’ (Tagliazucchi, 2012, 
p. 193). Muratori in his design report described how the building would 
‘seamlessly join in the common life and the dignity of the city to a level of 
architectural and civic prestige’ (Tagliazucchi, 2012, p. 193). 
The following ‘section headings’ from the report reflect the key issues that the 
building needed to address:
• ‘The building matter intended as urban matter; with concern for the life 
of the city’ (that the building should be conceived as a integral part of 
the urban form of the city); 
• ‘Typical function and individuality of the solution’ (the building should 
be distinctive and express its use); and
• ‘Analysis of the environmental fabric, the source of urban unity and 
architectural individuality’ (through considered appraisal of the total 
built environment, a building integrated into its context of architectural 
merit can be conceived) (Tagliazucchi, 2012).
According to Tagliazucchi (2012), ‘Muratori combines the idea of the building 
type as a serial and homogeneous linguistic form, drawn from his studies, in the 
language of the Bolognese tradition’ (p. 194). Inspired by the historic architecture 
found in the city centre, the ENPAS building translated these features to form 
an ‘updated Gothic architecture’ (Castex, 2012, p. 26). In particular, the street 
level portico echoes Bologna’s architectural identity of arcades and overhanding 
projections, carried out as a modern interpretation ‘expressed explicitly through 
a neo-medieval architectural language’ (Marzot, 2014, p224).
The architectural details to achieve these objectives include for example: 
the intricate brickwork ‘crenellations’ that are used to articulate the upper 
residential floor; the insitu reinforced concrete that was poured to resemble 
sandstone in forming the window arches and column bases; and the choice of 
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bricks with yellow sand added that could be recognised as typical of the area 
(Tagliazucchi, 2012). These details are clearly integrated from the urban form 
and architectural elements in the surrounding morphological context. 
Figure 1. Saverio Muratori ENPAS Building Bologna (1952-57). Source: 
Photograph by Annarita Ferrante.
The ENPAS Building in Bologna is direct in its representation of how a 
morphological approach to architecture can result in a building that is resonant 
of its historical context and physical surrounding. Muratori applied his theory 
to other projects as well, most notably the Church of San Giovanni al Gatono in 
Pisa (1947-70), and the Office Building Headquaters of the Christian Democratic 
Party in Rome (1955-58). Caniggia too was active as an architect, and put into 
practice what he had learnt about the urban environment for the housing project 
in the Quinto Quarter of Genoa (1982) (Cataldi et al, 2002).
These completed projects are explicit in the connection between research and 
practice, and also in terms of the continuity of urban form achieved within the 
built environments of each case. These were accomplished seamlessly because 
the architect was also the researcher! 
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5.1.4 Expert Focus Group workshop 
How can Muratori’s unique understanding of historical urban form be translated 
to architectural design and interpreted by architects who are not familiar with 
such research? Can his approach and the construct of consonance of urban 
form be translated to modern architectural practice? In order to investigate the 
parameters of this, we set up an experiment with leading architectural and urban 
design practitioners in Brisbane, Australia. 
An intensive design workshop was conducted following the principles of an Expert 
Focus Group that aims to obtain the most reliable consensus of a group of experts. 
The nine members invited to be included in the Focus Group are recognised 
leaders within the local profession as both architects and urban designers; with 
many as directors of their own companies (see Table 1). All members of the Group 
have over 2 decades of experience in the design field. These were the main reason 
they were directly recruited. The participants agreed to be identified by name in 
the outputs of the research. 
Table 1. Key professional characteristics and affiliations of the Expert Focus 
Group participants.
Participant	   Qualified	  Profession	   Professional	  position	  and	  affiliations	  
John	  Loneragan	   Architect	  &	  Urban	  Designer	  	   Director	  	  
Current	  President	  –	  Urban	  Design	  Alliance	  (QLD)	  
Alex	  Cohn	   Architect	  &	  Urban	  Designer	   Director	  |	  Adjunct	  Professor	  	  
Peter	  Richards	   Architect	  &	  Urban	  Designer	   Director	  /	  Professor	  	  
Member	  -­‐	  Urban	  Design	  Alliance	  (QLD)	  |	  Australian	  Institute	  of	  
Urban	  Studies	  (AIUS)	  |	  Urban	  Design	  Group	  (UK)	  |	  Congress	  for	  the	  
New	  Urbanism	  (US)	  |	  Australian	  Council	  for	  New	  Urbanism	  (ACNU)	  
Leigh	  Shutter	   Architect	  &	  Academic	   Associate	  Professor	  
Member	  Urban	  Research	  Program	  -­‐	  Griffith	  University	  
Cameron	  Davies	   Architect	  &	  Urban	  Designer	  	   Director	  
Member	  -­‐	  Urban	  Design	  Alliance	  (QLD)	  |	  Member,	  Urban	  
Development	  Institute	  of	  Australia	  (UDIA)	  
Caroline	  Stalker	   Architect	  &	  Urban	  Designer	  	   Director/	  Adjunct	  Professor	  
Past	  president	  and	  Honorary	  Life	  Fellow	  -­‐	  Urban	  Design	  Alliance	  
(QLD)	  |	  Past	  Chair	  of	  Royal	  Australian	  Institute	  of	  Architects	  Urban	  
Design	  Committee	  	  
Gerard	  Lynch	   Architect	   Director	  
Jamie	  Gimeno	   Architect	   Senior	  Associate	  
Marias	  Chadwick	   Architect	   Associate	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The purpose of the focus group was to examine the responses from all the 
participants who were asked to sketch design the façade for a building using 
specific material provided by the research team. The focus group convened for 
four hours in a studio setting where drawing materials and pens were provided.
 The program for the Focus Group workshop was as follows:
• Presentation of the theoretical research concepts to the expert group, as 
well as providing research data to inform the process; 
• Pose the research question to the group; 
• Examine the veracity of the question and opportunities to respond to 
the design proposition; 
• Participants to provide feedback at the conclusion of the design exercise; 
and 
• General discussion. 
Figure 2. Workshop Participants during the design session. 
Project brief
A hypothetical scenario was proposed which imagined that a current 
building occupying Lot 15 in the study area (The Midtown) had not been 
constructed, and that the site is now a vacant plot in the middle of an urban 
streetscape. Assuming that the residential tower profile is already established, 
the participants were asked to prepare a sketch design for the podium 
structure envelope and façade that would incorporate retail and commercial 
accommodation. 
Each person was asked to design the basic building form and façade informed 
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by specific research data relating to the study area context of Brisbane. Historic 
mapping, prepared by the researchers, was presented to the design participants. 
The comprehensive base research material included such information as 
the morphological development of the streetscape and urban block, and 
comprehensive tabulation (coined ‘the catalogue’ by workshop participants) of 
each building that had existed at some point in the study area (refer to Sanders 
and Woodward, 2015). Furthermore diagrams depicting the hypothetical vacant 
plot within the research study area were prepared to indicate the site for the 
sketch design exercise (Figure 3 & 4).
Figure 3. Block plan of research area with hypothetical vacant plot (15) identified.
Figure 4. Charlotte Street Elevation with hypothetical vacant plot (15) identified.
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Process – design overview appraisal
Following the initial briefing session the participants worked individually 
in the studio for a period of up to four hours. Before undertaking the sketch 
design exercise, they were firstly asked to review the provision of the research 
material in terms of the detail of its diagrams and tabulated measurements. The 
design drawings that were developed were retained by the researchers for post-
workshop evaluation and analysis.
Each of the participants produced a series of sketch drawings determined by 
their particular response to the workshop proposition. These can be categorised 
into two main groups; those which attempted to portray a detailed façade 
insertion into the streetscape (illustrated in the following section 4.1); and 
secondly, those who departed from the suggested brief through recognising 
other priorities, or by abstracting design ideas drawn from their interpretation of 
the research material (illustrated in the following section 4.2).  A third response 
to the workshop was undertaken by John Loneragan whose contribution was 
focused on the production of overlay mapping of the progressive streetscapes 
outlines illustrating the variations in the evolution of streetscape profile 
and building heights (Figure 5). This continuation of the mapping diagrams 
identifies the building forms inherent in the diachronic changes in the 
streetscape. This reworking of the research material by an architect intending 
to commit to a design within the study area, can be seen as an important initial 
haptic connection with the research material, and first step in the design process.
 
Figure 5.  Loneragan - Diachronic Analysis of podium buildings.  
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5.1.5 Analysis of designs 
Podium building
Four of the participants focused directly on a sketch proposal for the podium 
building to be inserted into the streetscape. Their approaches are summarised in 
the following section.
Alex Cohn
Cohn produced a process ‘diary’ that was framed by an affirmation of ‘no 
preconceived ideas’ towards the exercise. He commenced with an interest 
in the ‘catalogue’ that allowed for an examination of the history of site 
(Plot 15), including: the block plans and elevations; detail composition of 
both neighbouring/ adjoining buildings; and, analysis of visual features 
of structures and patterns in the urban forms. This led to a mapping of the 
compositional axes of both side buildings, plotting a potential vertical and 
horizontal grid for the new design proposal (Figure 6) which related closely to 
the existing grid of Charlotte House. The resulting matrix provided Cohn with 
a ‘sense of validation’ that the approach ‘could work and would be defensible’ 
(Cohn, 2015).
Figure 6. Cohn -Analysis of vertical and horizontal patterns.
The subsequent development of circulation zones of access that were based 
on overlaid walkability and amenity principles allowed for a series of façade 
iterations (Figure 7) that explored a variety of treatments based on identified 
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‘DNA’ extracted from the environmental context. The final façade iteration is 
illustrated in Figure 13 for assessment and measurement in Table 1.
Figure 7. Cohn –Development of Elevational treatments.
Peter Richards
Give an architect a morphological analysis and they will apply it in an 
abstract modernist way, ie. not in an urban way. (Richards, 2015)
From the detailed research streetscape elevations, Richards analysed the 
architectural features of the existing neighbouring buildings and in the 
process identified their: vertical structural rhythms (Figure 8), skyline profiles, 
patterns of arched windows, as well as highlighting the street scale base of the 
buildings. The logical extension of these observations was to test alternative 
grid divisions for the new building design, while based on contemporary 
structural dimensions and demands, was at the same time adapted to align with 
morphological consistency. 
Figure 8. Richards –Analysis of structural rhythms
Richards derived five principles from the analysis that would direct his design 
development (Figure 9): 
1. Greening the building; 
2. 2 building elements; 
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3. 2 structural rhythms; 
4. Pergola as a skyline feature; and
5. Solid and void massing at entry. 
Figure 9. Richards -Design principles
Several design variations were developed on the basis of these principles, each 
with a progression of elevation treatments and refinements (Figure 10). This 
resulted in a final proposal for measurement and assessment (Figure 13), which 
adopts a narrow (half plot width) street facing podium building. This contrasts 
with a significant setback, under a roofed plaza and entry court, leading to the 
tower entrance and car park access.
 
Figure 10. Richards – Progression of elevation designs.
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Leigh Shutter
Shutter was influenced by the rhythms and scale of adjacent buildings, and 
reflected that the research material had provided a detailed understanding of 
the specific physical and historical context. He was also interested in a departure 
to the exercise through imagining how different architectural approaches could 
manifest in a design outcome (Figure 11). These include:
1. No podium building. A landscaped ‘pocket park’ with a tower set back.
2. Abstract façade system matching the adjacent building heights but 
bearing no detailed relationship to the adjacent podium buildings.
3. Abstract façade system with a taller façade but bearing no detailed 
relationship to the adjacent podium buildings.
4. A new building as a sculptural object.
5. A contemporary re-composition of the existing rhythms, proportions, 
scale and level of detail of surrounding context. This version was 
worked up in more detail and illustrated in Figure 13 for measurement 
and assessment.
Figure 11. Shutter- Varied architectural approaches to the site.
Cameron Davies
Any new structure becomes part of a developing urban morphology.  
Many aspects of place making are linked to the history of occupation of 
a site or region.  Therefore understanding the history of the urban form 
adds value to this aspect of design.  Designs that respond positively to 
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the urban morphology are more likely to contribute to a sense of place 
in urban centres. (Davies, 2015)
Davies was encouraged by the opportunity of exploring design ideas that were 
linked back to the existing urban morphology of the city. The research material 
revealed a number of aspects of the urban structure that he was not acutely 
aware of before. The ‘time lapse’ analysis of the urban block illustrated patterns 
of change that could be applied in the new building project. He approached 
the design task through the functional relationship that needs to exist between 
a new building and the existing urban form; this was achieved through the 
co-ordination of active frontages, entry points, servicing arrangements and 
overshadowing.
Aspects that influenced the design were:
1. Visual patterns (horizontal / vertical ones), Skylines, proportions, 
diverse elements, relative locations, sizes, scale;
2. The frequency of the cart-ways; 
3. Contrast between the building fabric at the rear of the sites as opposed 
to the that expressed to the street;
4. The rhythm of the openings and massing of the podiums to the street; 
5. The “shape” of the city as generated by the towers; and
6. The utilitarian spaces at the rear of sites.
Figure 12. Davies- Rear space analysis 
Evaluating the consonance of the four selected podium designs
It is worth briefly analysing the sketch designs of the podium buildings by 
comparing their indicative measurements with the reference material and 
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historical morphological data. This allows an impression of the design’s impact 
on the levels of consonance of the streetscape.
As indicated in Table 2, the podium buildings designed by the experts correlate 
closely to the existing condition represented by the 2012 measurement data. 
This is not surprising as the experts’ designs are contemporary in approach and 
language, therefore gaining consistency through the use of modern technologies, 
as well as the knowledge of contemporary planning and building codes. There is 
also close correlation with the neighbouring buildings on Plots 14 and 16, where 
the variance in height and surface area is negligible.
Table 2. Measurement of podium designs. Comparison and variation with 
diachronic research data. Source:  Sanders and Woodward, 2015.
Specifically, Cohn’s (Figure 13 – façade 1) approach was closely modelled 
on ‘Charlotte House’, the existing building on Plot 14, and the comparative 
data confirms this alignment. Richards (façade 2) and Davies (façade 4) both 
proposed to break up the building, massing to form a narrower building 
frontage, not extending the full width of the plot. This enabled their facades to 
resemble in form, the buildings on sub-divided plots, such as the existing AE 
Harold’s Building.
Indeed, the most useful comparative data comprises the building height and 
window percentage relative to surface area that indicates the congruence in solid 
and void in the urban forms. The average number of windows is also consistent 
with the 2012 data, suggesting a sympathetic compositional approach has been 
applied to the distribution of fenestration in the façade systems.
Other features such as canopies and stairs are less consistent; two projects 
introduce pergolas as roof canopies, which would be a new architectural feature 
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in the diachronic record of the streetscape. The variety in the shape of windows 
was not an influence on the expert panel designs; while a number of arched 
windows are present in the existing and past building facades, only rectangular 
windows were proposed in the sketch designs.
Figure 13. Elevations of streetscape proposals 1- Cohn; 2- Richards; 3- Shutter; 4- 
Davies.
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Divergent strategies
The other participants from the expert focus group proposed divergent 
approaches to the task, commenting that architects like to “break rules”, and 
often consider their buildings as drivers for change, they either stand out or fit 
in. Though creating a new way (enabling), the participants considered that it is 
still possible at the same time to respect the historical consolidation of the city. 
The divergent strategies that were proposed suggest that the research material 
was useful in providing a stimulus/ departure point for the new approaches, 
and abstracting the historical form into a new architectural language, or motif. 
Caroline Stalker
Although her focus was initially in the podium buildings, a second interest 
emerged in the form relationship between podium and tower structures, where 
the ‘lost open space’ evident in the historical layouts can be ‘reinstated’ in new 
tower forms. This was comprised of the different constituent elements of skyline 
and base, where there is a scale change in the urban strata at a datum threshold 
of approximately the twenty-storey level. 
Figure 14. Stalker- Elevations of tower forms adopting ‘lost’ void/ green spaces.
Stalker reflected that the research material provided a basis for responding to the 
physical parameters for her design intervention. The dominant idea responded 
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to the observation of the progressive loss of open space in the block plan over 
the duration of the city’s development; this led to a proposition of bringing 
‘green’ back into the city by providing room for gardens and planting in the 
tower structures. This approach links the ground with natural systems, ‘filling 
up’ the sky.
Gerard Lynch
Lynch asserted that the primary factors affecting the design of an urban 
building are the client’s intended use, local by-laws, town planning and 
building regulations, and the current available technology. In particular, how 
the site could accommodate the demand of car parking was a major constraint. 
Therefore one of the approaches undertaken by Lynch was to propose a podium 
building with a ‘free façade’ that could act as an urban screen (Figure 14), which 
might be a frontage for retail or a car park. 
Figure 15. Lynch -Elevation of podium structure as ‘free façade’ with graphic 
motif or green wall
Figure 16. Lynch –‘landmark’ building insertion.
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A completely abstract approach to the site was also suggested by Lynch, in 
which an autonomous ‘landmark’ tower form, raised from the ground plane, 
would create a landscaped courtyard from the street under the structure. This 
provides a character design that stands out in the present range of facades and a 
distinct point of departure from the history of the street. 
Jamie Gimeno
Gimeno was interested in how he could design (‘play’) and use the character 
elements of the research study catalogue to inform the design process. The 
research material revealed to him a disconnection between the tower and base 
building forms and prompted an interest in finding a cohesive singular building 
solution.
The sketches that he abstracted and developed from the research material were 
the ideas relating to a vertical ‘time stacking’ building, and a historical lift (tilt 
up) building. He moved the horizon patterns of the streetscape to the vertical 
– using the design elements and patterns of the urban form. The ‘time collage’ 
elevation superimpositions suggested an opportunity to place plug in functions 
or gardens into the buildings. 
Figure 17. Gimeno - ‘Time stacking’, ‘time collage’, and ‘historical lift’ ideas.
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Matias Chadwick
According to Chadwick the research allowed him to gain an understanding of 
how technology is demonstrated in the façades that show the different periods 
that are represented in the specific times and styles. Therefore, the treatment of 
the new façade and mixed-use of the podium needs to show the contemporary 
time, what is important for our society now. Chadwick developed a series of 
interpretations derived from the research mapping which were translated into 
potential motifs in the new building. 
Figure 18. Chadwick - Motif design for small openings
Figure 19. Chadwick - Motif design developed from interpretation of gabled 
cottages.
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For example, the most common fenestration that had occurred during the 
historical period of the survey has been small openings; the proportion and 
shape can be abstracted into a motif pattern for a façade cladding system. 
Another interpretation was developed from the original gable roofed cottages 
with vertical timber sash windows. This was translated into a new ‘floor-
by-floor’ detail incorporating timber battens with tinted full glass panels; 
extrapolated into a full façade system in which balconies (veranda’s) provide 
outdoor amenity, connection to the street, and enhancing principles of 
subtropical design.
5.1.6 Participant Reflections 
A panel discussion concluded the design workshop at which the participants 
discussed each others’ proposals. The Panel members moved from table to 
table and commented on each design. The following section summarises these 
valuable observations and several key issues were raised by participants.
The question of conservation was emphasised in this process, with attention to 
what is important in the consideration of heritage, and how we value existing 
sites. Consequently a broader question was raised as to what is valuable, 
and to whom is it valuable (architects? developers?); as well as the city itself, 
determined by what is the current value of heritage in the city plan.
The interest in urban morphology may provide the answers to the above, as it 
encourages a connection with history in order to determine what is important 
now. The study affects how we connect with a place through an interpretation 
of the history of a site revealed by its detailed built form patterns. The street 
mapping was considered important as it demonstrated the proportion, scale, 
materiality and rhythms of the documented buildings. The vertical rhythm 
in particular, including the grids and sub-grids of the building surfaces, 
punctuated by window openings, is considered to be the geometry of urbanism 
(see Cohn and Richards Fig. 6-10).
Whereas the dominance in composition of horizontality, enabled through 
advancements in building technology and improved structural methods, is 
the geometry of modernism and is prevalent in contemporary architecture. In 
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this respect the Panel suggested that mapping the vertical structural rhythms 
for the whole streetscape would be a useful addition to the documentation; as 
already demonstrated by Cohn and Richards, the ‘rhythm diagrams’ had been 
an important in determining the façade arrangements.  The mapping drawings 
document the process of urban change as a journey and progression through 
history - providing insights along the way. All the buildings that are mapped are 
representations of past buildings constructed in the forms that were required 
at the time. The history in the built environment of this particular research 
area also reveals the duration of empty sites (often over extended period) 
and was interpreted by the Panel as suggesting that an allowance for gaps in 
the proposed new built forms could be consistent with this historical pattern. 
Designing in section had enabled an understanding of the connection between 
the carriageways and open space, and this observation could be a generator for a 
new design proposal.
Figure 20. Group discussion reflecting on participants design projects.
The Panel were able to stimulate each other as they engaged with the research 
material to examine other methods to approach design. They also reflected on 
what should be included by the municipality when designs are called for from 
professionals – in other words, perhaps the context for urban design should be 
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informed by the morphological research when tenders go to bid?
Feedback questionnaire
A feedback questionnaire was also completed to ascertain what extent the 
research material had affected the participants’ standard design process. The 
expert participants were requested to provide feedback to establish their 
immediate impression of the influence that the research material had on their 
design approach. The following key points were made:
• All participants agreed that urban form influences the architectural 
design (Yes 9/9);
• Primary reaction to the research material was positive (Yes 7/9); 
• Information was comprehensive allowing contemplation, awareness 
and understanding of the historical context of the past and changes over 
time; and
• Knowledge of context influenced the design thinking or process of the 
majority of participants (Yes 6/9).
Factors influencing their designs included:
• Visual patterns of streetscape eg. rhythms and patterns of structure, and 
scale/ proportions of openings; 
• Solid and void configuration of buildings illustrated in the Block Plan; 
• The contrast of building fabric at rear and front of plots; 
• The Street line illustrating the building height and skyline;
• Evolution depicting the impact of density changes; and
• Connection, or disconnection, between the podium and tower 
structures.
General comments included:
• It would be good to add functions (uses) into the documentation;
• Overall the research material provided a helpful, reflective and analytical 
tool; and
• Detailed charts (catalogue) were interesting but hard to read, perhaps with 
too much detailed information.
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5.1.7 Expert Focus Group Summary 
The analysis of the existing pattern does not answer all questions and 
seed all design ideas. (Davies 2015)
Reflections of the workshop process yielded comments of how it had been an 
interesting exercise in how to respond within four hours to a design problem, 
when ‘normally’ in the extreme pressure of commercial practice there is 
anecdotally only ‘10 minutes to think and 10 minutes to do’! Therefore the 
opportunity for contemplation and reflection in the workshop environment had 
been valuable. 
Participants were attracted to the ‘density’ of the catalogue and it was 
considered a useful tool as it helped to guide and give advantage (affirmation) 
for decision-making. However the numeric data of the historic/ diachronic 
mapping had limited relevance to the contemporary demands of development. 
Nevertheless the visual representation of these changes was ‘read’ and 
understood by the participants as a basis for interpretation and translated 
into a design approval, whether it be formularised or abstracted. Specifically 
the architects were still more likely to relate to the mapping of the adjacent 
buildings, rather than the data defining the broad diachronic streetscape 
changes.
Overall the participants concluded that everyone had been influenced by the 
research and had positively reacted to it, it was seen as an educative tool that can 
inform the process of design. An important outcome was that all participants 
of the workshop interpreted the research material into their own form of 
abstraction. 
5.1.8 Conclusion 
The proper appreciation of our historical heritage will filter the experience of the 
past to the advantage of planning for the future (Krier, 1982, p. 5)’
This research makes a contribution to the field of urban morphology by linking 
practice to theory. We contribute to the current debate on the importance of 
integrating practice with research and theory; it test how architects, who often 
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practice intuitive approaches to engaging with urban form in their designs, 
but not necessarily a systematic application of theory, can engage with 
morphological mapping in a meaningful way to produce designs for new urban 
buildings that relate strongly to a particular existing condition. Friedmann (2008) 
argues that the role of theory is to adapt practice to the “continuing changing 
course of human affairs, and the task of translating knowledges and concepts” 
(p. 255). If theory is to contribute to practice - it must be able to integrate its 
usefulness to practicing urbanists. Friedmann’s (2008) argument that the role of 
theory is to adapt practice to the “continuing changing course of human affairs, 
and the task of translating knowledges and concepts” (p. 255), so that if theory is 
to contribute to practice, it must be able to integrate its usefulness to practicing 
urbanists. The research sought to test this with the Focus Group to determine 
both the reaction and recommendations from professionals. 
The results have demonstrated how the expropriation of the history of a city 
into substance for new designs evokes the recollection, or re-collection, of forms 
from the past. Historic mapping has provided the basis for abstraction of design 
ideas in the form of a method of reconstructing ‘lost/ absent’ heritage that can 
be translated into contemporary forms enable the ‘presence of the past’ to be 
sustained. 
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Chapter 6: Case Study 2
Foreword
The paper in this section is similar to Chapter 5 in how it tests the influence of 
morphological mapping on design outcomes. This particular case study relates 
to the urban design scale of the city, and reports on an Urban Design Workshop 
involving leading design experts, academics, city officials and students.
The workshop was arranged by leading professionals and academics in reaction 
to a controversial urban proposal sponsored by the State Government in 
Queensland that threatened the environment of an important heritage precinct. 
The workshop was arranged in Brisbane at the same time as the Nineteenth 
Conference of the International Seminar on Urban Form was being hosted at 
the Queensland University of Technology.  Originally anticipated as a parallel 
event, a consequential benefit of the co-arrangement was the adoption of 
urban morphology as one of the principal themes of the design workshop. 
The paper reports on the outcomes of the event, with particular focus on one 
of the workshop groups which deliberately sought to integrate morphological 
mapping into their design agenda. 
The paper has been presented at the Twentieth Conference of the International 
Seminar on Urban Form in Porto, 2014; and subsequently published in the 
conference proceedings Our Common Future in Urban Morphology Volume 2 
p.1620-1633.
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6.1  Interpretation of morphological data to inform 
design: Bridge to Bridge: Ridge to Ridge urban design 
workshop.
Published in 2015 ISUF2014 Conference Proceedings p.1620-1633
Paul S. Sanders
School of Design, Creative Industries Faculty.
Queensland University of Technology, 
2 George Street, Brisbane, Australia, 4001
Email: ps.sanders@qut.edu.au
6.1.1 Abstract
The importance of design practice informed by urban morphology has led to 
intensification in interest, signalled by the formation of the ISUF Research and 
Practice Task Force, and voiced through several recent academic publications. 
Cognisant of this current debate, this paper reports on a recent urban design 
workshop at which urban morphology was set as one of the key themes.
Initially planned to be programmed as a augmented concurrent event to the 
2013 20th ISUF Conference held in Brisbane, the two day Bride to Bridge: Ridge to 
Ridge urban design workshop nevertheless took place the following month, and 
involved over one hundred design professionals and academics. The workshop 
sought to develop several key urban design principles and recommendations 
addressing a major government development proposal sited in the most 
important heritage precinct of the city.
The paper will focus specifically on one of the nine groups, in which the design 
proposal was purposefully guided by morphological input. The discussion will 
examine the design outcomes, shedding critical light on the issues that arise 
from such a design approach. 
Key words: Urban Morphology; Urban Design; Design Workshop.
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 6.1.2 Discussion 
Context
This papers reports on the outcomes of a major urban design workshop held in 
Brisbane, Australia, that occurred over two days in August 2013. The workshop 
involved over one hundred participants, with representation from the design 
professions and academic disciplines. Of particular interest is the inclusion of 
urban morphology as a key theme in the agenda of the event, and the paper will 
assesses how the theme manifest in the design strategies of the working groups.
ISUF aims to bridge the divide between academic and applied. It seeks 
to advance research and practice (Whitehand, 2012).
The paper responds to the call from the ISUF Task Force on Research and 
Practice for examples of research-led practice (Samuels, 2013), and provides a 
case study in which the design leadership of one particular workshop group was 
jointly led by an academic (the author) and a leading urban design professional. 
The Bride to Bridge: Ridge to Ridge urban design workshop (B2B UDW) was 
organised in reaction to the release of information concerning a proposed 
development which put an important heritage precinct under threat. Ever 
since the initial consolidation of the urban form of Brisbane in the later part 
of the nineteenth century, the focus area has been severely impacted by major 
large-scale developments; and furthermore several controversial development 
proposals have increased awareness of the fragility of the heritage precinct, 
warranting action by professional bodies and academic institutions. 
Research & Practice
The significance of urban morphological study has yet to be broadly recognised 
amongst urbanists; it however occupies an intriguing position at the confluence 
of current contemplations on how the urban form of cities should be managed, 
providing a basis for a cross-disciplinary search for relevant urban design 
methods. 
Jeremy Whitehand has for some time now, identified the failure of urban design 
to draw on urban morphology (Evans, 2005); he nevertheless surmises that 
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‘there has been increasing interest beyond academe, in mapping the ‘character’ 
of areas and this interest must surely lead, sooner or later, to strengthening 
the bridge between urban morphology and urban design’ (Whitehand, 2005, 
p.21). He posits the justification for urban morphology as having practical 
utility and intellectual value, while recognising that the townscape has an 
aesthetic value (Whitehand, 1987, p.2). Furthermore the understanding that the 
‘historical unfolding of the built environment is the starting point in the search 
for a theoretical basis for the management of urban landscapes in the future’ 
(Whitehand, 1992, p6). 
Certainly intensification in this discussion has led no a number of published 
articles in recent volumes of Urban Morphology, see 17(1) and 17(2); as well as a 
special edition of Built Environment journal dedicated to article addressing the 
theme of ‘Urban Morphology and Design’ (Marshall and Caliskan, 2011).
ISUF Manifesto – Research & Practice Task Force
Urban morphology promises to bridge a gap which is currently 
debilitating both the research and practice of city building (Moudon, 
1997, p.8).
The escalation of interest into the question of how research can inform practice? 
has prompted ISUF to establish a Task Force in 2012, to better bridge between 
researchers in urban morphology and urban design practioners, and to draw up 
a report with ‘concrete suggestions for action’ (Samuels, 2013, p.40). 
There are two key interconnected intentions of the draft proposal of the Task 
Force, they are: to increase ‘the influence of urban morphology by better 
packaging and marketing’, and secondly; ‘raise the level of understanding and 
application of urban morphology in a range of relevant professions through 
the channel of education and professional organisations’ (Samuels, 2013).
Furthermore it is suggested that urban morphology, ‘as the science of urban 
form’ (Samuels, 2013, p.42), can benefit a range of different sectors, for example: 
those of whom are concerned with describing and analysing urban form, 
environmental design professionals, and importantly the clients and employers 
of both these groups (public authorities and developers). 
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Arising from this overview four recommendations are made in the preliminary 
Task Force report:
1. the publication of a manifesto;
2. the compilation and publication of relevant curricula in different countries;
3. the production of a good practice guide; and
4. the creation of an urban morphology toolkit for understanding the past and 
planning; the future of urban settlements. (Samuels, 2013, p.40).
The author’s own ‘viewpoint’ in Urban Morphology on this issue drew attention 
to the tension between prescriptive controls for design, versus a more open 
process of interpretation of research material in design practice (Sanders, 2013). 
The case study example of Workshop Group 4, from the B2B UDW was led by 
the author and a leading urban design professional, and will offer a glimpse to 
how the provision of morphological data can influence the design process.
6.1.3 Brisbane and its river – a brief economic and morphological 
overview
( Refer to Chapter 1, Section 1.10.1 for previous account of Brisbane’s 
economic and morphological overview) 
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Figure 2. Morphological development of Brisbane River 1829-1969. B2B UDW 
study area indicated by doted lines.
2a: Wade, H (1843) Plan of the limits of the town of Brisbane. Source: Queensland State 
Archives
2b: Ham, T (1863) Map of the City of Brisbane. Source: State Library of Queensland
2c: Mckellar, A.R. (1898) McKellar’s official map of Brisbane & suburbs. Source: State 
Library of Queensland
2d: Department of Works (1969) State Government Buildings: Central Brisbane. 
Source: Queensland State Archives
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Figure 3. Looking towards William Street from the Brisbane River, 1865. The 
Commissariat Store and Kings Wharf is to the lower right; Kings Wharf Road 
leading uphill from right to left. Source. State Library of Queensland.
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view
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view
Figure 4. Carson, W.A. (1888) Part section of Balloon eye oblique ‘View over 
Brisbane 1888’ Source: Queensland State Archives.
Figure 5. Sketch of the Brisbane River looking towards the wharf and buildings on 
Short Street, Brisbane, ca. 1889. Source: State Library of Queensland.
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6.1.4 Major urban disfigurements to the northbank edge of the 
Brisbane River.
Riverside Expressway 1968- 75 
A Brisbane Transportation Study was conducted in the mid 1960s, which included 
recommendations for a number of major road improvements to address 
increasing traffic congestion in the city. The Riverside Expressway was a key 
component of the plan, extending the Pacific Motorway from south of the city, 
over a new bridge, and extending along the entirety of the Northbank disbursing 
traffic into and from the CBD, via a complex configuration of ramps (Cole, 1984).
 
           
 a          b
Figure 6. Riverside Expressway traversing the rivers edge. 
6a: Wilbur Smith, in 1968 demonstrating the line of the proposed Riverside Expressway, 
a main feature of the Brisbane Transportation Study. 6b: Construction of the Riverside 
Expressway nearing completion in 1974. Source: (Cole, 1984).
Large-scale demolition was required to enable the new embankment structure to 
traverse the river edge, and penetrate through fronting built fabric to connect to 
the existing road grid. In particular the quay and wharf profile was obliterated, 
replaced with multiple pylons supporting the road platforms; as well as an 
under-ramp car park that truncated pedestrian connection to the river at 
ground level (See Figure 7). The obliteration of the small-scaled quay and wharf 
typologies occurred with the construction of the Riverside Expressway between 
1968-74, and its presence has remained unaltered to the present.
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Figure 7. Map depicting the alignment of the Riverside Expressway, and the 
outline of the river edge profile it replaced. Source: Queensland State Archives.
Queensland Government precinct- construction 1983-87
The Skidmore Owings & Merrill master plan for the State Government Precinct 
developed in 1976, was to be one of the largest State Government works to 
be undertaken spanning administrative office spaces across five city block 
sites (Massey, 2014). It is to be noted that in this proposal all existing heritage 
buildings on these sites were to be erased to make way for this development.
 A reduced scope of building construction was eventually carried out by 
local architects Lund Hutton Newell Ryan Morton, and building works were 
completed in 1987 (De Gruchy, 1988). 
Figure 8. Preliminary sketches of the proposed SOM Masterplan 1976  for the 
Government Precinct. Source: (Massey, 2014).
The complex accommodating the Department of Public Works in the new 
State Works Centre extended across the two sites along George Street and 
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bridged over Margaret Street. Harris Terrace (ca1866) and The Mansions (ca 
1889) were both spared and incorporated into the revised design; however the 
Bellevue Hotel (1886 – Figure 9), an elegant three storey building with cast iron 
balustrades and full length verandas, was unscrupulously demolished in 1979 
under instruction from the State Premier, to make way for the new development. 
The controversial loss of the Bellevue Hotel (Follent, 2013) remains an infamous 
event in the history of Brisbane’s development, in that it symbolises the crude 
and unsophisticated approach to urban growth at that time, an approach that 
lacked interest in the morphological and architectural significance of many 
historical areas of the city. Indicative of this attitude is the award of ‘Joint Best 
Building’ by the RAIA (QLD) in 1987 to The Government Precinct Building 
Block 1! (De Gruchy, 1988).
Figure 9. Bellevue Hotel in 1940. Source: State Library of Queensland.
Northbank development proposal - 2008
In 2008, a Queensland Government supported proposal for the ‘Northbank’ 
ensured that the historic precinct came under further scrutiny with the release 
of details to reclaim land into the river to create a new high rise commercial 
development. The proposal would effectively construe a wall separating the 
river from its historic relationship to the city, cutting Brisbane off from its past 
(Robinson, 2007).
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Figure 10. Northbank proposal 2007. Source: Brisbane Times.
Stewart Armstrong, Director of the National Trust warned, “The history still 
exists, but the ability to interpret the history and to tell the story of Brisbane will 
be greatly diminished” (Moore, 2007). Following considerable public outcry, the 
development proposal was dropped.
Queen’s Wharf- Government precinct proposal Brisbane - 2013
Most recently in 2013, a new government-led proposal for an ‘Integrated Resort 
Development’ was released, this time seeking to develop on the state owned 
land between George and William Streets; and also including the heritage 
precinct towards the river. The brief for the development is planned to expand 
the CBD including a mix of uses such as: hotels, casino, retail, restaurant and 
entertainment zones, theatre and convention facilities, and new landscaped 
spaces (Department of State development, 2013).
With the renewed weight of development demand on the heritage precinct; and 
cognisant of the Queensland Government’s record of sponsoring belligerent 
development, a number of concerned built environment professionals rallied to 
initiate a design workshop. The aim of the workshop was to give a platform for 
a collective voice from the design community, with the ambition to influence the 
trajectory of the State’s decision making. 
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6.1.5 Bridge to Bridge: Ridge to Ridge urban design workshop 
A call was made in July 2013 for participation in an urban design workshop 
focusing on the significant heritage precinct extending between the Goodwill 
and Victoria Bridges, and the Brisbane River to George Street: between the 
bridges, and from the ridge to the river. 
Significantly the principal stakeholder groups involved were from practice, 
industry and academia. The professions were represented by: The Australian 
Institute of Architects  and The Urban Design Alliance of Queensland; while 
The Brisbane Development Association represented the interests of industry. 
The three major academic institutions in South East Queensland are: Griffith 
University, Queensland University of Technology and The University of 
Queensland; a number of academics and students from their departments of 
architecture and urban design were also invited to participate in the event.
The organisers of the workshop represented both practice and the academy; 
Caroline Stalker and John Loneragan are both directors of architecture and 
urban design practices, while Leigh Shutter is an Associate Professor.
The expectation of the conveners for the workshop, were set out in the invitation 
flyer with the intention to develop the key urban design principles for the public 
realm of the precinct, forming the basis of recommendations to be sent to the 
State Government. The preamble and introduction to the workshop expanded 
on these general ambitions, articulating eleven specific themes; it is important to 
note that urban morphology is the third listed.
Design groups were encouraged to take consideration of: 
1. The precinct’s place in the city and connections beyond; 
2. A network of public spaces; 
3. Urban morphology;
4. Connections to the river; 
5. Places of significance; 
6. Traffic and transport (including the river); 
7. Pedestrians and cyclists; 
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8. Flood mitigation; 
9. Subtropical landscape; 
10. Functions and activities in the public realm; and
11. The experiences of the place. (Stalker et al., 2013).
The prominence of Urban Morphology as a theme can be attributed to the 
productive partnership that occurred in the programming of the ISUF 2013 
Brisbane conference, with the annual Urban Design Alliance Superforum. The 
two events overlapped with a keynote session and cocktail function. Through 
this arrangement urban morphology was prominent in many discussions, and 
several design practioners registered for the full ISUF conference. Furthermore 
Brisbane’s earliest surviving structure, The Commissariat Store, was poignantly 
chosen as the venue to host the workshop!
Participants of the workshop were allocated into nine groups that were 
deliberately organized with a disciplinary mix; as well as a distribution of 
practioners, academics and students. Groups were prompted by the conveners 
to consider several important questions, those with a morphological provocation 
were: What are the qualities of place that are important? What are the places that 
contribute most positively to the public realm? How does it fit and contribute as 
part of Brisbane city? What are the important physical qualities of the buildings 
and landscape of this precinct? How could this area change or be transformed?
Figure 11. Workshop session at the Commissariat Store. Source: (Stalker et al., 
2013)
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Group 4 – Approach, development & outcomes
The author, an academic, was designated to Group 4 as co-leader with Cameron 
Davies, an architect and director of a leading urban design and architectural 
practice. Cameron had been a full delegate at the ISUF 2013 conference the 
previous month, and was therefore conversant with the themes discussed 
amounts morphologists at the conference, including the quest for better 
integration of research and practice; it was therefore an ideal opportunity to 
tests this relationship. The roles for the working group were discussed and 
agreed; it was decided that the author would develop mapping diagrams of the 
morphological evolution of the rivers edge and development of wharf buildings, 
from the period of urban settlement, up to the present. The drawings would be 
presented and described as a basis of knowledge to inform the understanding 
of the contextual condition. It would be for the design team to ‘interpret’ this 
information and distil the significant issues along with the other aspirations and 
demands of the project; to manifest into the concluding design scheme.
Figure 8b is a composite diagram of the changing river edge over time, with each 
altered profile being mapped from the archival survey information; therefore 
articulating the morphological development of the rivers edge. This was the key 
mapping diagram to inform the design process, it was therefore presented to the 
group as reference material for the design team to interpret.
 
a b
Figure 12a. Group 4 working session.  12b. Composite diagram of changing river 
edge. Source: (Stalker et al., 2013)
The four key principles and recommendation that Group 4 derived from the 
process were:
1. Respect, express, celebrate and make accessible to all the rich heritage 
morphology of the site in its redevelopment;
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2. Create more bridges to connect the city centre to Southbank;
3. Design the buildings and places to accommodate different uses over 
long time spans; and
4. Work towards a longer-term redirection of traffic between Alice and 
Queen Streets so that an ‘opening’ in the express-way can be created, 
enabling buildings to link to the river. (Stalker et al., 2013)
Referring to the final Group 4 design proposal (Figure 13b), it is clear that the 
principles 1 & 4 had a profound impact on the direction and outcome of the 
design project. Furthermore specific aspects 1 and 5 listed below, patently 
address the lost attributes within the urban form; for example, a corner building 
of similar scale to the demolished Bellevue Hotel (see Figure 9 ), and the 
introduction of a new ‘fragmented deck’ which takes its cue from the original 
quay and wharf profile, including the design of new dispersed building forms 
(yellow) which resemble the warehouse structures from the 1913 diagram 
(Figure 13a).
a
b
Figure 13a. Adaption of 1913 Water and Sewerage plans.  Source: Author/ 
Brisbane City Archives. 13b. Group 4 final design proposal 2013. Source: (Stalker 
et al., 2013)  See Appendix 16 for enlargement
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The specific details of the design proposals included:
1. A new hotel/ pub at the southern end of George Street- (former 
Bellevue Hotel site); 
2. 80 George redeveloped as two linked towers; if a casino, include it in a 
tower that opens up Mary St at the ground plane;
3. Create a great streetscape along William Street;
4. Adaptively re-use the Neville Bonner building;
5. Construct a River Quay between Victoria Bridge and QUT which 
includes a ‘fragmented deck’ whose form interprets the history of the 
site; and
6. A new design museum in the Old State Library. 
(Stalker et al., 2013).
6.1.6 Outcomes and reflection of the workshop
Whereas Group 4 undertook a concerted approach to embedding urban 
morphology into the design process; the outputs from other groups were varied. 
The following list captures some of the themes in their reports that construe an 
urban morphological intent within their recommendations.
Group 1: Respect and enhance the COMMISSARIAT QUARTER, Brisbane’s most 
significant heritage precinct located between William Street and Queen’s 
Wharf Road. 
Group 2: Recognize and celebrate the historic significance of the precinct. Establish 
a fine grain that creates a destination with character and scale. Recognize 
and celebrate the HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE of the precinct; adapt and 
reuse heritage buildings, provide interpretive facilities, and respect the 
symbolic importance of the linear spine of George Street. Permit only 
appropriate scaled buildings adjacent to heritage areas.
Group 3: Celebrate the historical significance and architectural qualities of the 
Heritage Precinct. Construct a new Queens Wharf Ferry Terminal 
(replacing existing) to be sited at its original location on the riverbank in 
front of the Commissariat Store.
Group 6: Retain the scale of the heritage precinct – linking it to the river and 
creating a green space ‘buffer’.
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Group 7: Respect and enhance the heritage quality. Use a development framework 
(requirements for podiums, a restricted material palette and carefully 
managed building heights, etc) to achieve these aims.
Group 8: Manage building heights to enable density while respecting heritage.
Group 9: Acknowledge area as Brisbane’s first landing site. Restrict building 
heights around heritage buildings with highest buildings north of George 
Street.. 
(Stalker et al., 2013)
It is encouraging to note that all but one of the nine groups make specific 
reference for the need to relate new structures closely to the existing heritage 
buildings: through various approaches, such as: ‘character’, ‘significance’, 
‘appropriate scale’, ‘respecting’, ‘acknowledge’ and ‘architectural quality’. 
These groups thereafter made intuitive design responses to address the strategic 
intentions indicated above; and not surprisingly the design results from these 
groups are less explicit than the Group 4 submission. It could be surmised then, 
that with greater access to morphological data, all groups may have been more 
specific in design detail towards achieving the intent of the recommendations.
The overall collated outcomes of the workshop have been captured in a wide 
range of 23 key recommendations; with the three resolutions that best capture 
morphological aspects as follows:
Development Scale and Form
• Preserve the integrity and historic setting of the lower scale heritage 
buildings by keeping adjacent buildings lower scale and providing 
buffers to new taller development. Undertake an impact study to 
determine appropriate scale of new development immediately adjacent 
to lower scale heritage buildings and nature of required buffers.
The Heritage Precinct
• Actively enhance the heritage precinct to improve its enjoyment and 
accessibility for the people of Queensland. It is the most significant 
collection of heritage buildings in the state and this should be able to 
be understood and enjoyed through the design of its setting and its 
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interpretation.
• More clearly articulate and demonstrate the experience of the historic 
relationship between the Commissariat Store and the river in the design 
of spaces around the building.
The River’s Edge 
• Create a lively, safe and welcoming river’s edge. Activate the river’s 
edge with new decks, restaurants, event spaces, cafes and recreation 
areas in the short term to make it a safe and enjoyable place in the city. 
Consider noisy activities that can coexist with freeway noise.
• Plan for the potential redundancy or staged rerouting of the expressway 
(including the closure of on/off ramps) so that this highly significant 
reach of the river can be reconnected to the city in the longer term.
 (Stalker et al., 2013)
6.1.7 Conclusion
The concerted integration of the ISUF Conference event with the local design 
profession had a positive impact on the urban design workshop, in that the 
organisers and participants had been made aware of the work of morphologists, 
and in particular the richness of research data that can provide the knowledge 
base for designers. It was also evident that following the willingness of the 
designers to accommodate research generated knowledge into the briefing and 
idea formulation stage of a design project, as in the case of Group 4, a clear 
correlation with the end proposal and important morphological attributes can be 
achieved. 
Therefore it is suggested that research-led design, based on the designers 
interpretation of the research data, is an effective and accessible method to align 
theory and practice, and potentially more readily accepted than prescriptive 
guidelines and controls. It is hoped that the example presented in this paper 
will contribute towards the current work that is being undertaken by the ISUF 
Research and Practice taskforce towards understanding better the modus-operandi 
of practice, and how practical guidelines can be developed to aid the adoption of 
principles of urban morphology in the process of design.  
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Chapter 7: Case Study 3
Foreword
The paper follows the case study of Chapter 6 in its focus on the scale of urban 
renewal, with a particular focus on how an understanding of morphological 
processes can be applied to the masterplan for an ‘urban village’ as a control 
measure to ensure that the new development integrates into its surroundings. 
The paper challenges the urban planning of a particular case study in Brisbane 
and proposes an alternative strategy based on morphological observations of 
the neighbouring street and block configuration, and demonstrates how this 
could have been applied as an urban design principle to obviate the incongruent 
planning proposal that was adopted.  
The paper has been published in Built Environment (2011) 37 (4) p.427-444
The following section discusses the background to the urban renewal precincts 
referred to as ‘urban villages’ in Brisbane (the context of the main case study in 
the chapter). It also discusses how the design for urban renewal precincts has 
been approached elsewhere, and illustrates how these exemplars have achieved 
urban cohesion.
7.1.1  Urban renewal: Interrogating the concept of ‘Urban Village’ 
In A New Theory of Urban Design, Alexander et al (1987) demonstrates a practical 
methodology of how urban design can address the problems faced by large 
developments through the identification and simulation of the small grain, plot 
related incremental scale of buildings, an observation that so many of these large 
developments fail to acknowledge. The polemic put forward by Alexander is 
the challenge to achieve planned cohesive urban form on a large scale, that is 
concurrently imbued with the diversity and complexity; that is recognisable in 
the existing city fabric. 
Recent discourse in the design of urban environments put forward by 
‘New Urbanists’ advocate for ‘… a design- oriented approach to planned 
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development’ (Berke 2002, p.26), while the advent of ‘Form Based Zoning’ 
controls, seeking to regulate the form of the built environment, recognise 
the need to ‘address form without regards to use’ (Hecimovich 2004, p.1). In 
contrast, conventional town planning zoning primarily seeks to control land use 
and density, but is largely silent on matters of form ‘… The new approach builds 
on the idea that physical form is a community’s most intrinsic and enduring 
characteristic ‘(Katz 2004, p.16).
Murrain discusses measures to achieve the quality of urban space in the 
presence of permeability, variety, concentration and proximity. He discusses 
attributes in the making of better places which includes the need for a robust 
building form, and as Murrain argues is an essential part of the ‘recipe’ for a 
mixed use town. Good mixed-use can be defined as a finely grained mix of 
primary land uses, namely a variety of housing and workplaces with housing 
predominant, closely integrated with all other support services, within 
convenient walking distance of the majority of the homes (Murrain 1993, p.86).
The Urban Village emerged as a concept in the UK during the late 1980s to 
further the agendas for a ‘humane, sustainable and mixed use urban living’ 
(Franklin & Tait, 2002). This movement promoted the neo-traditionalist 
tendencies in planning that has resulted in such outcomes as the vernacular 
replicate suburbia of Poundsbury. Franklin and Tait have drawn to the 
conclusion that the concept of the urban village is ‘fluid, contested, contradictory 
and capable of multiple interpretations’.  In Brisbane, recent large scale urban 
precincts have been touted as ‘Urban Villages’, but what exactly does this imply? 
A village in the city? Or is it referring to an extension or new part of the existing 
city? What innovative parameters for urban design will deliver the envisioned 
environments?
Kelvin Grove Urban Village: Brisbane.
Kelvin Grove Urban Village is a 17 hectare mixed use development, 2km 
north-east from the city centre; that integrates university facilities, commercial 
buildings, public facilities and 800 residential dwellings, including 100 
affordable housing units (Woods, 2003, p.22). The development promises a 
spatial framework that will establish a clear urban outcome for the Village that 
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optimises physical, virtual and social links. It strives for a positive identity and 
urban performance; a dynamic, vibrant quarter with extended hours; a strong 
sense of place and cultural identity. The Built form agenda promotes excellence 
in design delivered through a planning framework driven by the City Council 
and supported by the project partners. It is the reliance on the participating 
developers that is proving to be its shortcoming; while addressing performance 
criteria that includes environmentally sustainable design principles, the 
individual buildings are disconnected from each-other with the architectural 
outcomes being autonomous, without a cohesive urban form that could be 
associated with town or city. 
 
Figure 7.1.  Figure ground plan and plot configurations of urban villages in 
Brisbane, contrasted with the cities CBD and original plot configuration of 1842.  
A
B
A- Boggo Road Urban Village.
 B - Kelvin Grove Urban Village.
C
C- Brisbane CBD
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Boggo Road Urban Village: Brisbane.
These shortcomings are even more exaggerated at the Boggo Road Urban Village 
some 2km to the south of the city, which is the focus of the main paper in this 
section. Sited on the site of the heritage listed first gaol in Brisbane (established 
in 1883), the planning process dates back to 1999. The proposal aligns with the 
State Government’s regional plan for Transport Orientated Development (TOD) 
that seeks to capitalise on densification around nodes of major rail and bus 
interchange. The historic hilltop site is a fantastic opportunity for a high quality 
integrated densified urban precinct. Once again however the urban design 
guidelines are limited to a thinly veiled set of guidelines and performance 
criteria. 
The role of urban design as a cohesive tool in urban form control is sidelined 
at the expense of transport engineering belligerence and short-sighted State 
Bureaucrat expediency. What is clear is that a methodology for designing 
cohesive urban form has been lacking in these built and/or planned Urban 
Village developments. Figure 7.1 illustrates how Boggo Road (A) has very large 
plots resulting in disconnected autonomous buildings, resembling the layout 
of an ‘Office Park’ rather than the implied qualities of an urban village. On the 
other hand Kelvin Grove (B) creates streets and urban blocks, however the plots 
are still large. Nevertheless there is considerably better continuity of urban 
forms despite a lack of urban design controls to enable resolution of architectural 
detail at building to building, and building to street interface. The Brisbane CBD 
demonstrates the correlation of the original land plot configuration (1842) and 
the current building figure ground plan which indicates the overall maintenance 
of building line to street relationship. There is a marked dis-juncture between 
the building plot distribution on the Boggo Road Plan compared with the other 
two. The Kelvin Grove plan does demonstrate plot arrangements that relate well 
to the street layout, but it is still considerable larger scale than the CBD.  Nor do 
these examples consider in detail how the autonomous buildings are to ‘stitch’ 
together. This is an aspect which has been greatly improved in the following 
exemplars, which are also discussed further in Chapter 7. 
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7.1.2 Cohesive urban form. 
 Berlin (see also 7.2.5)
There are a number of international exemplars of architectural practice that have 
successfully confronted the condition of how architecture consciously intersects 
with city making. A notable starting point for scrutiny is the urban renewal 
projects of the International Building Exhibition (IBA) in Berlin during the 
1980s; the urban renewal and reconstruction of vast areas through architectural 
competition. The project examples from Berlin that illustrate variant levels 
of urban cohesion are discussed further in the published article featured in 
the following chapter.  A forerunner of the IBA was the housing project in 
Ritterstrasse (1977) by Rob Krier. In developing a plan for the urban block he 
sought to modulate the accommodation bulk and intensity of the facades by 
inviting associate architects to design within the overall scheme. 
A- Melrose Arch, Johannesburg ,2004. B -Ritterstrasse, Berlin, 1981.
A
B
Figure 7.2.  Figure ground plan and building parcel layout of Melrose Arch, 
Johannesburg (2004), and Ritterstrasse, Berlin (1977) with plot configuration in 
1871.
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Figure 7.3.  Figure ground plan of Sudliche Friedrichsstadt with plot 
configuration in 1871.
The diversity of individual design resolutions evokes a sense of the diversity 
that exists in the urban grain of the traditional city, in this case Berlin. The 
architects conformed to a common purpose of building height and materiality, as 
well as synthesising their individual contemporary architectural statements. The 
outcome is an integrated precinct that has subtle surprises in the urban form, 
and suggested a blueprint of how to break the scale of large development into 
consonant parts.
The city comes to be seen as a ‘masterpiece’. Something that is 
substantiated in form and space but understood in time, in its different 
moments. The unity of these parts is fundamentally supplied by history, 
by the city’s memory of itself (Rossi 1982:64).
The site for the project on Block 10 Sudliche Friedrichsstadt (1981-88), 
encompasses an entire city block, there were only a few remaining original 
structures, with very few at the street edge. Rossi proposed an unrelenting and 
repetitive building form that extruded around the perimeter edge, pausing for 
the solitary existing buildings or trees.
1- Koch- Friedrichstrasse, 1981, and 2 Quartier Schutsenstrasse, 1997, Berlin. .   
1
2
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A
B
Where Rossi’s monumental rationalist blocks has succeeded at the Gallaratese 
Residential Complex in Milan (1969-73), the challenge to address issues on a 
historical inner city site had not been taken. Intriguingly Rossi, towards the end 
of his career, appeared to have readdressed the issue of appropriate urban scale 
in a subsequent project he designed in Berlin, at Quartier Schutzenstrasse (1995-
97). Here he modulates the building form with sticking variation in that each 
component, somewhat idiosyncratically (from the hand of one designer) differs 
in manner to the other, but nevertheless demonstrates the imperatives of an 
integrative approach to the architecture.
Figure 7.4.  Aldo Rossi projects in Sudliche  Friedrichstadt, Berlin.
A:Koch- Friedrichstrasse Block 10 (1981)  Source: Architecture in Berlin. 
accessed online at https://architectureinberlin.wordpress.com/tag/friedrichstrasse/
B: Quartier Schutzenstrasse : Berlin Mitte (1995-97) Source: Arquitechelp
accessed online at http://arquitechelp.blogspot.com.au/2013/01/aldo-rossi.html
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Melrose Arch, Johannesburg (see also 7.2.7).
Melrose Arch is a 18 hectare major urban development project based on the 
principles of traditional urban form within a mixed use neighbourhood. It is one 
of the largest projects of its type in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 7.2A). The 
initiative was the result of the innovative traditional urbanism of Paul Murrain 
in association with local urban designers. The development was originally 
destined to be another ubiquitous shopping mall, and was transformed into 
a precinct based proposal defined by a series of perimeter urban blocks, with 
a central ‘high street’ that integrated two main urban squares. A number of 
architectural firms were engaged to design the various buildings that comprised 
the blocks , the author was short listed as one of 20 architects nationally 
selected to participate in a design competition for the first phase ($100M), and 
was subsequently commissioned to participate (Sanders, 2001).  The blocks 
were subdivided to achieve a series of land parcels of appropriate scope to 
accommodate buildings of urbane scale. The architects designed in accordance 
with well-defined form based codes that articulated the overall urban strategy 
and emphasised points of special interest within the precinct. 
Melrose Arch represents one of largest new urban developments of its type 
to be conceived and executed that demonstrates how urban design and 
architectural practice can mutually synthesise to achieve something close to a 
contemporary expression of good city making. The figure-ground diagrams and 
plot configuration layouts for Phase 1 of the development, completed in 2004 
(Figure 7.2 A), show the urban design framework of perimeter blocks with land 
plot arrangements that allows for connecting buildings by multiple architects. 
However they are still generic urban qualities and are not directly related to 
the morphological characteristics of Johannesburg. Melrose Arch is set within 
the context of rapid urban change in the South African, and suffers from the 
perplexing dichotomies that pervade that society. Furthermore the overarching 
model is Euro-centric , rather that referencing the particular characteristics of 
downtown Johannesburg. 
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Summary
The factors that regulate how a new large urban developments integrate into the 
broader town plan into which they are amalgamated has not  been consistently 
applied. Furthermore, attention at the scale of the individual building design 
in its relationship to its allocated plot size and design of adjacent buildings had 
not been adequately understood. This has resulted in the under-achievement 
of new precincts purporting to imbue the qualities of traditional urban forms. 
These problems are the focus of the following published paper which argues for 
morphological ‘cloning’ of plot configurations from neighbouring urban tissues 
into new masterplans, as one measure to improve the cohesion of built forms 
with ‘Urban Villages’.
Figure 7.5.  Melrose Arch. Architects collaborated in resolving the formal 
junctions between buildings, resulting in a level of variety and cohesion.
Source: Author.
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7.2  Morphological Design Control for Large-scale city 
development: A new proposal
Published in 2012 Built Environment 37 (4) p.427-444
Tony Hall and Paul Sanders
7.2.1 Abstract
Whereas many good examples can be found of the study of urban morphology 
informing the design of new residential areas in Europe, it is much more difficult 
to find examples relating to other land uses and outside of Europe.  This paper 
addresses a particular issue, the control and coordination of large and complex 
development schemes within cities, and, in doing so, considers commercial and 
mixed-use schemes outside of Europe.  It is argued that urban morphology has 
much to offer for both the design of such development and its implementation 
over time.  Firstly, lessons are drawn from the work of Krier and Rossi in Berlin, 
the form-based guidance developed in Chelmsford, UK, and the redesign 
and coordination of the Melrose Arch project in Johannesburg, SA.  A recent 
development at Boggo Road in Brisbane, Australia, is then subjected to a more 
detailed examination.  It is argued that the scheme has been unsatisfactory in 
terms of both design and implementation.  An alternative framework based 
on historical morphological studies is proposed that would overcome these 
deficiencies.  It is proposed that this points the way to a general approach that 
could be incorporated within the planning process internationally.
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7.2.2 Introduction and Background
One of the remarkable properties of contemporary ideas within both urban 
morphology and urban design is the way there is a convergence of design 
outcomes.  Different schools within urban morphology and different approaches 
to urban design, such as townscape, responsive environments, defensible space, 
lead to a form which is human in scale and reflects traditional forms.  The 
outcomes do not necessarily replicate the older forms but they do learn from 
them.  The success of the older forms can best be appreciated by studying the 
quality of life now to be found in most European cities, one that appeals to 
residents and visitors alike.  The problem is that such qualities are not always 
realised in new large-scale development.  This is especially the case outside of 
Europe.  The challenge is one for both the planning system and the way that 
major developments are implemented.  What procedures can be introduced 
that will ensure that the new buildings and urban spaces embody the desired 
outcomes?
There have been a number of examples within Europe of the application of 
form-specific planning controls that have resulted in built outcomes that 
have reflected traditional form and contemporary urban design principles.  
In England, there has been the long history of the Essex design guide 
(Essex County Council, 1973, 2005) and its implementation (Hall, 2007), the 
implementation of Poundbury (Hardy, 2006) and the implementation of the 
Upton extension to Northampton (EDAW and Alan Baxter, 2005, 2006).  The 
Netherlands has seen the provision of new houses within traditional plot 
and height dimensions as employed in the redevelopment of the Amsterdam 
docklands (Koster, 1995, CABE, nd), which has had uneven success (Russell, 
2001), and the more recent Vathorst scheme in Amersfoort (Falk, 2008) which has 
recreated traditional form more explicitly.  Further examples could be cited from 
these and other countries.  
However, all these examples are medium density residential.  It is much 
more difficult to find successful examples of the control of the form of higher-
density, mixed-use schemes within city centres and inner-city areas.  It is even 
more difficult to find good examples, residential or non-residential, central or 
suburban, outside of Europe.  Whatever the degree of success or failure within 
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Europe, the problems found in other parts of the world can be stark.  In North 
America and Australasia, there is generally no shortage of legally enforceable 
regulations, at least within the major urban areas.  Nevertheless, the quality 
of both buildings and the public realm can be dire.  It will be suggested in this 
paper that this is due, at least in good part, to a lack of policy instruments that 
embody a morphological understanding.  Even where there are appropriate 
objectives and macro-level quantitative controls, such as height and density, they 
fail to address directly the issue of form.
The problem is most apparent where the scope of projects extends beyond 
the scale of the general building unit as is the case with infill building, block 
consolidation and the like.  It is where architects, and other professionals, 
are challenged with a ‘super sized’ project that the shortcomings in their 
urban propensity become most apparent.  The inability to comprehend the 
complexities that engender a city’s urban quality is all too common.  There 
will not only be a number of professions contributing to the design process but 
individual buildings within the scheme as a whole may be designed by different 
people and constructed at different times.  
How then is the overall process of design from conception to implementation 
to be controlled over time?  There is the issue of who is to do the controlling 
and by what means.  Ideally, the controlling should be done by a democratically 
accountable local planning authority.  Failing this, the responsibility falls 
upon the developers and their professional advisors.  However, whoever does 
it, it will be sterile and unlikely to succeed unless it based on the pursuit of 
coherent design objectives and that these objectives can be communicated in 
an explicit and comprehensible manner.  What we are talking about here is 
the intellectual dimension which should be followed by contributors to the 
overall development.  It will be argued that urban morphology has the means to 
provide it.  
The importance of synthesising advanced understandings of local primary 
morphological generators with principles of good urban design within large and 
complex schemes has been consistently overlooked; it is from this observation 
that the authors’ proposal arises.  Where morphological and urban design 
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principles coincide, a consistency in urban design outcomes may become more 
widely evident.  Not only this, but morphological research, evidencing details 
of local urban characteristics, is a dimension that can impact into the process of 
implementation of large-scale urban projects.  In other words, what the authors 
are suggesting is that urban morphology provides not just better outcomes when 
measured against contemporary urban design principles but also frameworks 
for managing the implementation of large mixed-use schemes over time.  This 
is because the content of urban morphology is focussed on forms that can have 
evolved, and can continue to evolve, incrementally over time.
7.2.3 Structure of the Paper
This paper employs an analysis of a series of examples in order to draw out a 
number of general lessons.  Firstly, examples of the work of Rossi and Krier in 
Berlin are examined in order to establish what should be looked for in deciding 
whether morphological ideas have been expressed in the resultant form of a 
large-scale city-centre development.  Moving on to the planning instruments 
that might be employed to achieve these results, examples of planning briefs 
based on the prescription of urban form used in Chelmsford, UK (Hall, 2007, 
2008a, 2008b) are reviewed.  To move the analysis outside of the European 
domain, the next example is taken from South Africa.  The comparative success, 
given the general difficulties in achieving a quality outcome in this country, 
of one scheme, the Melrose Arch project in Johannesburg, where individual 
architects worked within a master-plan agreed with the planning authority, is 
explained in some detail (Sanders, 2001).
The substantive worked example is taken from Australia.  Regrettably, successful 
implemented examples from a morphological standpoint are hard to come by 
and so a problematic scheme, the Boggo Road Gaol redevelopment in Brisbane, 
is analysed so that lessons can be drawn and recommendations made.  The 
weaknesses of the scheme, and the light that they shed on the general limitations 
of the planning and implementation procedures, are drawn out.  An alternative 
scheme reflecting the morphological history of the surrounding area is proposed 
not just as an alternative outcome but also as an alternative framework that 
could have been used to manage the incremental development of the site over 
time.  Following on from this, more general recommendations for the planning 
process are made.
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7.2.4 Why should urban morphology be able to provide the 
intellectual content?
One reason why urban morphology should be able to provide the intellectual 
content for the control of large schemes is that it emphasises the permanence of 
form.  It is elements of physical form that persist over time rather than land use.  
This was made clear by M.R.G. Conzen in his study of Ludlow (Conzen, M.R.G., 
1988).  He pointed out that the “town plan” persisted over many centuries and 
the building fabric could remain for at least one or two hundred years.  On 
the other hand, land use showed minimal persistence.  His observation is not 
confined to the historic environment.  Modern buildings can be designed to last 
for at least 60 years and many can easily expected to survive for centuries if not 
in perpetuity.  Major roads may be widened but still follow the old alignment.  
Unfortunately, the standard paradigm for development plans, and much 
design guidance, throughout most of the world has often been one of land-
use allocations in two dimensions.  It is necessary to replace it with one based 
on urban form (Hall, 2000). Regrettably, Conzen’s approach at the scale of the 
town plan and land plot utilization has yet to be applied to the building fabric 
itself, the third of the form complexes within his theoretical basis; whereby the 
building fabric is the three dimensional and architectural component of the built 
environment. ‘Conzenian research describes, analyses and explains how urban 
form is made… and is not concerned directly with the future city and its design’ 
(Moudon 1994).  As such, there is opportunity to apply Conzenian research 
methods as a tool to be articulated in specific guidelines for future urban forms.
This is of practical as well as theoretical significance.  Conzen’s observations also 
reflect practical utility and inform contemporary urban design principles.  While 
different uses can move and change within a variety of structures and locations, 
alterations to buildings, roads and other urban infrastructure can be difficult 
and expensive.  If urban form can be designed with “robustness” (Bentley et 
al, 1985) then it would be able to accommodate in three dimensions a range of 
uses, and their change over time, with a minimum of retrofitting, thus saving 
both inconvenience and expense.  It would also reinforce another urban design 
principle, the mixing of uses (Bentley et al, 1985).  There is thus a convergence of 
morphological and design concepts.  
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Another important contribution that urban morphology can make to the process 
is the provision of more precise language.  The emphasis of the Italian school, 
notably Caniggia, on the constituent elements of form (Kropf, 1996) can provide 
a terminology that not only aids technical precision but can also enable the 
prescription of different degrees of intervention within planning regulations 
(Hall, 1997, 2000).  Muratori and Caniggia understood the urban district as 
a process over space and time operating at four different scales; the region 
(territory), town/ city, aggregate (group of buildings/ tissue) and building.  
Their search for permanence, persistence and continuity within the urban 
evolutionary process accounted for an interpretation of urban form through 
the classification of building types.  They were concerned with principles 
from which modern architecture is created that connect with the traditional 
way of building in the traditional city (Maffei 2009; Moudon 1994).  Muratori 
and Caniggia as architects, both applied their theory to practice; their projects 
developed a direct correlation between morphogenetic analysis and the design 
of new urban forms (Cataldi et al. 2002).  
Similarly, the urban theory and practice of both Aldo Rossi and Rob Krier 
made little distinction between the importance of one building over another 
within the overall city fabric, while maintaining the essential relationship that 
exists between monumental and ordinary buildings in the legibility of the city 
(Dunster 1995).  These conditions are understood as the urban grain or tissue, 
and are very important in the understanding the characteristics of local urban 
forms to which new proposals need to be intrinsically routed. This is the premise 
that determines the relationship between the analytical methods of urban 
morphology and the application of urban design, which will be implied in the 
context of the Boggo Road Case study.
This approach can also be used to stitch in and integrate development into its 
surroundings by virtue of its analytic tools for this analysis and the provision of 
a language.  While for Rossi the characteristics of past forms recur analogically 
in his design projects, Krier is concerned with continuities of existing scales and 
geometric patterns of construction, bearing the rules by which historic cities are 
formed.  These principles that survive through time, include building scale, form 
and a building’s disposition in the landscape (Dunster 1995). 
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For the development of tools for design guidance based on building typology 
and urban grain, there are, fortunately, some international exemplars of 
architectural practice that have successfully confronted this condition, and are 
available as a point of reference for adoption.
7.2.5 The Berlin Examples
A notable starting point for scrutiny is the series of urban renewal projects 
in Berlin from the 1970s; the urban renewal and reconstruction of vast areas 
through the International Building Exhibition (IBA) competitions. 
In developing a plan for the housing project for Schinkelplatz and Ritterstrasse 
in 1977, Rob Krier sought to modulate the bulk of the buildings, and intensity 
of the facades, by inviting several architects to design within the overall 
scheme, as illustrated by figure 1. The individual design resolutions evoked 
the diversity that exists in the traditional urban grain of Berlin. Through a 
historically- derived framework Krier imposed a common purpose of building 
height, shape and materiality (Dunster 1995).  Indeed, within the ‘traditional’ 
elevational composition of the project is a section recalling the façade of a house 
designed by Karl Friedrich Schinkel that had previously stood on the site (Krier 
1982).  The outcome is an integrated precinct that has subtle surprises in the 
urban form, foregrounds a sense of place and facilitates orientation (Krier, 2003); 
and suggests a blueprint of how to break the scale of large development into 
consonant parts.
Precise architectural expression can vary enormously once a framework 
of types of buildings, their positions and overall scale has been 
established by a master plan. In this way a monotonous architecture…. 
is avoided (Dunster 1995, p.340)
Aldo Rossi, developed his own thinking along the lines of sub-division of the 
urban block to approximate the scale of historical architectural urban forms; this 
can be observed in the contrast of two of his building projects in Berlin.  Firstly 
the building project for the IBA at Koch-Friedrichstrasse Block 10 in 1981, where 
the design objective was the reinstatement of the perimeter block.
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The principle of the perimeter building of a fairly regular height 
intermittently interrupted by visible greenery was considered a sufficient 
framework within which the designs of individual commissioned 
architects would create a varied but coherent district. (Andrews 1985, 
p.252)
Despite the intention to vary the perimeter block with individual buildings, 
the overall project lacks the intended architectural diversity.  The result is an 
unrelenting and repetitive building form, an extrusion of an urban form around 
the perimeter of the city block. 
Figure 1. Courtyard view of the housing project for Schinkelplatz and 
Titterstrasse in 1977, by Rob Krier. The individual designs by participating 
architects evoked the diversity that exists in the traditional urban grain of Berlin. 
(Source: Paul Sanders) 
In contrast, some fifteen years later, Rossi undertook the design for the Quartier 
Schutzenstrasse, Berlin Mitte (1995-97).  This project also covers an entire 
urban block, this time with a patchwork of many fragmented building parts.  
Here Rossi modulates the building form with striking variation in that each 
component, somewhat idiosyncratically (from the hand of one designer), differs 
in manner to the other; but nevertheless demonstrates at the same time the 
imperative of an integrative approach to the architecture.
Buildings completing the perimeter of the block have the traditional 
Berlin eaves height and two roof or mansard storeys. The project follows 
the principle of architectural collage and takes up the theme of the earlier 
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lot structure of the block. It is not intended as a mere re-enactment of 
the historic town, but rather seeks a lively variety of building types and 
different uses (Berg 1995, p.55).
The Quartier Schutzenstrasse project therefore resembles Krier’s Ritterstrasse 
insofar as both attempt to redefine a scale for individual buildings within the 
urban fabric of the city block. 
7.2.6 The Chelmsford Example
For examples of how a local planning authority can provide an overall design 
framework for larger urban projects based upon principles of urban form we 
can turn to Chelmsford in England.  With a population of 150000, the town 
is situated 50 km northeast of London in the centre of the County of Essex. 
Its significance for the argument of this paper stems from a turnaround that 
took place in the late 1990s (Hall, 2007).  What had been an average and 
unprepossessing town had become one that was liveable and sophisticated.  A 
substantive and continuing urban renaissance had begun. High standards of 
design had become the norm across the Borough and this was recognised by 
the award of Beacon Status for the Quality of the Built Environment by the UK 
government in 2003 and also in studies by the Commission for Architecture and 
the Built Environment, including their Housing Audit (CABE, 2004).  
The experience in Chelmsford showed how the gradual increase over time of the 
quantity of published planning policy, and its degree of prescription of urban 
form, resulted in better quality of architecture and a more vibrant public realm.  
In 1996, a new political administration started the process.  The first significant 
changes to planning policies came in 1997 with the adoption of the revised 
Essex Design Guide (Essex County Council, 2005). New spatial policy included 
provisions to make physical implications explicit.  The rate of production of 
detailed site-specific briefs increased, as did the degree of prescription and 
delineation of desired physical structure within them (Hall, 2007, 2008a, 2008b). 
By 2000, the position had been reached whereby every development was 
expected to achieve the required high standards.
It is not novel to propose that site-specific guidance should be used to specify 
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location, linkages, uses, densities and the context for the design of buildings.  In 
Chelmsford’s case, the distinctive aspect was the lengths the Council went to 
address the physical structure of the desired development.  Design frameworks 
addressed large and complex areas which could be developed in different 
segments at different times.  Planning briefs were used for smaller sites where 
development could be expected in the near future.  They all included diagrams 
of the desired physical structure, blocks, frontages, access and uses and guidance 
on issues relating to implementation.  Perimeter blocks, active frontages and 
location of open space were all normally shown in outline.  As perimeter blocks 
tend to have certain standard sizes with limited variation (Hall, 2000), the 
constraints on most sites were such that there was often only one, perhaps two, 
ways of fitting them in if proper frontages were to be maintained.  
An example of a development framework was the guidance provided for 
land to the east of the High Street (Hall, 2008b).  This land had been viewed 
in previous planning policy as an opportunity for the expansion of large-scale 
retailing and multi-storey car parks.  This development never took place and, by 
2000, planning thinking had moved on.  Multi-storey car parks were no longer 
being promoted and the attitude to retailing was much finer grain.  A new 
development framework (Chelmsford Borough Council, 2002a) was prepared 
that set out an intricate pattern of blocks influenced by the pattern of building 
and plot boundaries that reflected the High Street’s mediaeval origins.  This 
pattern also guided the provision of new pedestrian routes between blocks with 
active frontages that would connect the existing shopping centre with an opened 
up riverbank.  Diagrams spelt out explicitly the requirements for pedestrian 
access and how combinations of residential and different types of retail use, and 
number of storeys, are indicated within the block structure as shown by figure 
2.  Axonometric sketches indicated the height and bulk in three dimensions.  A 
combination of residential and retail uses, active frontage to the blocks and a 
lively pedestrian space had been achieved.
Another example of the control of higher density mixed-use development was 
Capital Square, on the northern edge of the town centre (Hall, 2008b).  This was 
a key site for regeneration and was the subject of a planning brief (Chelmsford 
Borough Council, 2002b).  The intention was to restore the patterns of blocks and 
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frontages that reflected the original street pattern.  Part of the site was acquired 
by a developer for a mixed-use scheme of shops fronting the street with flats 
both above them and in a block behind.  The completed project showed how 
a mixed-use scheme at a residential density of 120 dph could be successfully 
integrated into the urban townscape.
Figure 2.  Diagram from the Development Framework for Land East of 
Chelmsford High Street showing in three dimensions a pattern of perimeter 
blocks reflecting the traditional urban grain of the area.  (Source: Chelmsford 
Borough Council, 2002a)
These examples show how far a form–based approach for site-specific 
guidance by a public authority can be taken.  They also demonstrate that such 
an approach can be successful in improving the standard of design in the 
development as built.  It is important to draw out from the process exactly how 
a morphologically-based approach does this.  It brings discussion of physical 
form not just earlier but right to the beginning of the process.  All participants, 
developers, their architects, planning officers and local councillors can see what 
is being sought and what the issues are.  Moreover, they see them at an early 
date.  This contrasts with a more common situation where the physical outcomes 
are dealt with only at the end of the process when it is much more difficult to 
resolve issues they may present.  Although this approach may initially be seen as 
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requiring more work, this is not the case when assessed over the process taken 
as a whole, from inception to completion.
7.2.7 The Melrose Arch example 
What of examples outside of Europe?  An example of the coordination of a large 
project on morphological lines is available in Johannesburg, South Africa.  In 
contrast to the Chelmsford example, there was very little intervention by the 
City council as local planning authority.  The initiative fell to the developers and 
their design team.
The scheme for the 18-hectare development within the city at Melrose Arch was 
originally destined to be another ubiquitous shopping mall.  However, following 
the appointment of Paul Murrain in association with local urban designers, the 
project was transformed into a precinct defined by a series of perimeter urban 
blocks, creating a high street and integrating two urban squares.  It was a case 
of urban morphology informing urban design through the transposition of a 
European morphological model into a post-colonial city situation. 
A number of architectural firms were engaged to design the various buildings 
that would connect together to form the perimeter blocks, recalling the approach 
of Rob Krier described earlier whereby the importance of one building over 
another is resisted in preference for a integrated assemblage of buildings.  These 
blocks were subdivided to achieve a series of land parcels of appropriate scope 
to accommodate buildings of urban scale as can be judged from the model of the 
proposed development shown in figure 3.  What is most significant here is the 
controlled process that enabled architects to collaborate in resolving the formal 
junctions between buildings; resulting in a high level of variety, yet consistency 
and cohesion. The architects designed in strict accordance with a well-defined, 
form-based code document; aspects of compliance included the percentage of 
façade setback and protrusion, general building height, maximum pedestrian 
entrance into building tenancies and facilities from the street.  Articulation of 
the overall urban strategy also emphasised points of special interest within the 
precinct (Sanders 2001).
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Figure 3. Melrose Arch, Johannesburg. 
A view of the project model showing the perimeter block arrangement of 
continuous buildings with active street edges, and landscaped courtyards. Several 
independent architects were commissioned to design on the sub-divided land 
parcels that comprised the urban blocks. (Source: Paul Sanders)
In the mixed-use blocks the distribution of tenancies delivered retail at ground 
floor, office accommodation at first and second, with one or two further stories 
of residential apartments above.  A maximum limit on building depth of 12m 
was encouraged in order to afford the opportunity for cross ventilation and 
access to natural light throughout.
A particular success of the design development phases at Melrose Arch was 
the interaction of architects working on adjoining buildings; the willingness in 
most cases to coordinate design decisions that had affect beyond the individual 
building resulted in the refined built outcome.   This process demonstrates 
how a large-scale city project can be divided into multiple ‘land parcels’, 
appropriately sized to enable architectural responses that are aided by clear 
urban form guideline definitions. 
This is not to say that the development was successful in all respects.  Melrose 
Arch was set within the context of rapid urban change in South Africa, and 
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suffered from the perplexing dichotomies that pervade that society.  Aspects of 
the facilities management and operational services had been secessioned from 
the Johannesburg Municipality in an attempt to relieve the overburdened local 
authority.  Security was an issue that, unfortunately, resulted in restrictions 
of access into the precinct.  Furthermore, the overarching model was Euro-
centric, the common building heights that were strictly adhered to are not a 
morphological characteristic of the city of Johannesburg; these shortcomings also 
pervade the following example from Brisbane, Australia.
7.2.8 The Boggo Road Example
The principal example explored in this paper is that of the redevelopment of the 
9.5 hectares of land surrounding the Boggo Road Gaol in Brisbane, Australia.  
The site is situated 2 km to the south of the city centre and is bounded to the 
east by the main railway line, as shown by figure 4.  The planning authority 
is Brisbane City Council.  The gaol was the city’s first and dates from 1883.  It 
is now disused and the redundant buildings are heritage listed.  The land is 
entirely owned by the Queensland State Government.  Since 1999 it had sought 
to redevelop the site in a comprehensive and intensive manner in order to 
incorporate both residential and office uses including a substantial amount of 
commercial floor space.  The predominant end-user was to be an “Eco-science” 
complex for Queensland Health.  Other smaller sites within the scheme were to 
be sold off to other users. 
As with the Melrose Arch example, but unlike Chelmsford, there was no strong 
intervention by the City council as local planning authority.  However, as the 
site is owned by another public authority, the State Government, there has been 
ample opportunity for the overall control and coordination of the development 
process and no impediment to the pursuit of overall design goals. The process 
was handled predominantly within the Queensland government civil service.  
They commissioned consultants to produce master plans and other supporting 
planning documents that were used for informal public consultation but were 
not published as official planning instruments.  Together, they formed a set of 
documents that could be submitted to the City Council in pursuit of planning 
approval.  The Brisbane City Plan (Brisbane City Council, 2000) did not make 
any specific reference to the development of the site.  The documentation 
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contained codes that, when approved by the Council, could be used to control 
the parameters of development, such as building height.  Different plots within 
the overall scheme could then be sold off and developed within the provisions of 
these codes.
Figure 4. Brisbane City street and grid system showing location of Boggo Road 
Urban Renewal site including sample urban fabrics A & B. (Source: developed 
from McKellar’s official map of Brisbane & suburbs 1895: Brisbane and Suburbs - 
Survey Office 1943)
See Appendix 17 for enlargement
The process began promisingly with a draft master plan produced by 
consultants in 2003.  The original, shown by figure 5a, is, unfortunately no 
longer publicly available.  These initial urban proposals for the precinct 
envisaged a rich mix of building types and scales that were aligned to a street 
grid system as can be judged from the figure-ground analysis carried out by the 
authors and reproduced as figure 5b.  
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Figure 5. Boggo Road Urban Renewal Master Plan 2003. 
The development site is bounded by railway corridor, school and residential area. 
The proposal incorporates four connections to existing streets, and adopts a grid 
system that enables multiple new buildings with active street frontages. The Eco-
science project is distributed across the urban forms of the precinct.  Note how 
the principles of good urban design are applied here to a large-scale urban site.
(a) Consultants’ drawing (Source: Queensland Government)
(b) Authors’ figure-ground analysis (Source: Paul Sanders) 
(a)
(b)
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Figure 6. Boggo Road Urban Renewal Master Plan 2006. The proposal 
incorporates only two connections to existing streets in a closed loop system.  The 
reduction of land parcels to nine development lots has the major Eco-science 
buildings (indicated by Lot 2 & 3) dominating the master plan with a pedestrian 
‘boulevard’ spine diagonally across precinct.  
(a) Consultants’ drawing (Source: State of Queensland, retrieved 23/09/2010 from 
http://www.boggoroad.com.au/files/pdf/BoggoNews2_FINAL.pdf )
(b) Authors’ figure-ground analysis (Source: Paul Sanders) 
(a)
(b)
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The urban form was sensitive to site edge conditions, as well as capitalising on 
the opportunity for increased building heights at the centre.  Importantly, the 
master-plan upheld the urban design principles of a grid street pattern with 
active street edges, creating a town centre with urban form responses to the hill 
top location, taking advantage of significant views and vistas. Unfortunately, 
the Queensland government reconsidered their approach to the scheme entirely 
during 2006 (Queensland Government, 2006).  Different consultants were 
engaged who produce a completely different master plan.  The layout is shown 
by figure 6a.  It was noticeably lacking in the qualities of the earlier urban 
strategy.  The significant changes in the urban design principles were the shift 
from:
• a large number of narrower streets to a small number of wider streets; 
• a larger number of smaller lots to a smaller number of larger lots.
The fundamental impact of the changes can be judged from the authors’ 
figure-ground diagram of the proposals shown in figure 6b.  A photograph of 
part of the completed development is shown by figure 7.   The changes have 
led to limited connections to the existing street system, resulting in a closed 
loop system of detached development plots.  The loss of connectivity between 
proposed buildings and the resultant loss of continuity of urban form with their 
surroundings ensures that the project will never achieve an urban form that can 
be associated with the building of coherent towns or cities.  The opportunity 
missed is startling, especially considering the urban design principles that 
had been applied in the original 2003 master plan.   What is clear is that a 
methodology for achieving cohesive urban form in planned urban renewal 
developments has not been established.
 7.2.9 How could it have been done?
As an exercise to explore the potential for morphologically-based design control, 
the authors have explored a different approach based upon studies of the local 
urban form.  In Australia, a coherent body of morphological research is yet to 
emerge, ‘the study of urban form in Australia is a relatively recent, undeveloped 
field and consists mainly of uncoordinated efforts undertaken by individual 
researchers’ (Siksna 2006, p.96).  While there are relatively extensive published 
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accounts of Australian planning history, little direct focus on urban form or 
morphology has occurred.  Nevertheless, Arnis Siksna’s comparative analysis 
of block size of several Australian and American city block formations (Siksna 
1997) shows what could be achieved.  His study revealed that the relationship 
of block size and form have predictable effects on subsequent evolutionary 
patterns (Siksna 1997, p.24).
Figure 7. Eco-Science building as constructed, photographed in December 2010. 
(Source: Paul Sanders)
More recently, students of architecture, planning and landscape architecture 
at Queensland University of Technology have been engaged in data collection 
and mapping process that has resulted in the establishment of a significant 
archive that contains evidence of the urban growth of Brisbane from settlement 
to the present.  This work has required the participants to access the archives of 
various sources across government and local council collections to amalgamate 
information as a basis for further scrutiny and focused inquiry.
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Figure 8. Sample urban fabrics from Brisbane. For their location see figure 3. 
(Source: From McKellar’s official map of Brisbane & suburbs 1895)
(a) Sample A shows the predominant settlement pattern of 200x90 meter blocks 
with initial subdivision of 20 lots.
(b) Sample B shows a more dispersed grid system at the junction of Stanley Street 
and Boggo Road (renamed Annerley Road) close to the Boggo Road 
One reading of this morphological data reveals for example, the settlement 
block characteristics confirmed in McKellar’s official Map of Brisbane & 
Suburbs 1895, where blocks of 200 x 90m formed the city grid with twenty lots 
of approximately 20 x 40m laid out on each block (Sanders & Schroeder 2008) as 
shown by figures 8a and 8b.  This is clearly evident in the establishment of the 
towns of both North and South Brisbane, characterised by the dominant grid of 
perimeter blocks from central to inner city residential areas (figure 4). Studies 
(a)
(b)
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revealed an initial period of sub-division of lots produced a high intensity of 
buildings of more substantial construction replacing temporary structures of 
early settlement.  However from 1910 onwards the change in the number of 
lots per block varied greatly and became unevenly distributed, particularly as a 
result of subsequent plot amalgamation (Sanders & Schroeder 2008, p.4).  
The design method linked the analysis of the sampled block and street patterns, 
and applies the characteristics of these studies to establish a cogent urban layout 
(figure 9). By adopting the explicit characteristics drawn from the morphological 
mapping, the resultant urban form integrates into the whole by making 
multiple connections to the existing fabric.  The demonstration project describes 
two potential phases.  Firstly one that is designed within the current project 
site boundary and significantly improves on the morphological ‘stitch’ with 
surrounding urban form (figure 9a), through the adoption of a perimeter grid 
and block subdivision.  The second design phase achieves a cohesive greater 
urban precinct, by suggesting the scope of the development should extend over 
the rail reserve and existing station (figure 9b); eight new street connections are 
possible in this proposal (6 more than in the approved project).
The new perimeter blocks allow for a range of building types to contribute to 
a diverse yet homogeneous precinct; which achieves consistency with the bulk 
space requirements of the 2006 master plan.  The finer details of the urban form 
can be adjusted to suit the scale at the edge conditions of the site; connecting 
to, and sensitive to, the existing surrounding fabric. Higher scale and higher 
density buildings can be located centrally and to the railway edges to maximise 
the development opportunities and benefit from the hilltop setting, capitalising 
on the desirable aspects, as illustrated by the perspective drawing in figure 10.  
The street grid allows for flexibility in the neighbourhood planning, the example 
shown below illustrates how a park could occupy a central block, thereby 
enhancing the ecological and recreational value of the precinct.  Furthermore it 
would be possible to engage multiple architectural practices in the design of the 
urban blocks, as described earlier in the Berlin and Melrose Arch examples. 
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Figure 9. Authors’ proposal for the Boggo Road Urban Renewal Precinct. 
See Appendix 18 for enlargement
The proposal demonstrates how urban morphology can inform principles of 
good urban design practice.  It incorporates eight connections to existing streets, 
and integrates a 200 x 90 metre grid mesh drawn from morphological studies 
of archival Brisbane maps (figures 7a & 7b). Also shown is a typical block land 
parcel layout that is common to blocks 2, 3a & b, 4, 5 and 8.  The urban blocks 
adopt continuous and connected perimeter building forms; land parcels are 
created within the block system to enable multiple buildings with diverse 
architectural outcomes. (Source: Paul Sanders)
(a) Phase 1: The development phased to respond to the existing site. Dotted lines 
indicate proposed Phase 2.
(b) Phase 2: The development can later be extended over railway corridor, taking 
advantage of the change in levels, to maximise connectivity and land utilisation. 
(a)
(b)
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Figure 10. Oblique aerial perspective view of the authors’ proposal for the Boggo 
Road Urban Renewal Precinct. 
See Appendix 19 for enlargement
The perimeter grid mesh allows for active street edges and open central 
courtyards. The buildings are of varying scales and intensity, allowing for the 
potential for diverse architectural outcomes, as can be found within the original 
city grid system. (Source: Paul Sanders)
What has been demonstrated here is a systematic approach to incorporating 
analysis of morphological samples of urban form in the vicinity of a 
development precinct that can generate specific guiding principles of urban 
design that bind new urban forms into the fabric of the existing.  It aims to 
enhance the intuitive good urban design proposals such as those presented 
above in the first Boggo Road Draft master plan 2003; furthermore, it aims to 
avoid the complete arbitrariness of urban design practice as revealed in the 
subsequent Boggo Road master plan of 2006.
7.2.10 General Implications for the Planning Process
What then would be the general implications for the control of development 
through the planning system?  In the Boggo Road example, the Queensland 
State government had almost total control through the ownership of the land 
and many of the existing activities upon it.  The direct application elsewhere 
is, therefore, rather limited, although redevelopment and regeneration or large 
portions of inner-urban land in public ownership is by no means unknown 
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throughout the world.  What is of greater interest here is the indirect application. 
What the examples demonstrate is that a method for generating patterns of 
urban form based on consistent principles is available.  This provides a means 
of coordinating the design of development on different components of a larger 
scheme over a long time period.  In particular, it provides a way of stitching new 
schemes into the existing urban fabric.  Moreover, it is the pattern of form that 
persists over time.  Far from being left mainly to developers to decide, urban 
form can, and should, be specified in some detail by the publicly accountable 
planning authority, as in the Chelmsford example.
It might be objected here that there are considerable differences in planning 
systems throughout the world.  The British system referred to above is not the 
same as those in other European countries.  Europe is different in its turn from 
the regulatory procedures of North America, South Africa and Australasia.  
Furthermore, the individual countries in these regions of the world all have 
important difference between them.  Space does not permit a discussion here of 
this fascinating subject but, nevertheless, some important remarks can be made 
about those elements of what has been discussed that could have utility in all 
these panning systems.  Where development plans and site-specific guidance 
are used they can be given content in terms of physical form.  Where zoning 
regulations and development codes are used both the elements controlled 
and the quantities specified can be determined using the generated form as a 
template.  Aside from all this, the experience in Chelmsford (Hall, 2007) has 
shown that a lot can be achieved prior to the application of planning controls.  If 
the physical form of development is set out a sufficiently long time in advance, 
especially before land is bought and sold, then much can be achieved through 
negotiation and voluntary agreement between the parties.
7.2.11 Conclusions
The analysis of past patterns of urban form is important for the planning and 
development process for two principal reasons.  Firstly, it is physical form rather 
than urban activities that persist over time.  Secondly, the normative lessons 
that can be learnt from it coincide with the prescriptions of contemporary 
urban design.  The examples examined in this paper show that not only is 
this applicable to residential development, where some success can already 
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be demonstrated in practice, but it its also applicable to large-scale, mixed-use 
schemes in central areas.  
Furthermore, the introduction of morphological studies into the design of 
such schemes from the outset would not only provide beneficial outcomes but 
improve the way that large developments are organised and implemented.  
More specifically, patterns of urban form could be incorporated into planning 
guidance and can also be used as a template within which more detailed design 
and construction takes place.  This approach could be worked into a standard 
method that could be incorporated within planning systems.  It would allow 
progress to be made in many parts of the world and would be especially helpful 
within those parts of North America, South Africa and Australasia where, even 
though modern planning systems may be in place, the general quality of the 
built environment remains poor.
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 Chapter 8: Conclusion
8.1 Summary of the research
Research in urban morphology is concerned with how urban form evolves and 
leaves a variety of traces in the townscape, either directly through existing forms 
that may have persisted over long periods, or indirectly in the form of influences 
on newer structures. The primary focus of this thesis is the process of data 
collection that can explain architectural aspects of urban transformation, and is 
concerned with how architects and planners can design in a specific way that is 
consistent with a process that appraises the urban forms that have preceded in a 
specific location. 
The research traces the morphological development of a selected urban case 
study, through the mapping of the physical changes that have occurred 
over time and space. By extracting information from historical maps and 
photographs, physical attributes are identified that can the architectural patterns 
that convey continuities in the urban form. The data contained in the research 
mapping can be measured to establish morphological parameters of its built 
form that can be applied in a new methodological process of design towards an 
objective of consonant urban development. 
8.2 Research problem
The thesis has responded to the research problem that has identified the lack 
of coherence in the urban form of cities resulting from modernist approaches 
to planning, urban form, and architecture, throughout the twentieth century. 
By extending the traditional research approaches of urban morphology, the 
thesis has focused attention to the architectural features of existing and past 
buildings as a means to emphatically demonstrate how a given site has been 
shaped and transformed over time.  The historical dimension, represented by 
the presence of various buildings in an urban sequence, is a provocative counter-
foil to the modernist tendency that ignored all that preceded. Furthermore, the 
problem of the lack of a consistent link between research and practice has also 
been addressed through a series of applied case studies. Focusing at various 
urban scales, each case has demonstrated how morphological research can be a 
precursor to design.
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Figure 8.2. Research logic and narrative.
8.2 Research Questions and hypothesis reviewed
Returning to the research questions (1.4) that directed this doctoral study it 
has been shown that evidence drawn from morphological analysis of cities can 
provide a basis for evaluating the qualitative built form characteristics of the city, 
through the assessment processes set out in Chapters 3 & 4. These new methods 
demonstrate the types of archival information that can be collected from 
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available sources to establish mapping diagrams that describe morphological 
change within the study area. The morphological mapping data has proved to 
be a valuable knowledge platform as a basis for application (Chapters 5, 6 and 7) 
of appropriate techniques to generate design models that achieve consonance in 
the new urban forms.
The expectation of the hypothesis has therefore been upheld in that the methods 
of urban morphology have provided evidence of architectural qualities within 
historical urban forms that can be applied as a tool of evaluation and guideline 
for new urban forms.
8.3 Significance of the research
The research has significance and makes an original contribution to knowledge 
in the field of urban morphology through its advocacy of a new method for 
evaluating urban form and the correlation of the research data with design 
practice. Its relevancy has wide application (not withstanding certain limitation 
as discussed previously in 1.10). It defines a methodological tool that can be 
applied where-ever there is an availability of suitable archival material; and 
as the process engages with site-specific data, the results of analysis will differ 
accordingly. 
The cumulative effect of the papers demonstrates how the novel research 
methods (Chapters 3 & 4), devised from the theoretical relevance of historicity 
(Chapters 1 & 2), has enabled the assembly of a knowledge platform of archival 
historical data to inform a range of design situations that challenge how new 
urban environments can integrate within their surroundings (Chapters 5, 6 & 
7). The significance of the findings of this research lies in the proposed new 
methods that provide a rigorous basis of knowledge that breaches the limitations 
of current architectural approaches to urban analysis. It further contributes to 
the evolving currency of urban morphological research at the larger scale of 
urban design. 
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8.3.1 Contribution to new knowledge in the field
Contribution to theory (Chapter 1 & 2)
The research introduces a new concept of ‘Consonance in Urban Form’, 
which builds on established theories of urban morphology, and gives a new 
perspective on the detailed architectural components of urban forms that require 
attention in order to appraise how new buildings can be congruent within their 
surroundings. 
The research makes several contributions to new knowledge in the field of urban 
morphology, as outlined in the following sections.
Contribution to research methods. (Chapter 3 & 4)
The research establishes new methods in the formulation of temporal mapping 
diagrams based on archival material to construct and verify the process of 
collecting morphological data (Chapter 3). It has devised a new approach 
to measure, analyse and tabulate diachronic changes in the architecture of a 
streetscape (Chapter 4). This focused meticulous process was achieved through 
undertaking a selected single case study, and was further intensified through 
the presentation of the research material to an expert focus group to assess its 
efficacy. 
The outcomes discussed in Chapter 5 represent a logical and significant result to 
validate the research sequence of theory, method and application. 
Contribution in the application of research to practice (Chapters 6 & 7)
An original contribution is made through the evaluation of data representing 
buildings from existing and past urban forms is applied in design practice 
that has been tested in three differing case studies scenarios. Chapters 5 
(discussed above) and Chapter 6 both make important contributions through 
the practical examples of how designers can relate to morphological data within 
a workshop setting; the papers validate the relevance of morphological data in 
the process of design, and gives relevance to the research - praxis nexus. They 
make a contribution to the current search for new models that link research 
and practice, that have been the remit of the ‘Task Force’ of the International 
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Seminar on Urban Form. In particular, testing how morphological research is 
operationalised by experts in planning and design has resulted in important 
findings that indicate the requirements for packaging and presentation of the 
research material in order for its effective uptake by practioners. 
Chapter 7 has demonstrated a new method of how the urban design of 
large-scale developments needs to draw on the morphological evidence of 
neighbouring street and block structures as a means to prevent erroneous 
master-planning. 
8.4 Conclusions of the research.
The thesis has developed a rigorous application of new methods that have 
been devised to extract historical data from various archival sources. It verifies 
the accuracy of the records before translating the information into mapping 
diagrams of morphological precision. The focus on architectural elements within 
existing and past streetscapes has enabled the mapping of diachronic streetscape 
elevations of the selected case study. The measurements and tabulations 
resulting from this novel approach have enabled an appraisal of the architectural 
commodity of the transforming urban form. 
The research material thus established has been successfully portrayed to 
architects and urban designers who had not been previously conversant with the 
work or outputs of urban morphologists. The research has provided valuable 
insights into how such research can have a meaningful influence on design 
thinking, at the building and urban scales, set within the context of ‘New world’ 
cities. The impact of this approach and wider implication of the research is 
in how to inform and assist designers and decision makers in their efforts to 
achieve higher levels of congruency in their building proposals.
8.5 Recommendations.
The positive indications from the design workshops undertaken as part of this 
thesis demonstrate that the methodological contribution of the research points 
to opportunities of bridging the gap between research and practice. Ideally local 
authorities should commit to commission universities to undertake widespread 
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morphological research of important urban centres. The mapping arising from 
this approach should be ‘open access’ and available to decision makers and 
designers to become familiar in detail with the morphological characteristics of 
development sites and precincts. New building proposals in established urban 
areas can thus be developed in accordance with an appropriate interpretation of 
the knowledge, towards achieving consonance in the new urban forms. 
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Appendices
  Key definitions 
A comprehensive glossary of definition relating to urban morphology first 
appeared in M.R.G. Conzen’s key publication on Alnwick (1960); and was later 
expanded as Appendix A:Glossary of Technical Terms in his Thinking About Urban 
Form: Papers on Urban Morphology (2004a). Peter Larkham and Andrew Jones 
have compiled a glossary relating to the British School of Urban Morphology in 
the late 1980s which was published as a Research Monograph by the Historical 
Geography Research Group of the Institute of British Geographers (Larkham 
and Jones, 1991); it is now freely available on the website of the International 
Seminar on Urban Form (http://www.urbanform.org/glossary.html). Similarly 
Nicola Marzot developed a ‘Critical Glossary’ (Marzot, 2001) of technical terms 
as an appendix to the English translation of Caniggia and Maffei’s seminal 
book  Architectural Composition and Building Typology: Interpreting Basic Building 
(2001).The definitions set out in this section therefore draws on these published 
glossaries in addition to the definitions that appear in the broader scope of 
relevant literature; the following section of definitions is set out to clarify the 
understanding and use of these terms within this research document. 
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Morphogenesis
Morphogenesis is the study of morphological processes in the townscape 
set in motion and sustained by the functional and environmental 
requirements of local urban societies and individuals over long periods 
of time (Conzen, 2004a, p.250)
Morphogenesis is described as the study of the origin and evolution of the 
morphology of cities, and the creation and subsequent transformations of 
city form (Vance 1990, p.4 & p.38); it relates particularly to the study of the 
evolutionary processes impacting on the formation and transformation of the 
built environment (morphology being the study of the form itself). ‘The dynamic 
state of the city, and the pervasive relationship between its elements, have led 
many urban morphologists to prefer the term ’urban morphogenesis’ to describe 
their field of study’ (Moudon 1997, p.3). 
Morphogenetic
The evolutionary processes of transformation in urban form is a diachronic 
process associated with the history of urban form, and sometimes referred to 
as morphogenetic. The two main points of focus being the role of ‘constant 
persistent elements’, and the ‘study of relationship between building type and 
urban fabric over time’ (Levy 1999, p.81). The morphogenetic tradition describes 
the specialised area of urban morphology that involves the ‘reconstruction 
of the historical development of the physical configurations of urban areas’ 
(Whitehand 1992a, p. 624), through archival data, particularly maps and plans 
(Marzot 2005, p.30; Whitehand and Larkham 1992a, p.1; Whitehand 2007a, p.1). 
Morphological period
The fact that forms created in one period are different from those 
created in another is fundamental to the way urban areas change their 
configurations (Maffei and Whitehand, 2001, p.48). 
Defined by Conzen as ‘any period in the cultural history of an area which 
created distinct material forms in the cultural landscape to suit the particular 
socio-economic needs of its society. These forms surviving in varying degree as 
residual features.’ (Conzen, 2004a, p.251).
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Morphological Frame
An antecedent plan feature, topographical outline or set of outlines 
exerting a morphological influence on subsequent more or less 
conformable plan development on the same site, often passing its 
features on as inherited outlines (Conzen, 2004a, p.251).
Historicity
Expressiveness of the creations of past societies that are evident in the townscape 
(Conzen 2004a, p.248). See also Chapter 2.1.
Type
Simply put, type is a classification of buildings that have formal characteristics 
in common, with each variation considered as a different type (Case-Sheer, 
2013a). Building type is defined as an ‘abstract object built through analysis’ 
(Moudon, 2007, p.271), a ‘collective project’, the result of widely shared cultural 
values deeply rooted in local traditions (Marzot, 2005, p.30) as the ‘customary 
building of countless vernacular builders over time’ (Case-Sheer, 2013, p.854). 
An architectural type is a norm, an abstraction, which is morphological, 
characteristic and typical representation of the archetype (original model from 
which others are copied). It can be highly specific in configuration that is not 
easily adapted for new uses (Kelbaugh 2007). Dwellings form the ‘basic’ or 
‘primary’ type of any urban tissue and is modified according to changing social 
and economic conditions (Samuels, 1990, p.418). There are differentiations of 
terminology between the type as a model to be replicated, and the type as a rule 
to be followed, also between the a priori (from the past) and a posteriori ( from the 
later- invented) types (Moudon, 2007, p.271). Typology is the study and theory 
of architectural types (Kelbaugh, 2007, p.87). 
Typomorphology
Typomorphology is a term introduced by Muratori and later popularized 
by Aymonino, that relates in particular to the study in relationship between 
buildings and surrounding open spaces revealing the spatial structure of cities, 
not so much the form or style of architecture (Moudon 1992, p.45; 1997, p.6; 2007, 
p.257). 
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Micromorphology
Micromorphology is particular to the study of form at the level of elements of 
individual buildings (Larkham 2006, p.126).
Townscape & urban landscape 
The terminology of ‘townscape’, ‘urban landscape’ and ‘urban form’ are used 
interchangeably by a number of authors (Whitehand, 2005; Conzen, 2001); and 
emerged through the Architectural Review in the 1940s through the writing of 
Thomas Sharp, and was later developed by Gordon Cullen as a visual analytical 
tool (Serial Vision) through the use of streetscape sketches (Larkham 2006, 
p.118).
Building Fabric - group of buildings (tessuto) 
The built form (three dimensional) composition of an urban area (Conzen, 2004a, 
p.242). “The building material and architectural style in which a structure or 
group of structures is constructed” (Larkham and Jones, 1991).
Urban tissue and Plan unit. 
A specific arrangement of streets, plots and buildings of a town plan that is 
distinct from its surroundings, with discernible morphological unity (Conzen, 
1960, p. 5; 2004a, p.253). In Caniggian analysis, the urban tissue is the ensemble 
of aggregated buildings, spaces and access routes (Samuels, 1982, p. 3; Larkham 
and Jones, 1991).
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Key figure and table enlargements
250
Appendix 1 - Atlas.ti screenshot showing tagging of documents in the verification process of triangulation. Ref: Chapter 3. 249
Appendix 2 - Atlas.ti screenshot showing tagging of documents in the verification process of triangulation. Ref: Chapter 3. 250
Appendix 3 - Atlas.ti screenshot showing tagging of documents in the verification process of triangulation. Ref: Chapter 3. 251
Appendix 4 - Atlas.ti screenshot showing tagging of documents in the verification process of triangulation. Ref: Chapter 3. 252
Appendix 5 - Atlas.ti screenshot showing tagging of documents in the verification process of triangulation. Ref: Chapter 3. 253
Appendix 6 - Atlas.ti screenshot showing tagging of documents in the verification process of triangulation. Ref: Chapter 3. 254
Appendix 7 - Exel Spreadsheet showing measurement data for streetscape buildings. Ref: Chapter 3 & 4. 255
Appendix 8 - Atlas.ti screenshot showing tagging of documents in the verification process of triangulation. Ref: Chapter 3. 256
Appendix 9 - Atlas.ti screenshot showing tagging of documents in the verification process of triangulation. Ref: Chapter 3. 257
Appendix 10 - Atlas.ti screenshot showing tagging of documents in the verification process of triangulation. Ref: Chapter 3. 258
Appendix 11 - Figure 3  Ref: Chapter 4. 259
Appendix 12 - Figure 7  Ref: Chapter 3. 260
Appendix 13 - Table 2. Ref: Chapter 4. 261
Appendix 14 - Table 3. Ref: Chapter 4. 262
Appendix 15 - Table 4  Ref: Chapter 4. 263
Appendix 16 - Figure 13a. Ref: Chapter 6. 264
Appendix 17 - Figure 4. Ref: Chapter 7. 265
Appendix 18 - Figure 9  Ref: Chapter 7. 266
Appendix 19 - Figure 10  Ref: Chapter 7. 267
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